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Abstrat. The provision of wireless aess to voie and data servies experiened an impressive growth of
importane during the last 20 years. Most of the Internet appliations employ the TCP/IP protool
suite to deliver their servies. TCP has been developed to operate in a terrestrial network environment.
However, with the rapid rise in wireless ommuniation in reent years, it has beome important to
adapt TCP to heterogeneous environments that inlude both wireline networks and Wireless Wide-
Area Networks (W-WANs), suh as satellite and terrestrial wireless networks, in order to optimize
performane.
The spei link harateristis of wireless and satellite links, in partiular high latenies and frequent
frame losses due to bit-orruption, aet performane of transport protools. TCP suers beause of
low bandwidth, long onnetion set-up times, high lateny and error rate, ineient use of air link
apaity. Most of next generation satellite systems utilizes Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) mehanisms
to eiently share radio resoures among a large number of users. BoD mehanisms often auses
additional link delay, whih has a detrimental eet on TCP performane.
In this thesis, we propose a new TCP/IP-friendly link level protool, namely Satellite Link Aware
Communiation Protool (SLACP) whih inorporates a novel error-reovery mehanism aimed at
drastially redue the residual Paket Error Rate (PER) as seen by higher layers without produing
signiant extra delay. The protool has been validated with experimental evaluations onduted in
a Digital Video Broadasting-Return Channel System (DVB-RCS) satellite environment, where the
BoD tehnique Demand Assignment Multiple Aess (DAMA) is employed to regulate the aess to
the satellite hannel. Cross-layer interations between link layer and transport layer as well as the
impat of BoD mehanisms on TCP dynamis are investigated. Furthermore, experiments using a
seleted set of state-of-the-art TCP enhanements in onjuntion with our TCP/IP-friendly link-level
protool have been arried out. The proposed mehanisms and improvements of the link and transport
layer would be relevant for many wireless WAN systems.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The provision of wireless aess to voie and data servies experiened an impressive growth of impor-
tane during the last 20 years. A variety of teleommuniation network tehnologies has been devel-
oped for providing ubiquitous aess for users. Wide-area ellular networks, suh as General Paket
Radio Servie (GPRS) [33℄, Universal Mobile Teleommuniations System (UMTS) [40, 112, 119℄
and Long Term Evolution (LTE) [2℄ provide onnetivity in a geographially large area. Wireless
loal area networks (WLAN) oer a high speed servie in limited areas. Communiation satellites
an be integrated with the terrestrial network infrastruture to support aess to the Internet, oer-
ing global overage, broadast and multiast apabilities, Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) exibility,
salability and reliability.
Transmission Control Protool (TCP) [107, 125℄ is the main transport protool in the Internet.
Most of the Internet appliations employ TCP to deliver their servies. TCP has been developed
to operate in a terrestrial network environment. However, with the rapid rise in wireless ommuni-
ation in reent years, it has beome important to adapt TCP to heterogeneous environments that
inlude both wireline networks and Wireless Wide-Area Networks (W-WANs), suh as satellite and
terrestrial wireless networks, in order to optimize performane.
The spei link harateristis of wireless and satellite links, in partiular high latenies and fre-
quent frame losses due to bit-orruption, aet performane of transport protools. TCP suers
beause of low bandwidth, long onnetion set-up times, high lateny and error rate, ineient use
of air link apaity [63℄. Most of the next generation satellite systems utilizes BoD mehanisms
to alloate satellite link apaity for eient sharing of radio resoures among a large number of
users. BoD mehanisms often auses additional link delay, whih has a detrimental eet on TCP
performane [18, 81, 123℄.
An extensive set of TCP enhanements has been proposed by the researh ommunity during these
years [18, 24, 37, 81, 97℄ to improve the performane of TCP over wireless links. Solutions an be
broadly lassied as split-onnetion, link-layer approahes and end-to-end approahes [24℄.
In this thesis, we propose a new TCP/IP-friendly link level protool, namely Satellite Link Aware
Communiation Protool (SLACP) [18, 81℄, whih inorporates a novel error reovery mehanism
aimed at drastially redue the residual Paket Error Rate (PER) as seen by higher layers without
produing a signiant extra delay. The protool has been validated with experimental evaluations
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onduted in a Digital Video Broadasting-Return Channel System (DVB-RCS) [45℄ satellite envi-
ronment, where the BoD tehnique Demand Assignment Multiple Aess (DAMA) is employed to
regulate the aess to the satellite hannel. Cross-layer interations between link layer and transport
layer as well as the impat of BoD mehanisms on TCP dynamis are investigated. Furthermore,
experiments using a seleted set of state-of-the-art TCP enhanements in onjuntion with our
TCP/IP-friendly link-level protool have been arried out.
1.1 Motivation
TCP performane over W-WAN networks is often poor due to the harateristis of wireless and
satellite links suh as high lateny, high Bandwidth-Delay Produt (BDP), high error rate, long
Round Trip Time (RTT), bandwidth asymmetry and variable Round-Trip Time (RTT) [10,12℄. All
these harateristis have severe impat on TCP performane in links with huge propagation delay,
suh as Geostationary Orbit (GEO) satellites, espeially in ase BoD mehanisms are in use for
alloating hannel resoures [18, 81, 123℄.
A major problem with TCP onsists of its inability to distinguish between paket losses due to link
imperfetions and paket losses due to ongestion. In both ases TCP will redue its transmission
rate, while this is neessary only in the latter ase. Moreover, in Wireless-Wide Area Networks
(W-WAN) links, paket losses often our in bursts resulting in the loss of several segments in a
single TCP window. In terms of resulting transport performane the TCP loss reovery tends to be
inadequate with suh loss patterns.
Link-level error reovery may be used to redue the residual error rate as seen by TCP. However,
ross-layer interations may impat on TCP performane. The additional delay introdued by link
level retransmissions may ause signiantly long delay spikes and adversely interfere with end-to-
end error and ongestion ontrol at transport level, resulting in unneessary paket retransmissions,
redution of the sending rate and waste of link apaity.
Typially wireless links also possess other harateristis, suh as BoD alloation mehanisms, band-
width asymmetry, that may adversely aet TCP performane. BoD mehanisms introdue addi-
tional link delay; suh a delay may be signiantly variable over time depending on the amount of
tra oered to the network. This may result in a detrimental impat on TCP reovery algorithm
performane and ause unneessary retransmissions [18, 81℄. To our knowledge, little published
researh has been developed on interations between BoD mehanisms and transport protools.
1.2 Existing Solutions
The shemes proposed to improve the performane of TCP over wireless links an be broadly las-
sied as split-onnetion, link-layer and end-to-end approahes [24℄. The split-onnetion approah
replaes an end-to-end TCP onnetion with two or more separate onnetions. One of the on-
netions is aross the problemati wireless link allowing TCP modiations for more eient loss
reovery or even replaing TCP with an alternative transport protool. This, however, has serious
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impliations as it breaks the end-to-end semantis of the onnetion [29℄. It also annot oexist
with the end-to-end use of Internet Protool seurity (IPse) [79℄.
In the link-layer approah, link-level error reovery is used loally on an error-prone link to improve
the reliability of the link. Loal knowledge of the link an be used to optimize the reovery meha-
nism. Many link-layer reovery mehanisms are based on Automati Repeat reQuests (ARQ) used
in a highly persistent mode of reovering lost frames. This may ause unwanted interation with
TCP retransmissions [24, 50℄. In partiular, highly persistent link ARQ easily leads to delay spikes
that an result in suboptimal TCP performane by ausing spurious TCP timeouts, unneessary
retransmissions and a multipliative derease in the ongestion window size.
The end-to-end approah preserves the end-to-end semantis of TCP. Some of the proposals in
this ategory inlude TCP enhanements that follow the Internet ongestion ontrol priniples
[14, 53℄ suggested by Internet Engineering Task Fore (IETF) suh as large initial window [11℄,
TCP Seletive Aknowledgment Option (TCP SACK) [93℄, Window Saling [77℄, and TCP Control
Blok Interdependene (TCP-CBI) [130℄. A large number of researh proposals not following IETF
reommendations has been proposed, suh as TCP Peah [5℄ and TCP Westwood [92℄.
1.3 Overview of the approah
In this thesis we fous on the link-layer approah and disuss the design details of a TCP/IP-friendly
link-layer protool with novel design aimed at improving TCP and other IP-tra performane on
network paths involving W-WAN links.
Satellite Link Aware Communiation Protool (SLACP) [18, 81℄ is a logial link-layer protool uti-
lizing a new hybrid error reovery mehanism. Hybrid ARQ tehniques ombine Forward Error
Corretion (FEC) and ARQ [85℄. SLACP ombines ARQ with FEC in a novel way in order to
redue the residual paket-error rate (PER) and thereby allowing more eient TCP operation.
SLACP uses the interleaving tehnique [85, 87℄, but at the frame level rather than bit level.
The additional delay due to ARQ is minimized by limiting the retransmission attempts to one, but
the residual PER is still kept at a very low level. This is possible by retransmitting lost frames
together with FEC enoded redundany frames, inreasing the probability that a lost frame is re-
overed with one retransmission attempt only. This feature is partiularly beneial for long lateny
links as eah additional retransmission ontributes to inreasing the end-to-end RTT signiantly.
The SLACP design involves a number of additional measures in keeping the delay to a minimum,
inluding minimal queuing in the link head and the expedited delivery of retransmitted frames and
aknowledgments (repeat requests).
In order to provide support for delay sensitive tra, SLACP supports several Quality-of-Servie
(QoS) lasses by implementing several logial hannels over a single physial link and allowing eah
hannel to be ongured with QoS parameters and error ontrol strategy that best suit to the
IP tra direted over the hannel. Frames transmitted over eah logial hannel are delivered
independently of the frames sent over the other hannels. This avoids the head-of-line bloking
problem ourring during ARQ-based reovery.
SLACP employs ow ontrol between the IP layer and the link layer together with limiting the
amount of link buering. With wireless systems, suh as DVB-RCS satellite systems [48℄, IP pakets
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often ow diretly to the Medium Aess Control (MAC) buer to perform BoD (sine the amount
of link apaity requested depends on the quantity of data enqueued in the MAC buer) without
ow ontrol between the layers and the exess pakets are dropped if the MAC buer beomes full.
The IP queue will always be empty; thus, proper IP router queue sizes to ontrol total amount of
buering annot be used and the use of IP ative queue management mehanisms is not eetive.
With SLACP, arriving pakets are forwarded to the MAC layer only if spae is available in its
buer; otherwise, pakets are kept in the IP buer. In addition, any unneessary link-level buering
is avoided to minimize the overall delay by allowing only one unsent paket buered in SLACP.
We have implemented the SLACP protool on Linux. We perform an extensive set of performane
experiments in an emulated satellite DVB-S/DVB-RCS environment with real TCP/IP staks in
the end hosts and employing our implementation of SLACP over the satellite segment. A satellite
emulation platform is used to emulate several levels of error rate and a DAMA BoD alloation
sheme on the satellite return link.
We use a seleted set of state-of-the-art TCP enhanements in onjuntion with SLACP to further
improve TCP performane over W-WANs. There has been little earlier work in evaluating TCP
performane when a proper set of TCP enhanements are ombined. Studying the ombined eet
of the TCP enhanements for suh an environment allows better understanding of how well a state-
of-the-art TCP an perform. Our goal is to show that TCP enhanements alone may not be enough
to provide aeptable performane (espeially in ase of high PER) and that using a seleted set of
TCP enhanements in onjuntion with SLACP protool is the way to improve TCP performane
in error-prone W-WAN links.
1.4 Struture of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follow. In Chapter 2 we desribe the main harateristis of
mobile wireless teleommuniation and satellite systems. In this thesis, we are interested in the
impat of wireless systems harateristis on the behavior of transport protools. Several mobile
wireless teleommuniation systems and satellite ommuniation systems are desribed to show
what harateristis they have in ommon, what are the main dierenes and provide the neessary
bakground to understand the researh problem.
In Chapter 3 we provide the bakground on link layer protools and error ontrol shemes. Two basi
ategories of error ontrol methods to improve the apparent quality of a ommuniation hannel are
desribed: FEC and ARQ. In Chapter 4 reliable and real-time transport protools are desribed
together with the problems experiened in wireless environment. Several proposed mitigations and
related work are introdued.
The main ontributions of this thesis are presented in Chapters 5 and 6. In Chapter 5 we introdue
a new TCP/IP-friendly link level protool, alled Satellite Link Aware Communiation Protool
(SLACP). Design priniples, main objetives, protool and interfaing details are desribed.
In Chapter 6 we present experimental evaluations onduted to validate the SLACP protool in an
emulated DVB-RCS satellite environment. An overview of the DVB-RCS system arhiteture is
provided, mainly fousing on the elements of the system arhiteture relevant to the sope of this
thesis.
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In Chapter 7, the main results of this thesis are summarized and future work is outlined.
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Chapter 2
Wireless and Satellite Systems
This hapter desribes the main harateristis of mobile wireless teleommuniation and satellite
systems. In this thesis, we are interested in the impat of wireless system harateristis on transport
protools behavior. Therefore, several mobile wireless teleommuniation and satellite systems
are desribed to show what harateristis they have in ommon, what are the main dierenes
and provide the neessary bakground to understand the researh problem. Althouth a number
of teleommuniation systems are desribed, the pragmati fous of the thesis is in the satellite
systems; the mobile terrestial systems are not used in evaluating the proposals of the thesis.
2.1 Overview
The provision of wireless aess to voie and data servies experiened an impressive growth of
importane during the last 15 years. Several teleommuniation network tehnologies have been
developed for providing ubiquitous aess for users. We an distinguish wireless mobile teleommu-
niation systems and satellite ommuniation systems.
Despite of their tehnologial dierenes, implementation and appliation elds, mobile teleom-
muniation systems and satellite systems have many things in ommon onerning their high-level
struture and their harateristis and features provided to the user. A high-level view of an user
aessing Paket Data Network (PDN) servies (e.g. Internet, Intranet) using wireless tehnologies
is depited in Figure 2.1. The user is endowed with a Mobile Devie (MD) onneted to an a-
ess network infrastruture, whih further gives aess to the PDN through a Last-Hop or aess
Router. Therefore, the aess network infrastruture an be seen as an interfae between the mobile
user and the PDN. Suh a role an be fullled both by a wireless mobile system and by a satellite
ommuniation system
1
.
Wireless and satellite systems raise a multitude of performane issues sine they provide the user
with radio links that typially experiene higher bit error rate, higher lateny and larger delay
variation than wireline links do. Charateristis of wireless and satellite links are often omparable
1
The Last-Hop onguration is only one of the possible ways of employing a satellite link. Here we are interested
in those ongurations providing wireless ubiquitous servies.
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Figure 2.1: High-level view of a mobile user aessing a PDN.
and have similar detrimental impat on appliations performane although the origin of these prob-
lems is very dierent. An overview of wireless and satellite systems desribing their harateristis,
ommon omponents and main dierenes is given below.
2.2 Global System for Mobile Communiation
The Global System for Mobile Communiation (GSM) [109℄ is the pan-European digital ellular
standard published by the European Teleommuniations Standards Institute (ETSI). GSM is a
digital ellular system belonging to the seond-generation of ellular systems that sueeded the
rst generation of analogue mobile phone tehnologies inluding Advaned Mobile Phone System
(AMPS), Total Aess Communiation System (TACS) and Nordi Mobile Telephony (NMT).
GSM tehnology is an extremely suessful wireless tehnology as it beame the world's leading and
fastest growing mobile standard. It is estimated that at the end of January 2004 there was more
than 1 billion GSM subsribers aross more than 200 ountries of the world [129℄.
GSM was originally designed for providing voie servies. Data servies were limited to a iruit-
swithed 9.6 Kbps onnetion, further extended to 14.4 Kbps [42℄. The High Speed Ciruit Swithed
DATA (HSCSD) [43, 44, 127℄ is an extension to GSM allowing paket data servies at a potential
bit rate of 115 Kbps [121℄.
The GSM network infrastruture is shown in Figure 2.2. GSM funtionalities are divided between
three parts: the Mobile Station (MS), the Base Station Subsystem (BSS) and the Network Sub-
system (NSS). The MS is omposed of the terminal and a smart ard alled Subsriber Identity
Module (SIM), whih provides personal mobility to the user. The BSS is omposed of the Base
Transeiver Station (BTS) and the Base Station Controller (BSC). The Base Transeiver Station
inludes the radio transeivers overing a ell and handles the radio ommuniation with the MS.
The BSC manages radio resoures (radio-hannels setup, frequeny hopping, handover) for one or
more BTSs. The Mobile Swithing Center (MSC) is the entral omponent of the NSS and allows
onneting the GSM network to the xed networks suh as PSTN or ISDN. MSC also manages
mobile subsriber funtionalities suh as registration, authentiation, handovers, loation updating,
and all routing to a roaming subsriber. In order to provide these servies, other funtional entities
are present in the NSS: the Home Loation Register (HLR), the Visitor Loation Register (VLR),
the Equipment Identity Register (EIR) and the Authentiation Center (AuC).
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Figure 2.2: GSM system arhiteture.
The main limitation of GSM for providing data servies is that it is based on iruit-swithed
transmission. Setting up the initial onnetion takes several seonds. In addition, a ommuniation
hannel is alloated for a single user for the entire all period. Hene, in ase of bursty data tra,
this results in a waste of network resoures and is an expensive servie for the user. On the other
hand, one the onnetion has been established, the user benets by the alloated radio resoures
for all the all duration possibly without delay or bit rate variations.
In ase a onnetion hando ours, the link may be unavailable for several seonds (link disruption).
This has an adverse impat on performane of transport protools as it may ause paket losses
(see Chapter 4 for more disussion). The delay length aused by an hando may vary and depends
on whether the onnetion hando is internal (hando between ells overed by the same BSS) or
external (hando between ells under overage of two dierent BSSs).
2.3 General Paket Radio Servie
General Paket Radio Servie (GPRS) [33℄ is an extension of the GSM system. It oers a paket-
swithed bearer servie together with the existing iruit-swithed servies available in GSM. GPRS
has been designed to extend data servies provided by GSM so that users an take advantage of
shorter network aess times and higher transmission rates than in GSM. GPRS supports existing
paket-swithed networks, suh as IP networks.
When ompared to GSM, two additional elements are present in the GPRS arhiteture: the Serving
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GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN). The SGSN is on-
neted to one or more BSC. It is responsible for paket delivery towards the mobile stations within
its geographial servie area. It handles paket routing, mobility management (attah/detah and
loation management), authentiation and harging funtions. It stores user loation information
in its loation register and user proles of all GPRS users registered in that SGSN. The GGSN ats
as a gateway between the GPRS bakbone network and the external paket data networks. It is
responsible for IP address assignment, it stores the urrent SGSN address of the user and his prole.
It also provides harging funtionality.
On the physial layer of both GSM and GPRS, Frequeny Division Multiple Aess (FDMA) and
Time Division Multiple Aess (TDMA) are used. TDMA tehnique is applied in multiple fre-
quenies bands (TDMA/FDMA). The frequeny band reserved for GSM/GPRS (890-915 MHz for
uplink and 935-960 MHz for downlink) is divided in 124 arrier hannels of 200 kHz width. Eah of
these frequeny hannels holds eight TDMA hannels or time slots. Eight time slots form a TDMA
frame. The reurrene of one partiular time slot denes a physial hannel.
GPRS diers from GSM in the way hannels are alloated. In GPRS, a mobile user an alloate
from one to eight hannels per TDMA frame (multi-slot operation mode). A hannel is only reserved
when pakets are transmitted and it is released shortly after the transmission if there are no more
pakets ready to be transmitted. Consequently, a mobile station may reserve a dierent number of
hannels based on its bandwidth needs. Instead, in GSM a hannel is alloated to a spei mobile
station for the entire all duration. In order to more eiently support asymmetri data tra
where the amount of data in downlink is dierent than in uplink (e.g. Web transfers), uplink and
downlink hannels are alloated separately.
In GPRS a hannel provides a bit rate ranging between 9.05 Kbps and 21.4 Kbps based on the
amount of hannel oding used to protet data against errors. Sine a user may alloate up to eight
hannels, a maximum theoretial bit rate of 171.2 Kbps an be ahieved. In pratie, the ahievable
data rates range from 40 to 60 Kbps.
GPRS is more suitable for bursty data tra (e.g. Internet appliations) than GSM as its user
billing system for data servies is based on the amount of data volume eetively transferred. This
is possible as hannels are alloated only when data pakets are sent or reeived and they an be
used by dierent users (statistial multiplexing). This also results in an eient management of
radio resoures. The main drawbak is that the network aess is not deterministi; a user may
not be able to alloate a hannel to transfer new pakets in ase all hannels are already alloated
by other users, resulting in an additional delay before paket transmission is ahieved. Suh an
additional omponent of the link lateny may be harmful to performane transport protools (see
Chapter 4 for more disussion).
As in GSM, user mobility aets the link availability and may ause paket losses, delays and paket
reordering. Moreover, one a hando ourred network resoures available in the new ell may not
be the same as in the previous one. Therefore, maintaining the previous transmission bit rate may
not be possible.
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Figure 2.3: GPRS protool stak.
2.3.1 GPRS Protool Stak
Figure 2.3 depits the GPRS protool stak and the elements involved in a data transfer between
the MS and a Server onneted to the GGSN through an external paket data network. The GPRS
Tunneling Protool (GTP) [41℄ is employed between the two GPRS Support Nodes (SGSN and
GGSN) to route data pakets and related signal information into the GPRS bakbone network
(tunneling). Under GTP, either UDP or TCP transport protool may be used for ommuniation.
UDP is preferred sine the GPRS bakbone provides high reliability and further error ontrol at
transport layer is not needed. The network tehnology adopted below IP level an be various and
depends on the operator.
The Subnetwork Dependent Convergene Protool (SNDCP) [46℄ is employed between the MS
and the SGSN. It maps the network-level protool to the underlying logial link ontrol. SNDCP
also provides other funtions suh as ompression, segmentation and multiplexing of network layer
messages to a single virtual onnetion from the SGSN to the MS.
Two sub-layers an be distinguished in the data link layer: the Logial Link Control (LLC) [47℄
and the Radio Link Control/Medium Aess Control (RLC/MAC) [49℄ sub-layers. The LLC layer
onnets the MS with the SGSN and provides a highly reliable link onnetion between the two
peers. The protool used is an adapted version of the Link Aess Proedure-D (LAPD) protool
employed in GSM [38℄. Its funtionalities inlude ow ontrol, in-order delivery, error detetion
and orretion, iphering. Variable frame lengths are supported. As Figure 2.3 shows, the LLC is
split between the BSC and SGSN. The BSC funtionality is alled LLC relay. The Base Station
Subsystem GPRS (BSSGP) protool ontrols the data ow between the BSC and the SGSN. It
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performs funtions of routing and Quality of Servie (QoS) information for the BSS.
The Radio Link Control (RLC) ahieves a reliable link between the MS and the BSS. It performs
segmentation and reassembly funtions of LLC frames into RLC data bloks and error ontrol suh
as Automati Repeat reQuest (ARQ) and Forward Error Corretion (FEC) (see Chapter 3 for more
details about error orretion). RLC protool uses seletive rejet ARQ protool. The maximum
number of retransmissions for a orrupted frame (ARQ persistene) is ongurable from 0 to 3. A
reliable RLC mode ensures that frames are delivered in order, while the ARQ in RLC ombined
with FEC ahieves an high hannel reliability. Four dierent oding shemes (CS-1 to CS-4) with
varying levels of FEC [32, 94℄ may be utilized. Most urrently deployed GPRS networks support
only CS-1 and CS-2. The MAC layer regulates the aess among several MSs to the radio hannel
by using algorithms for ontention resolution, sheduling and prioritization.
The GPRS data link layer provides high reliability but it suers from high and widely varying
Round Trip Times (RTT). Measurements using ping over existing GSM networks showed that the
typial value of RTT is around 700 ms [61, 82℄ though the measurements range is between 500 and
1100 ms as the RTT depends on the network onditions in the ell serving the MS. Suh high values
and variation range may adversely interat with transport layer protools (see Chapter 4 for more
details).
2.3.2 Enhaned Data rates for GSM Evolution
Enhaned Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) [99℄ or Enhaned GPRS (EGPRS) is a digital mo-
bile phone tehnology that provides higher data transmission rates and improved data transmission
reliability ompared to GPRS. EDGE/EGPRS is an enhanement of GSM and GPRS networks,
and it has been designed to failitate the upgrade of existing GPRS networks.
The upgrade ompared to a GPRS network involves the base stations (transeiver units) sine a
new modulation sheme is in use. Mobile terminals need to support the new modulation and oding
shemes allowing higher user data rates. No hanges are required in the GPRS ore network.
EDGE uses the higher-order Phase Shift Keying/8 (8PSK) modulation, in addition to the Gaussian
Minimum-Shift Keying (GMSK). Like in GPRS, a rate adaptation algorithm is used to adapt the
modulation and oding sheme to the quality of the radio hannel. A new reovery mehanism has
been introdued to inrease the robustness of data transmission, alled Inremental Redundany
(IR), whih inorporates both FEC and ARQ tehniques (see Chapter 3 for more details on error
reovery mehanisms). EDGE supports data rates up to 236.8 Kbps for 4 time-slots (theoretial
maximum is 473.6 Kbps for 8 time-slots) in paket mode.
2.4 Universal Mobile Teleommuniations System
The Universal Mobile Teleommuniations System (UMTS) [40, 112, 119℄ belongs to the third gen-
eration of mobile systems and is being developed in the Third Generation Partnership Projet
(3GPP) [128℄. UMTS provides both voie and paket data servies with data rates apabilities
signiantly higher than those provided by seond generation networks.
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Figure 2.4: UTRAN arhiteture.
The maximum data bit rate available in UMTS is 2 Mbps for slow mobile terminals in pioellular
environments. The data rate of 384 Kbps an be provided in miroellular environments, whereas
terminal roaming ountryside in maroellular environments an exploit data rates up to 144 Kbps.
One of the key requirement of UMTS is preserving the urrent GSM/GPRS infrastruture invest-
ments of operators during the upgrade to UMTS. The UMTS network struture onsists of three
parts (see Figure 2.4): The Core Network (CN), a new Radio Aess Network (RAN) alled UMTS
terrestrial Radio Aess Network (UTRAN) and the User Equipment (UE).
The arhiteture of CN is based on GPRS network, although the equipment must be upgraded to
support UMTS funtionalities. The main funtion of CN onsists of providing swithing, routing and
transit for user tra as well as network management apabilities. The Core Network is divided in
iruit swithed and paket swithed domains. Paket swithed elements are Serving GPRS Support
Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), inherited from GPRS arhiteture.
UTRAN is omposed by one or more Radio Network Subsystems (RNS) (see Figure 2.4). Eah RNS
onsists of two parts, namely Radio Network Controller (RNC) and Node B, whih nearly fulll the
same funtionalities as BSC and BTS of GSM respetively.
The RNC is onneted to a set of Node B elements. RNCs ommuniates with eah other by
the Iur interfae, whih is not present between GSM BSSs, to autonomously manage funtions
related to the Radio Resoure Management (RRM). This results in a redued burden from the CN.
RNC onentrates the most of UTRAN intelligene and performs serving ontrol funtions suh as
admission, Medium Aess Control (MAC), Radio Link Control (RLC), and handover.
The Node B handles the radio transmission and reeption within ells. Eah Node B handles one
or more ells. Node B supports funtions for handling the physial radio hannel, inluding FEC,
rate adaptation, W-CDMA spreading/de-spreading, and Quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)
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modulation. It measures the urrent Frame Error Rate (FER) and reports to RNC for handover.
Node B takes also part in handling power ontrol management of the UE.
UMTS diers from GSM/GPRS mostly in the new priniples for air interfae transmission, whih
is based on CDMA aess sheme instead of TDMA and is implemented within the UTRAN. It
supports two modes of operation: Frequeny Division Duplex (FDD), whih uses W-CDMA aess
tehnique, and Time Division Duplex (TDD), whih uses TD-CDMA aess tehnique. TD-CDMA
is an hybrid of TDMA and CDMA shemes, whih allows more than one data burst being trans-
mitted within a time-slot, eah with a dierent CDMA spreading ode. Combining slots and odes
properly allows users to make use of the instantaneous data rate required by the appliation. TDD
mode allows adjusting the ratio of uplink/downlink tra so that asymmetrial tra (e.g. Web
tra) is better supported. It is likely that FDD is used to provide maro-miro ellular overage
in similar way as in GSM and TDD for pioellular environments [112, 114℄.
The UE supports the dual mode UMTS/GSM so that it an exploit high data rates up to 2 Mbps
inside the UMTS servie area and use the GSM network outside the UMTS servie area.
UMTS link layer provides a high reliability as in GPRS with a lower RTT. Typial RTT values in
UMTS are around 300 ms [61℄. Interations between link layer and transport layer may also our
in suh an environment. (Setion Chapter 4 for a more detailed disussion).
2.5 Long Term Evolution
Long Term Evolution (LTE) [2℄ is a standard developed by 3GPP for wireless ommuniation of
high-speed data for mobile phones and data terminals. LTE may also be referred as Evolved
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Aess (E-UTRA) and Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Aess Network
(E-UTRAN). Based on the GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSPA
2
network tehnologies, LTE provides
higher apaity and lower lateny using new modulation tehniques and improved spetral eieny.
LTE provides and inreased peak data rate (up to 100Mbps for downlink with 20MHz, 50Mbps
for uplink with 20MHz), improved spetral eieny (5bps/Hz for downlink and 2.5bps/Hz for
uplink), improved ell edge performane (in terms of bit rate) and redued lateny [1℄. Higher data
rates are enabled by the use of Orthogonal Frequeny Division Multiple Aess (OFDMA), high
order modulation up to 64 Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), large bandwidth (up to 20
MHz) and Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) transmission in the downlink (up to 4x4). The
highest theoretial data rate is 170 Mbps in uplink and with MIMO the rate in downlink an reah
300 Mbps.
Unlike GPRS and UMTS, LTE is purely IP-based, both at transport level and user level. All ser-
vies, inluding voie, are arried using IP (although voie servies an also be arried using the
legay iruit-swithed network). A more at network arhiteture is employed in LTE ompared
with previous 3GPP mobile networks. The E-UTRAN Node B (eNodeB) in the aess network om-
muniates diretly with the Evolved Paket Core (EPC) or Evolved Paket System (EPS) using the
2
High Speed Paket data Aess (HSPA) [3℄ is an upgrade to UMTS networks to inrease data performane.
Improvements inlude High Speed Downlink Paket data Aess (HSDPA) and High Speed Uplink Paket data
Aess (HSUPA). The ombination of HSDPA and HSUPA is referred to as HSPA. HSPA evolution (also known as
HSPA+ and evolved HSPA) was standardized in 3GPP Release 7.
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S1 interfae. The EPC is omposed of the several funtional entities, namely Mobility Management
Entity (MME), Home Subsriber Server (HSS), Serving Gateway (S-GW), PDN Gateway (P-GW),
Poliy and Charging Rules Funtion (PCRF). The ore network EPC an be interonneted with
other non-3GPP aess tehnologies, like WiMAX and WiFi.
2.6 Satellite Communiation Systems
A satellite ommuniation system onsists of a spae segment and a ground segment. The ground
segment inlude Gateway Stations (GSs), a Network Control Center (NCC), and an Operation Con-
trol Center (OCC). The GS is the aess point to the satellite hannel and interonnets the external
network with the satellite network. The NCC and OCCs funtionalities inlude network resoure
management, satellite operation, and orbiting ontrol. The spae segment inlude ommuniation
satellites.
A ommuniation satellite provides a mirowave link onnetion between two geographially remote
stations. In simple terms, it an be seen as a wireless repeater reeiving signals from a station and
forwarding it towards one or more reeiver terminals. A satellite is equipped with one or multiple
transponders omposed of a transeiver and an antenna. Depending on their altitude orbit, satellites
an even over huge areas over the surfae of the earth. The footprint is dened as the area overed
by a satellite's transmission beam.
Satellites an simply reeive and retransmit signals (bent-pipe satellites) without any additional
operation or inorporate on-board proessing and swithing funtionalities to provide better servies.
The advantages of on-board proessing and swithing inlude lower error rates (enoding tehniques
an be applied), separation of uplink and downlink, higher system eieny, delay and apaity
improvements and possibility to re-route pakets [83℄.
The main advantages of satellite systems are:
◦ Ubiquitous overage: Satellites an over a wide surfae area over earth and reah every user
in that area regardless its loation. The size of the footprint an be the whole earth as seen
from spae depending on the satellite altitude and, therefore, entire ontinents an be overed.
◦ Connetivity: Satellites provide multi-point onnetivity and natural broadast apability,
whih make them suitable for low ost multiast appliations (e.g. video broadasting).
◦ Capaity exibility: The apaity available to users an be easily ongured aording to the
appliation requirements. Both symmetri and asymmetri ongurations are ahievable.
◦ Transmission osts independent of distane: Due to the wide area overed by a satellite,
reeiving a signal from anywhere inside the area of overage does not vary the ost, whih is
independent of distane.
◦ Deployment: Deployment of a satellite network is onvenient espeially for large areas as
network overage for a potential big number of users an be ahieved immediately after the
system has been installed. Therefore, satellite systems are a suitable solution for disaster
reovery in ase of emergeny situations.
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Band Earth-to-Spae Frequeny Spae-to-Earth Frequeny
C 5.925-6.425 GHz 3.7-4.2 GHz
Ku 12.75-13.25, 13.75-14.5 GHz 10.7-12.75 GHz
Ka 27.5-30.0 GHz 17.7-20.2 GHz
Q/v 7.2-50.2 GHz 39.5-42.5 GHz
Table 2.1: Satellite frequeny bands
Satellite systems operate in various frequeny bands. Carrier frequenies for Earth-to-Spae (Up-
link) and Spae-to-Earth diretion (Downlink) are dierent. Table 2.1 provides the most ommon
frequeny bands. Current satellite systems operate in C and Ku bands, but the trend is in using
Ka bands for future systems. The higher the frequeny band, the smaller antennas are needed for
ommuniation. Typial sizes of antennas for systems operating in C band have a diameter of 2-3
meters. In the ase of Ku band, antennas as small as 45 m in diameter an be utilized [66℄. Using
Ka bands allows ahieving very high apaity systems, but environmental impairments to eient
signal transmission suh as fading and rain attenuation have a more signiant impat.
The Earth-to-Spae link is a point-to-point and highly diretional link, requiring a high gain dish
antenna at the ground terminal. The Spae-to-Earth link an over various size of footprint. In ase
of smaller footprints, heaper and smaller ground terminals an be utilized as transmission power
is onentrated in a small region. Some satellites systems allows dynamially redireting their spot
beams and hanging their overage area [126℄.
In the most general network topology, satellite links may be loated at any point in the network.
In this ase, the satellite link is just another ommuniation hannel onneted with the rest of the
network by means of two satellite gateways. This topology is known as Middle-Hop onguration.
In this thesis, we are partiularly interested to satellite links providing network aess diretly to
end users and therefore ating as a Last-Hop link. End users an aess to satellite servie through
a GS or Satellite Terminal (ST) or by using a dediated User Terminal (UT). Figure 2.5 depits
the Last-Hop onguration of a satellite system, where one or more end hosts onneted to a Loal
Area Network (LAN) are onneted to the Internet Servie Provider (ISP) via satellite. All the STs
share the same ommuniation hannel with eah other. Consequently, oordination for resolving
hannel ontention issues is needed. Dediated protools may be used over the last hop to improve
the eieny of the system. Further details are in Setion 2.6.3.
2.6.1 Satellite Constellations
Dierent satellite systems ongurations are based on the altitude of their orbit. Satellite(s) are
lassied into GeoStationary Orbit (GSO) and Non-GeoStationary Orbit (NGSO) satellites.
GSO or GEO satellites are plaed at an altitude of 35,786 km above the equator. The orbit period
is 24 hours, therefore their revolution is synhronized with the earth's rotation. This gives the
advantage of ontinuous visibility from the earth and makes GEO satellites the preferred satellite
onguration for distributing television, telephone and data ommuniations throughout the world.
Due to its orbit onguration, a GEO satellite an over a very large area. Only three GEO satellites
are needed to over all the tropial and temperate zones of the earth (poles are exluded due to
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Figure 2.5: Last-Hop satellite onguration.
the satellite position above the equator). An important drawbak of GEO satellites is their high
propagation delay whih ranges between 250-280 ms. This makes suh a satellite onguration
less suitable for real-time and interative appliations. Examples of existing GEO systems inlude
Intelsat [69℄, Inmarsat [68℄, and PanAmSat [101℄.
The NGSO satellites an be lassied in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) and Low Earth Orbit (LEO).
As opposite to GEOs, NGSO satellites are in motion with respet to an observer on the surfae
of the earth. Therefore, the earth station needs to antiipate the diretion and the time where
and when the next satellite will appear above the horizon and orient its antenna aordingly. Af-
terwards, the station needs to ontinually trak down the satellites as it moves and re-orient the
antenna. Therefore, oordinating the ight paths and ommuniations handovers requires omplex
and sophistiated ontrol and swithing systems.
MEO satellites orbit are between 10000 and 15000 km. The orbit period is around 6 hours. The earth
surfae an be overed by 10-12 satellites in 2-3 planes. MEO satellites provide a propagation delay
between 110 and 130 ms. An example of existing MEO system is the Navstar Global Positioning
System (GPS) [98℄, whih provides navigational data to mobile units anywhere in the world to
measure the urrent position on the earth surfae. The GPS system is omposed of a onstellation of
24 satellites, 3 satellites for eah one of six orbits overing the surfae in equal setions. The reeiver
position in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude an be aurately determined by reeiving signals
transmitted from at least four of these satellites.
The altitude of LEO satellites orbit ranges between 700 and 2000 km. The orbit period is between
100 to 120 minutes. In order to over a ertain point of the surfae ontinuously, LEO onguration
onsists of 6-8 planes with 6 satellites per plane. The ground station must perform data buering
or aquire the next visible satellite before the old one disappears to handle the handover between
two satellites without servie disruption. Due to their low orbit, LEO satellites an over a smaller
area than MEO or GEO ongurations. However, the typial propagation delay is around 20-25
ms. Two existing LEO satellite systems are Iridium [70℄ and GlobalStar [60℄. The Iridium Satellite
System provides mobile satellite voie and data solutions with omplete overage of the Earth
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Orbit type LEO MEO GEO
Altitude (km) 700-2000 10000-15000 36000
Satellites For Global Coverage ≥ 32 10-15 3-4
Delay 5-20 ms 100-130 ms 250-280 ms
Capaity per Satellite 0.128-10 Gbps 0.128-10 Gbps 1-50 Gbps
Handover Frequent Infrequent Never
Level of Complexity High Medium Low
Broadast TV No No Yes
Satellite Lifetime 3-7 years 5-10 years 10-15 years
Table 2.2: Comparison of several LEO, MEO, GEO system harateristis.
(inluding oeans, airways and Polar regions). It employs a onstellation of 66 LEO satellites. The
ommerial servie has been launhed in Marh 2001. The Globalstar satellite system provides
teleommuniation servies suh as data network onnetivity, position loation, Short Messaging
Servie (SMS) and all forwarding to over 100 ountries. The onstellation is omposed of 48 LEO
satellites. Commerial servie started in late 1999.
LEO and MEO satellite ongurations provide a lower delay than GEO's and a lower weight for eah
satellite, but a global satellite onstellation is required to over the larger areas. Due to their lower
propagation delay, LEO and MEO ongurations are more suitable for real-time and interative
appliations. Moreover, they require a smaller antenna and transmission power than GEOs as they
are loser to the earth. On the other hand, GEO systems an provide higher data apaity and are
often more onvenient for distributing high-volume tra. Furthermore, management of the GEO
systems is less omplex as handling ommuniation handover between satellites is not required.
Table 2.2 shows a omparison of LEO, MEO, GEO system harateristis.
2.6.2 Satellite Link Charateristis
Satellite links have several harateristis that have a signiant impat on transport protools and
dier from most terrestrial hannels [64℄. An overview of these harateristis is reported as follows.
Impat on transport protools is disussed in Setion 4.2.
Error Rate. Satellite links are subjeted to several environments impairments suh as interfer-
ene, fading, multipath, rain attenuation and shadowing. This makes satellite hannels more prone
to transmission errors than wired links, even though improvements in modulation and adaptive
oding tehniques help to ope with this issues and may ahieve a Bit Error Rate (BER) of the
order of 10−10 in the most reent satellite networks. However, ordinary satellite networks are more
error-prone than terrestrial networks and the BER an be 10−7 on average and 10−4 in the worst
ase [64℄. The error pattern is also dierent than in terrestrial links. Errors typially our in bursts,
so that time periods where the hannel is in good onditions alternate with periods where bursts
of ontiguous bits are orrupted. The burst time duration and burst inter-arrival time depends
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on various fators, suh as atmospheri onditions and physial layer implementation (modulation,
oding, interleaving tehniques) used in the satellite system.
Long Propagation Delay. A satellite link have an inherent delay due to the nite speed of light
and the altitude of the orbit utilized in the satellite system (LEO, MEO or GEO). The one-way
delay between two ground stations via a GEO satellite may range between 250-280 ms. If the
satellite link is both the forward and the return hannel then the RTT would be at least 500 ms
plus the delay due to proessing, queuing delay in intermediate routers along the path towards the
destination, propagation delay of other links in the path. A long propagation delay onstitutes a
big issue for transport protools as the sender annot rely on a quik feedbak from the reeiver
resulting in a longer time for the sender to determine whether a paket sent has been orretly
reeived or not. Additionally, a long delay together with a high link apaity results in a larger
Bandwidth-Delay Produt (BDP) than the typial one of terrestrial networks. BDP is dened as
the amount of data a protool should have "in ight" (data that has been transmitted, but not
yet aknowledged) at any one time to fully utilize the available hannel apaity [12℄. This is an
issue with transport protools using small ongestion/reeive window as they would not be able to
fully exploit the available link apaity. In LEO satellite onstellations, the propagation delay is
signiantly smaller but varies over time due to motion of satellites and hand-over proess. This
may aet performane of transport protools sensitive to RTT variations.
Bandwidth Asymmetry. Link apaity in the downlink diretion an be dierent from that in
uplink diretion. This an be aused by transmission power and antenna size onstraints in the
user equipment. Systems designed for broadast information distribution may be unidiretional
and reeive feedbak from the user via a non-satellite return path, for example a modem link.
Bandwidth asymmetry may adversely aet performane of transport protools in ase the return
hannel onstitutes a bottlenek for the ommuniation hannel [23℄.
2.6.3 Medium Aess Control Protools
In satellite systems with multiple independent stations, radio resoures are shared among the sta-
tions or users. Hene, a mehanism is needed to ontrol aess to the resoure and maximize the
throughput on a satellite link shared by a number of hosts.
The satellite layer arhiteture inludes the Aess Layer whose role is to provide an eient pro-
tool, alled Medium Aess Control (MAC) protool to oordinate the aess to the satellite link
among users. Eah multi-aess link has its own MAC mehanism. Other funtionalities of the
Aess Layer inlude: Terminal registration and authentiation (Log-on), Connetion Admission
Control (CAC), terminal synhronization and power ontrol, resoure management, poliing and
paket sheduling. MAC protools for satellite ommuniations should be designed to provide high
hannel throughput, eient use of radio resoures, low transmission delay, reongurability and
protool salability.
The satellite environment poses major onstraints that do not allow the employment of a large
number of MAC protools adopted for LAN and WAN environments. These protools depend
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on short link latenies. On the other hand, the long propagation delay present in satellite links
deteriorates the performane of most of MAC protools designed for terrestrial links, making them
not suitable and requiring spei design and optimization. Several aess tehniques in satellite
systems are outlined below. Further details an be found in [6, 105, 113℄, for example.
Random Aess. In Random Aess, eah terminal an transmit on the link anytime, without
any guarantee of suessful transmission in advane. This is the simplest tehnique to implement.
It is suitable for light tra load otherwise a signiant amount of apaity is wasted due to paket
ollisions among stations. Eah ollisions auses at least one additional round trip delay. Therefore,
ollisions are more detrimental to performane in ase of satellite systems with long propagation
delay as in MEO and GEO systems. An example of protool using Random Aess tehnique is
the Pure Aloha protool, whih an ahieve a maximum eieny of 18% hannel throughput. One
variant, named Slotted Aloha, may ahieve a maximum throughput of 37% [124℄.
Fixed Assignment Multiple Aess (FAMA). In xed assignment protools, link apaity
is assigned to a terminal statially and independently of its ativity and bandwidth requirements.
Using this tehnique, hannel assignment is stritly ontrolled and the aess to the hannel is
ompletely regulated; paket ollisions annot our. However, it is not possible to adapt and
hange apaity assignments to a station in ase its apaity requirements hanges, with a onsequent
waste of network resoures. This is the main disadvantage of xed assignment tehniques. If data
transmission in the network is bursty and/or sporadi, periods of silene may be a signiant portion
of periods of transmissions.
Two ways to implement FAMA are Frequeny Division Multiple Aess (FDMA) and Time Division
Multiple Aess (TDMA). In FDMA, a spei frequeny band is assigned to eah terminal and
an be used anytime without need of oordination among the stations. Figure 2.6a shows how the
hannel bandwidth is sub-divided into N frequeny sub-hannels whih do not overlap with eah
other. Frequeny hannels are separated by interfrequeny protetion bands to limit interferene
between ontiguous hannels. This tehnique is simple, but it does not provide exibility in ase of
new stations are added into the system. An advantage in FDMA is that smaller antennas an be
used.
In TDMA, a time interval Tf , alled frame duration, is divided in N subintervals, eah of duration
Tf
N
(see Figure 2.6b). Eah station an transmit in a predened time slot. The station assembles
data in bursts and transmits them in sequene during its assigned time slot. TDMA has been used
more often than FDMA for data and digital voie transmissions, whih an be assembled in data
bursts and reassembled at the reeiver side. An advantage of TDMA is that only one arrier is used
at anytime, and hene intermodulation produts resulting from nonlinear ampliation of multiple
arriers are not present [113℄. Disadvantages of TDMA are the higher antenna size and the need
of areful time slot synhronization in eah terminal of the satellite network, whih inreases the
omplexity of earth stations.
Code Division Multiple Aess (CDMA). This tehnique uses a spread-spetrum approah,
where the bandwidth of the signal to be transmitted is spreaded over the time-frequeny plane.
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Figure 2.6: Frequeny Division Multiple Aess
Transmissions of signals oming from multiple terminals overlap both in frequeny and time (see
Figure 2.6). Despreading and reovering the original signal is performed at reeiver side. In CDMA,
eah station uses the same arrier frequeny and all the available bandwidth, but a key ode Ci is
assigned to eah station i to modulate the arrier (ode-modulation) in a partiular way so that
the reeiver station an reover the transmitted signal from the ith station by using the Ci key
ode. During reovery with a partiular key Ci, signals oming from other stations are pereived
very muh like random noise. CDMA tehniques provide timing exibilities, inherent resistane to
interferene, system apaity and ommuniation privay. However, the implementation of CDMA
systems an introdue signiant omplexity. Important appliations of CDMA tehniques are in
the military setor as the tehniques are inherently resistant to interferene and jamming.
Hybrid multiple aess sheme. Traditional shemes an be ombined to inrease the overall
exibility and eieny of the system and to ope with dierent tra harateristis (sporadi or
steady) in order to solve the problem of eient assignment of the apaity. An example of hybrid
aess sheme is Multi-Frequeny TDMA (MF-TDMA) [4℄. MF-TDMA is a hybrid of FDMA and
TDMA tehniques, in whih a ombination of time slot and spei frequeny band is assigned to
eah station (bi-dimensional time/frequeny plan). MF-TDMA redues satellite antenna sizes and
transmission power, and inreases satellite network bandwidth [6℄.
2.6.4 Satellite Bandwidth-on-Demand
In ase data tra is bursty and unpreditable, xed alloation tehniques of the satellite link are
ineient and ause waste of resoures. In order to inrease the overall eieny and throughput of
the satellite system, MAC protools that alloate apaity on demand to user requests are needed.
Bandwidth-On-Demand (BoD) mehanisms are a entral omponent in satellite resoure manage-
ment. They are used by most reent satellite systems to eiently share radio resoures among a
number of users [123℄. BoD is inluded in the MAC layer and handles the aess to the link between
the Satellite Terminal (ST), or more speially the Return Channel Satellite Terminal (RCST),
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and a partiular HUB or gateway terminal, whih typially onnets the satellite network to the
Internet.
In this thesis, experiments with a partiular broadband satellite system have been arried out. This
system omplies the Digital Video Broadast Return Channel System (DVB-RCS) standard [45℄.
BoD mehanisms inluded in this standard are desribed below.
Demand Assigned Multiple Aess (DAMA) is a BoD tehnique used in DVB-RCS satellite systems.
DAMA allows a number of users to share satellite link resoures on a demand basis. Developing
eient BoD mehanisms for satellite links is a diult hallenge due to the high propagation delay.
Two parameters must be taken into aount when designing a BoD mehanism:
Responsiveness: Time period between a request is issued by a ST to the time when the bandwidth
is assigned.
Lateny: Time interval between two onseutive opportunities for the terminal to demand for
bandwidth.
The total transmission delay on the satellite link is omposed of the paket transmission time, the
propagation delay, the responsiveness and the lateny. Hene, the design shall aim at limiting the
two parameters in order to derease the total transmission delay. On the other hand, a too small
value of responsiveness and lateny may lead to a lower data throughput as a higher amount of
bandwidth would be used for transmission of bandwidth requests and assignments replies.
DVB-RCS employs a ombination of TDMA and DAMA (paket DAMA). A single hannel is
divided into non-overlapping time intervals alled frames. Frames are subdivided into a number of
time slots of xed length. Time slots are used for data tra although a ertain number of slots is
reserved for signaling (apaity requests, synhronization, et). A dierent number of slots may be
assigned aording to the rate requirements of a ertain onnetion. This feature makes the paket
DAMA tehnique exible and adaptive to various data tra requirements.
The DVB-RCS standard denes four lasses of apaity assignments [45℄:
Constant Rate Assignment. In the Constant Rate Assignment (CRA) lass the alloated a-
paity is guaranteed and the terminal an utilize its alloated apaity while it is logged on to
the network. CRA requires no dynami signaling from the ST. The tra is not subjet to any
sheduling delay.
Rate Based Dynami Capaity. In the Rate Based Dynami Capaity (RBDC) lass the band-
width alloation is based on instantaneous rate requests sent by the ST. The ST an request band-
width up to a prexed eiling value that the ST is guaranteed to get. The request remains eetive
until it is updated by the ST or until it is timed out. During the time that a bandwidth request
remains eetive, the ST tra is not subjet to any additional apaity alloation delay. In on-
trast to CRA, RBDC strategy allows for statistial multiplexing among many terminals, resulting
in a more eient use of the satellite bandwidth.
Figure 2.7 shows an example of request - assign prole for RBDC. The time lines depit requests and
assignments respetively. Capaity assignments are reeived after the Minimum Sheduling Lateny
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Figure 2.8: Example of VBDC Request - Assignment prole
(MSL), whih is the minimum time between the time the request is issued and the beginning of
the frame where the orresponding assignment is reeived. The peuliarity of RBDC is that if no
apaity request is sent, then the urrent apaity is maintained (until a maximum time limit) as
showed for forth request in the gure. A request for zero RBDC apaity is required to terminate
the assignment.
Volume Based Dynami Capaity. In the Volume Based Dynami Capaity (VBDC) lass
the bandwidth is assigned in response to a request by the ST. The bandwidth request is based on
the amount of data waiting in the MAC buer. A sheduler (in the hub terminal) assigns apaity
from a queue of requests among all STs it serves, within the onstraint of the remaining apaity
after CRA and RBDC assignments. As bandwidth is shared by a number of terminals there is no
guarantee on the apaity availability for a spei bandwidth request. Hene, the assigned apaity
to a ST an be less than the requested one in ase of link ongestion (when the total of all STs
apaity demand exeeds the total apaity) or maximum allowed VBDC apaity for that ST (suh
a limit depends on the servie agreement with the network provider). VBDC strategy provides an
eient use of the network resoures but enqueued pakets may experiene a signiant delay before
being transmitted.
Figure 2.8 shows an example of request - assign prole for VBDC using the same request prole than
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with the RBDC example to show the dierenes on the assignment prole. Sine link ongestion
may be present, the assignment prole typially does not follow the request prole and the HUB
may deny alloating the requested apaity by an ST. Eventually, the total amount of apaity
assigned should math the total amount requested.
Free Capaity Assignment. In the Free Capaity Assignment (FCA) lass apaity that has
not been urrently alloated is assigned freely to STs in round robin fashion. No apaity request
signalling is neessary, but no apaity guarantee is provided. CRA, RBDC and VBDC apaity
requests are granted rst before assigning FCA apaity. FCA introdues jitter as it assigns apaity
sporadially to a terminal. Therefore, it is not feasible to jitter-sensitive appliations suh as real-
time servies.
As desribed above, eah lass of apaity assignment presents advantages and disadvantages. The
hoie of whih lass among CRA, RBDC and VBDC shall be used for a ertain appliation depends
on the tra prole of the appliation, its QoS requirements and the ost of provision of eah lass.
CRA apaity is the most expensive as apaity is statially alloated to an user, whereas VBDC
is the heapest. Eah apaity assignment tehnique has a strong impat on transport protools
performane.
There has been relatively little researh on the interations between BoD mehanisms and transport
performane. One of our objetives is to analyze possible interations between dynami resoure
management and transport protools. An analysis on how the Round-Trip-Time (RTT) variations,
when using eah of the apaity assignments tehniques desribed above, impat a TCP onnetion
is shown in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3
Link Layer Protools
This hapter disusses link layer protools and error ontrol shemes for networks. Two basi
ategories of error ontrol methods to improve the apparent quality of a ommuniation hannel are
desribed: Forward Error Corretion (FEC) and Automati Repeat Request (ARQ).
3.1 Overview of Funtionality in Data Link Layer Protools
A data link layer protool provides a dened servie interfae to the network layer. It handles the
ommuniation between neighbor nodes by performing spei funtions suh as frame synhro-
nization, error ontrol, ow ontrol, addressing, aess ontrol, link management. Frame synhro-
nization is related to determining how the stream of bits provided by the underlying physial layer
are grouped into frames and where the beginning and the end of eah frame is loated. Error on-
trol refers to mehanisms to detet and orret transmission errors ourring on the ommuniation
hannel. The funtion of ow ontrol is to regulate the ow of frames transmitted on the link so that
a slow reeiver is not swamped by a faster sender. Addressing funtions handle the identity of the
stations involved in the transmission on a ommuniation hannel shared by more than two nodes.
Aess ontrol regulates the aess to the link among the onneted nodes. Link management opes
with the initiation, maintenane ant termination of the data exhange.
Data link layer funtionalities are implemented with spei protools. Figure 3.1 depits the
struture of a generi data link layer for a link between two nodes sharing the link also with
other stations. The link layer runs on top of the physial layer. Two sub-layers an be logially
distinguished in Medium Aess Control (MAC) and Logial Link Control (LLC).
The purpose of Medium Aess Control (MAC) is to regulate aess to the shared link. MAC
protools implement methods to regulate the transmission of data and avoid ollisions. In order to
identify uniquely the destination node of the transmission, the MAC appends the physial address
(MAC address) of the destination to the frame
1
. Every node on the network must have a unique
MAC address to ensure proper data transmission and reeption. MAC ahieves the unreliable
1
Addressing is not needed in ase of point-to-point links.
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Figure 3.1: Struture of a generi data link layer onneting two nodes
transmission of frames and the frame synhronization. It speies the address sheme and the MAC
protool for performing aess ontrol and link management funtionalities.
The Logial Link Control (LLC) handles funtions of error detetion and orretion. This is ahieved
by adding two additional elds to the frame: a sequene number and error-detetion bits (e.g. CRC).
The frame sequene number is used by the reeiver to determine where one or more frames have
not been reeived. Error-detetion bits are used to determine whether the reeived frame is orret
or orrupted. If the link layer performs retransmissions, the sequene number is used to determine
whih paket needs to be retransmitted. This method is known as Automati Repeat Request
(ARQ). Redundany bits may also be appended to the frame in order to try to reover a orrupted
frame without the need of retransmissions. This tehnique is known as Forward Error Corretion
(FEC). In addition to error ontrol funtionalities, LLC implements ow ontrol between sender
and reeiver to avoid that the reeiver buer is swamped by a too fast sender ausing some of the
reeived frames being dropped. Flow ontrol is implemented with a spei protool whih provides
feedbak to the sender about its buer status, so that the sender an regulate the rate at whih
transmit data.
LLC may support three types of onnetion servies for handling the transmission: 1) unaknowl-
edged onnetionless servie where no error ontrol is performed; 2) onnetion-oriented servie
where a onnetion between nodes must be established before bloks of data an be transferred
until the onnetion is losed; 3) aknowledged onnetionless servie where data frames an be a-
knowledged. An interested reader may nd more information about link layer protools in [124,126℄.
3.2 Forward Error Corretion
A Forward Error Corretion (FEC) sheme onsists of adding redundant data to the original message
to be transferred (oding phase). At the reeiver side, the redundant part of the message is used
to try to orret the portion of the message reeived with errors (deoding phase). Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Example of suessful FEC-based reovery in an error-prone hannel.
illustrate an example of suessful reovery of the initial message despite of errors appear during
the transmission. The initial message is omposed of the bits 100. The redundant bits or parity
bits 11 are appended to the message for allowing the reonstrution of the original data sent.
The probability that the message is orretly deoded depends on the number of orrupted bits
and the amount of redundant information added. Therefore, there is a tradeo between ability to
orret errors and redundany overhead. The advantage of FEC is that the orrupted frames an be
orreted without need of retransmission, whih is important espeially for long delay paths where
performing retransmissions introdues signiant delay. An exessive amount of redundany an
however ause a signiant waste of link apaity. The optimal amount of redundant data depends
on a number of fators, inluding link delay, apaity, error rate, tra type. A higher amount of
redundany may be used to protet data tra sensitive to exessive delay in order to redue the
need of retransmissions and to avoid that the maximum upper bound delay a paket an tolerate is
exeeded.
In order to make the ode more robust against burst errors, many advaned oding shemes make
use of bit interleaving at the ost of higher omplexity. Inreased enoding omplexity an inrease
the transmission delay and redue bandwidth eieny, sine data redundany inurs additional
overhead. FEC alone does not resolve all problems assoiated with noisy hannels. There are some
situations where FEC annot be expeted to solve the noise problem, suh as military jamming,
noise aused by strong rain fade, link outages and so on. Furthermore, FEC implementation requires
additional hardware and additional bandwidth.
Several FEC ode shemes have been designed during the last deades. An overview of three well
known ode shemes is provided below. These methods an be distinguished in :
◦ Blok Codes
◦ Convolutional Codes
◦ Interleaving Blok odes
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Blok odes operate on a blok of information bits to build a set of parity bits, whih is appended
forming a odeword. Convolutional odes are also alled ontinuous odes as a ontinuous stream
of bits is utilized for the enoding proess. Interleaving is a tehnique to split apart burst errors
so that symbol errors do not aet a single odeword but multiple odewords. It is extremely
helpful for mitigating the error harateristis of fading hannels. More information an be found
in [35, 85, 87, 96, 108℄.
3.2.1 Blok Codes
In Blok oding shemes a bit stream is divided into non-overlapping bloks and eah blok is oded
independently. Here, we fous on linear yli odes as they are most used in pratial appliations
due to their easier implementation. A oding sheme is dened linear if the sum of two ode vetors
is a ode vetor as well. A oding sheme is referred to as being yli if all yli shifts of a ode
vetor results in a valid ode vetor. Binary Bose Chaudhuri Hoquenghem (BCH) [65℄ odes and
Reed-Solomon (RS) [111℄ odes are two largely used linear yli blok odes.
Bose Chaudhuri Hoquenghem (BCH) odes. For any positive integers m > 3 and t <
2m − 1 there exists a binary BCH ode with the following (n, k, t) parameters:
blok length: n = 2m − 1 (3.1)
number of parity hek bits: n− k ≤ mt (3.2)
minimum distane: dmin > 2t+ 1 (3.3)
Eah binary BCH ode (n, k, t) is referred to as t-error-orreting ode as it an orret up to t-bit
errors over a span of 2m − 1 bit positions.
Reed-Solomon (RS) odes. Reed-Solomon odes are non-binary yli odes. Symbols are
omposed of m bit sequenes, where m is any positive integer having a value greater than 2. RS (n,
k) odes on m bit symbols exist for all n and k for whih
0 < k < n < 2m + 2 (3.4)
where k is the number of data symbols to enode, and n is the total number of ode symbols in the
enoded blok. For most onventional RS (n, k) odes,
(n, k) = (2m − 1, 2m − 1− 2t) (3.5)
where t is the symbol-error orreting apability of the ode, and n−k = 2t is the number of parity
symbols.
For non-binary odes, the number of symbols in whih the symbol sequenes dier denes the
distane between two odewords. For RS odes, the ode minimum distane an be expressed as:
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n symbols
k symbols 2t parity bits
Figure 3.3: a (n,k) Reed-Solomon odeword omposed by k symbols and 2t parity bits.
dmin = n− k + 1 (3.6)
The ode is apable of orreting any ombination of t or fewer errors, where t is:
t = ⌊
dmin − 1
2
⌋ = ⌊
n− k
2
⌋ (3.7)
where ⌊x⌋ indiates the largest integer whih does not exeed x.
Figure 3.3 shows a (n,k) Reed-Solomon odeword omposed by k symbols and 2t parity bits. The
data is left unhanged and the parity symbols are attahed. As an example, a ommonly used
Reed-Solomon ode is RS(255,223) with 8-bit symbols. Eah odeword ontains 255 bytes, of whih
223 bytes are data and 32 bytes are parity. Therefore, parameters of the ode are:
n = 255, k = 223,m = 8, t = 16 (3.8)
This ode is able to orret any 16 symbol errors in the ode word, whih means orreting errors
in up to 16 bytes loated anywhere in the odeword.
Depending on the amount of data to be sent, a set of parameters (n,k) may not be suitable as a
blok of a spei length is required. In this ase, a tehnique alled ode shortening is adopted in
order to ope with the ase where the blok length is greater than the information length.
Reed-Solomon odes may be shortened by setting a number of data symbols zero for enoding,
whih are not transmitted over the hannel. These zero symbols are re-inserted in the reeived ode
for performing deoding proess. Both the enoder and the deoder must be aware of the number
of zero symbols added for ode shortening. For example, let us suppose we utilize the RS(255,223)
ode desribed earlier and the blok of data to be sent is 168 bytes long only. Suh a RS ode an
be shortened to (200,168). The blok of 168 data bytes is taken, 55 zero bytes are added. As a
result we have a (255,223) odeword, 2t parity bits are omputed and the sequene of the 168 data
bytes and 32 parity bytes is transmitted over the hannel. At reeiving side, the 55 zero bytes will
be added before deoding.
A Reed-Solomon ode an orret errors and erasures. An erasure ours when the position of the
erroneous symbol is known. An RS (n, k) ode is apable of orreting up to t symbol errors or 2t
erasures. Hene, the larger the value of t is the higher the number of errors that an be orreted.
However, this requires more omputational power for enoding and deoding and additional link
apaity.
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Figure 3.4: Rate 1=2 onvolutional enoder with m = 4 [87℄.
When a odeword is reeived with errors and deoded, then the original data an be reonstruted
if:
2e+ r < 2t (3.9)
where e represents the number of errors and r is the number of erasures. Otherwise, the original
odeword annot be reovered. The deoder may be aware of this fat or reonstrut the odeword
in a wrong manner without any knowledge. The probability of eah of these three ases (suessful
deoding, impossibility of deoding, mis-deoding) depends on the hosen Reed-Solomon ode and
on the error distribution of ommuniation hannel.
3.2.2 Convolutional odes
In blok odes, eah blok is oded independently of the previous ones. Blok odes are also referred
to as memoryless odes. In onvolutional odes, the oding of a blok is a funtion of the previous
bloks. Therefore, this oding sheme have memory.
Convolutional odes are speied by (n, k, m) parameters, where n is the number of enoded bits, k
is the number of input information bits and m indiates the memory of the enoder. The n enoder
output bits depend not only on the k input bits but also on m previous input bloks. The ratio k/n
is referred to as the ode rate.
Figure 3.4 depits a rate 1/2 binary onvolutional enoder with m = 4. Therefore, it is a (2, 1,
4) onvolutional enoder. It is omposed by an m-stage shift register, n modulo-2 adders and a
multiplexer for serializing the enoder outputs. For eah input bit, the enoder produes 2 output
bits whih depend on the previous 4 input bits.
Given the bit input sequene u,
u = (u0, u1, u2, ...) (3.10)
the two enoder output sequenes are v(1) and v(2):
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v(1) = (v
(1)
0 , v
(1)
1 , v
(1)
2 , ...) (3.11)
v(2) = (v
(2)
0 , v
(2)
1 , v
(2)
2 , ...) (3.12)
These are obtained from the onvolution of the input sequene u with the two ode generator
sequenes g(1) = (1, 0, 0, 1, 1) and g(2) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 1) [87℄. Therefore:
v(1) = u ∗ g(1) (3.13)
v(2) = u ∗ g(2) (3.14)
Eah information sequene an be expressed as a polynomial where oeients of the polynomial
are equal to the elements of the orresponding sequene. In this ase the output polynomial is given
by the produt of the input polynomial and the generator polynomial. For the example provided
here, the enoding equations are given by:
V (i)(D) = U(D)G(i)(D) with i = 1, 2 (3.15)
where
U(D) = u0 + u(1)D + u(1)D
2 + ... (3.16)
V 1(D) = v
(1)
0 + v
(1)
1 D + v
(1)
2 D
2
(3.17)
V 2(D) = v
(2)
0 + v
(2)
1 D + v
(2)
2 D
2
(3.18)
G(1)(D) = 1 +D +D4 (3.19)
G(1)(D) = 1 +D2 +D3 +D4 (3.20)
After multiplexing the output ode is expressed as:
V (D) = V (1)(D2) +DV (2)(D2) (3.21)
Deoders for onvolutional odes are often based on the Viterbi algorithm [85℄, whih is the best
known implementation of the maximum suessful deoding. It is espeially suitable for short
memory onvolutional odes as its omplexity inreases exponentially with the memory length.
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Figure 3.5: The gure as reported in [87℄ shows an interleaver with a depth of m , where m
odewords eah of length n are depited. Symbols form a matrix m × n, whih is read in a per-
olumn manner (as dashed arrows indiate) by the interleaver and transmitted.
3.2.3 Interleaving
Interleaving is a tehnique to mitigate the eet of burst errors by splitting them apart so that a
single burst error event aets multiple odewords and not only one. Interleaving an be seen as
a sorting funtion whih operates on two or more odewords and modies the order of whih the
symbols of the odewords are transmitted through the hannel.The number of odewords that are
interleaved is dened as the depth of the interleaver, m.
Figure 3.5 as reported in [87℄ shows an interleaver with a depth of m, where m odewords eah
of length n are depited. Symbols form a matrix m × n, whih is read in a per-olumn manner
by the interleaver and transmitted. In a normal ase, eah odeword would be sent one after an
other, in "horizontal way". With interleaving, symbols are sent in "vertial way", one for eah
odeword. At the reeiving side, the de-interleaver performs the reverse operation to rebuild the
original odewords and exeute deoding.
The higher the depth m of the interleaver, the more errors aeting the transmitted stream will be
unorrelated in eah odeword. Therefore, interleaving makes a hannel with burst error harater-
istis appear as a random error hannel. In other words, interleaving dereases the number of errors
ourring in eah odeword by distributing them among more odewords, therefore inreasing the
probability that the original bit stream is suessfully reonstruted. Authors in [135℄ show that
the interleaving tehnique is eetive when the produt of the ode error orretion apability t and
the depth of the ode m is higher than 1/r, whih is the average burst length.
The main drawbak of interleaving onsists of adding extra delay to the enoding/deoding proess
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Figure 3.6: BER performane of BCH odes over random error hannels [87℄.
as it an be started only one the number of odewords equal to the depth m of the interleaver is
olleted.
3.2.4 Criteria for ode seletion
Seleting the ode to be used depends on the appliation requirements and on the network environ-
ment. Performane of a ode depends on the ode length, ode rate (ratio of parity bits and blok
size), error distribution, modulation tehnique utilized and so on. Some fators to be taken into
aount for seleting a proper FEC sheme inlude probability of unorreted errors, overhead and
omplexity.
The ode parameters shall be hosen taking into aount the error distribution of the hannel to
redue the probability of both undetetable and unorretable errors during the deoding phase.
The average Bit Error Rate (BER), the statistial distribution of burst errors (bursts inter-arrival
time, burst length) are essential to properly hoose the parameters of the ode sheme.
Dereasing the error probability requires additional overhead, whih auses waste of link apaity
and may even be ounterprodutive to performane. Furthermore, the omplexity of the ode system
shall be kept low so that the delay due to oding/deoding phase shall not be too high to beome
a bottlenek of the system and redue performane.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the residual Paket Error Rate (PER) versus the hannel BER after deoding
for several BCH(n,k,t) odes: BCH(127, 120, 1), BCH(127, 106, 3), BCH(127, 92, 5), and BCH(127,
78, 7) [87℄. The overhead due to transmission of redundany is 5.5%, 16.5%, 27.5%, and 38.5%,
respetively. As expeted the higher the redundany the lower the residual PER is.
In general, the error orretion probability of a ode sheme inreases as the blok size inreases.
Although inreasing the blok size mitigates the eet of errors in a hannel (espeially burst errors
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aeting onseutive bits), it introdues drawbaks. The higher the blok size is the longer the time
required to gather enough data bits to form the blok. Suh a delay is alled paketization delay
and shall be limited as it may ause adverse eets on appliation performane. The interleaving
tehnique provides additional protetion against burst errors but further inreases the paketization
delay.
Furthermore, the higher the blok size (for blok odes) or the memory length (for onvolutional
odes) is, the higher the omplexity of the enoder/deoder, whih inreases the ost of the system.
A lot of researh has been onduted to implement powerful odes with relatively low omplexity
whih eases the implementation. A more detailed disussion an be found in [35, 85, 87, 96, 108℄.
3.3 Automati Repeat Request
Automati Repeat Request (ARQ) is a tehnique to implement link layer retransmission to om-
pensate for errors present in the ommuniation link. In ARQ, data is grouped into frames whih
inlude a sequene number and a heksum. A reeiver uses a heksum to detet whether the
reeived frame has been orrupted or not. If an error is deteted, the sequene number in the
orretly reeived frames is used to identify the orrupted frames and request for retransmission. In
ase the physial layer inorporates heksum funtions and does not deliver orrupted frames to
the data link layer, or a frame fails ompletely to arrive at the reeiver side, the sequene number
allows deteting the dropped frames and therefore requesting for retransmission.
The hoie for optimal frame size may depend on the partiular harateristis of the link used.
As the probability of frame error depends on the frame size, the frame length an be optimized to
redue the frame error rate. The optimal frame size may also depend on the modulation tehnique
and on the hannel ontention protool.
ARQ requires both a forward and return hannel between the two nodes involved in the ommunia-
tion. Hene, ARQ requires a full-duplex (two-way ommuniation over separate forward and return
hannels) or half-duplex link (two-way ommuniation over a shared forward and return hannel).
Three version of ARQ an be distinguished: Stop-and-Wait, Go-Bak-N and Seletive-Rejet [126℄.
Stop-and-Wait. In Stop-and-Wait, a soure sends a frame, stores it, starts a retransmission
timer and then waits for an aknowledgement (ACK). No other frames an be transmitted until
the destination replies with an ACK. Figure 3.7a illustrates an example of Stop-and-Wait ARQ
protool. A sequene number is assoiated to eah frame; eah ACK indiates the sequene number
of the frame expeted. If the frame is reeived orretly, the sender reeives an ACK and sends a
new frame. If an error ours and the frame is lost, the sender will retransmit the frame after a
retransmission timer expires. If the frame is reeived orrupted then a negative aknowledgement
(NAK) whih will trigger the retransmission an be issued. In this ase, the timeout does not
expire. If an ACK is lost, the retransmission relies on the retransmission timer. The Stop-and-Wait
tehnique is extremely simple, but very ineient as the sender must wait an entire Round Trip
Time (RTT) to send a new frame, whih is unaeptable for links with a long propagation delay. In
that ase, data transmission throughput would be too low ompared with the maximum ahievable
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Figure 3.7: Automati Repeat reQuest (ARQ) versions.
value if no error reovery sheme were in plae. This tehnique is therefore suitable only for links
with small Bandwidth-Delay Produt (BDP).
Go-Bak-N. In Go-Bak-N, the soure may send a group of frames aording to the window size
before waiting for a reply from the destination. Therefore, Go-Bak-N is more eient than Stop-
and-Wait. A sender window equal to the bandwidth-delay produt of the link allows a ontinuous
transmission of frames if no errors our, otherwise a larger window is needed. The reeiver replies
with an ACK to orretly reeived frames, whih makes the sender slide its window and send a new
frame. Figure 3.7b illustrates an example of Go-Bak-N ARQ protool. In ase a frame does not
arrive to the reeiver, it will be retransmitted one a retransmission timer expires at the sender.
After the timeout, the transmission ontinues from the last frame positively aknowledged. Timeout
allows reovering lost frames in ase ACKs are lost as well. A retransmission an also be triggered
by a NAK, issued when a frame i is lost and the frame i+ 1 (out-of-order) is reeived. ACKs may
be umulative so that an ACK arrying the sequene number N aknowledges all the frames from
0 to N - 1. Go-Bak-N is more eient than Stop-and-Wait and does not require any buer at the
reeiving side sine frames reeived out-of-order are disarded at the reeiver side. With Go-Bak-N,
a sequene number spae of 2N supports a window size of 2N − 1.
Seletive-Rejet. In Seletive-Rejet, frames are aknowledged as in Go-Bak-N but only the
frames lost or the one for whih a NAK has been reeived are retransmitted. Therefore, the amount
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of retransmission is redued ompared to Go-Bak-N, but the destination needs to store the frames
reeived out-of-order during frame reovery (post-NAK frames). A retransmission timer is still
needed to reover lost frames in ase ACKs are not reeived. Figure 3.7 depits an example of
Seletive-Rejet ARQ protool. Seletive-Rejet protool is the most eient among the three but it
requires a more ompliated implementation. Further, a sequene number spae of 2N supports only
a window size of
2N
2 (to avoid that retransmissions are onfused with new frames as the sequene
spae wraps to zero after the maximum value is reahed). Therefore, more bits are needed to handle
the same window size than Go-Bak-N tehnique.
3.3.1 ARQ Persistene
The persistene of an ARQ protool refers to the number of times the protool attempts to reover
a lost frame before giving up and denitely disard the frame. The persistene an be expressed
in number of times the same frame is allowed to be retransmitted if it is ontinuously orrupted
or in the maximum time delay that the new upoming frames an tolerate. A taxonomy of ARQ
protools is provided in [50℄. Three levels of persisteny an be distinguished: Perfetly-Persistent,
High-Persistent and Low-Persistent protools.
Perfetly-Persistent. A perfetly-persistent ARQ protool strives at providing a total reliable
servie by retransmitting a orrupted frames an unlimited number of times until the frame orretly
reahes the destination. Although this tehnique provides the highest reliability, many arguments
exists against its employment. First of all, the additional delay aused by a frame retransmission an
be very variable and annot be predited in advane. If the same frame is orrupted for several times,
the new upoming frames may need to wait for a long time before being delivered to the destination
2
.
This is known as head-of-line bloking problem. It aets those appliations requiring a maximum
delay for data delivery and it may also ause performane redution of transport protools as an
exessive delay at the link layer may ause spurious retransmission timeouts at transport layer (see
Setion 4.2 for a more detailed disussion). For these reasons, Perfetly-Persistent protools are
not typially used in pratie. Examples of Perfetly-Persistent ARQ protools are ISO/ITU-T
LAP-B [72℄ and ISO HDLC in the Asynhronously Balaned Mode (ABM) [71℄.
High-Persistene. A High-Persistene ARQ protool retransmit an erroneous frame a ertain
number of times before giving up and disard the frame. This oers an highly reliable link to the
upper layers and allows putting a bound on the maximum time a frame an be delayed for error
reovery. [30℄ reommends than a IP paket should never be delayed for more than the Maximum
Segment Lifetime (MSL) of 120 seonds dened for TCP. Seleting a relatively small number of
persisteny may oer a good ompromise between a good link reliability and an aeptable maximum
frame delay. A high level of persisteny typially benets bulk ows as their performane is sensitive
to error-related losses. On the other hand, other types of ows may suer from an exessive
additional delay. Examples of high-persistene ARQ protools are desribed in [39, 95℄.
2
This is true in ase the paket oming from the higher layer is fragmented in smaller frames at the link layer or
if the paket is not fragmented and in-order delivery to the upper layer is ahieved at reeiving side.
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Low-Persistent. A Low-Persistent ARQ protool further limits the number of times a frame
an be retransmitted to a small number. Depending on the partiular harateristis of the link
where the protool is used, the error rate as seen by higher layers an be higher than in the two
previous ases outlined above. However, the maximum additional delay due to retransmissions is
further lowered, whih makes adverse interations with transport protools more unlikely to our.
Examples of low-persistene ARQ protools inlude [116, 132℄.
Choosing the level of persistene for an ARQ protool depends on the Quality-of-Servie (QoS)
harateristis of ows to be arried in terms of tolerated error rate and maximum delay as well as
the propagation delay of the link and its error probability. An ARQ protool may treat dierent
ows aording to their needs in order to avoid spurious retransmissions at the transport layer and
exessive paket delay, but guarantee a high link reliability at the same time. A lower persistene
ensures stability and fair sharing of a shared hannel, even when many senders are attempting
retransmissions [24, 50℄. The number of links a paket traverses from the soure towards the des-
tination aets the amount of total delay experiened by the paket and further enourages to use
a lower level of persisteny in ase of the total delay is too high. In ase the link provides a low
propagation delay, a higher number of persistene may be adopted without exessively inreasing
the paket delay.
3.3.2 Pros and Cons of ARQ
ARQ may signiantly inrease the probability of suessful delivery of IP pakets over error-prone
links. Therefore, ARQ is suitable for appliations requiring error-free paket delivery at the link
layer. ARQ is the only alternative to ahieve a virtually error-free ommuniation link in ase the
link-error level is high enough to make error orretion strategies suh as FEC not suient or
onvenient (beause an exessive amount of apaity may be required to make the hannel reliable
using FEC).
The use of ARQ over a single link whih is part of a longer end-to-end path provides a quiker frame
reovery than end-to-end transport protools (e.g. TCP) error reovery as this takes plae over the
longer end-to-end path. Therefore, ARQ may provide more rapid retransmission of lost data on the
link, at least for a reasonable number of retries [37, 50, 115℄.
ARQ operates on individual frames, whih may be smaller than IP pakets. Hene, retransmission
of smaller frames (whih are part of a orrupted IP paket) may improve the overall eieny of
the link [50℄. Sine ARQ is deployed on a spei link, it allows the optimization of frame reovery
aording the harateristis and the atual onditions of the link (whih may hange over time).
For example, parameters like frame size or persistene (number of times the orrupted frame is
retransmitted before giving up) may be adapted to the onditions of the link.
In ARQ Seletive-Rejet only the orrupted frames are retransmitted and therefore it does not re-
quire ontinuously additional apaity as FEC does (redundant information are sent every frame
with FEC). On the other hand, if many link errors our, suh as in wireless environment, retrans-
missions may oupy a large part of the link apaity as eah retransmission requires additional link
resoures and may interfere with other link users in ase the link is shared among many nodes.
ARQ is partiularly suitable for wireless and satellite links, where the error probability is higher
than in wired links and the propagation delay may be very variable. The protool may be optimized
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aording to the partiular harateristis of the link in order to inrease performane and redue
the eet of ARQ drawbaks. In satellite networks the propagation delay may be high and very
variable espeially in ase Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) mehanisms are used to share the satellite
hannel among more than one stations (as disussed in Setion 2.6.4). The use of an ARQ protool
optimized for partiular link harateristis may signiantly speed up the paket reovery and
improve performane of transport protools.
Although employing ARQ provides signiant advantages for loss reovery, several drawbaks are
present whih may ause adverse interation between reliable transport protools, e.g. TCP, and
link layers.
Performing ARQ may require the use of a retransmission timer at the link layer, whih may expire
simultaneously with the retransmission timer at the transport layer [102℄. As a result, redundant
retransmissions at both layers are triggered and performane is redued.
Retransmissions makes the reeiver getting frames in a non-sequential manner. In ase the link layer
protool does not preserve in-order paket delivery to the upper layer, this may be a problem in ase
the transport protool is not able to manage out-of-order pakets or if this redues its performane.
For example, TCP reats to out-of-order pakets by sending bak dupliate aknowledgements whih
an trigger further retransmissions at transport level and redued throughput [24℄. Therefore, the
link layer reeiver shall take are of buering the next frames following the orrupted one (ones) and
deliver the reeived frames in order to the upper layer one the frame reovery has been ompleted.
In ase a link layer protool provides a reliable servie and utilizes a high persisteny, a long
delivery lateny may our ausing deviations in the RTT as seen at TCP level. TCP reats to
RTT variations in a onservative way by inreasing the retransmission timeout. This may lead to
slow paket reovery when ongestion-related losses our on the path. Also, a long delivery lateny
may ause spurious RTOs at TCP level.
3.4 Hybrid ARQ shemes
Both ARQ and FEC are tehniques to ahieve error ontrol in ommuniation systems. ARQ is a
simple tehnique that provides high system reliability. However, its throughput dereases rapidly
as the error rate of the hannel inreases. FEC tehniques an ahieve a onstant throughput
regardless of the hannel error rate (up to a spei limit) and it is suitable in those systems where
performing retransmissions is not possible or onvenient. However, FEC an result in a hard and
expensive implementation as long ompliated odes must be used to orret dierent error patterns
and ahieve a high system reliability.
Hybrid ARQ shemes [85℄ inorporates both FEC and ARQ tehniques to overome suh drawbaks
and to ahieve a lower paket loss probability and a lower paket delay. The purpose of employing
FEC together with an ARQ system is to orret the most frequent error ourrenes and therefore
redue the need of retransmissions. Hybrid ARQ shemes an be lassied in type-I and type-II
shemes [85℄.
In type-I hybrid ARQ sheme, a (n,k) FEC linear ode is used for ahieving error detetion and
orretion. When one or more frame errors our, the FEC deoder tries to reonstrut the orrupted
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between seletive-repeat ARQ and type-I seletive repeat ARQ [85℄.
frames. If the error pattern an be orreted (this depends on the deoder design and on its error-
orreting apabilities), then the orretly deoded frames will be delivered to the upper layers.
Otherwise, the reeivers asks for additional retransmissions.
The drawbak of a type-I hybrid ARQ sheme is that transmissions are proteted with a ertain
amount of redundany to orret the ourrene of various error patterns regardless of the hannel
error onditions. This results in a lower throughput than an ARQ sheme in ase of a low hannel
error rate as a ertain overhead due to FEC protetion is present in any frame transmission. On the
other hand, a hybrid ARQ sheme provides higher throughput than its orresponding ARQ sheme
as the error rate inreases. Figure 3.8 depits the qualitative orrelation between the throughput
eieny and the hannel error rate for the seletive-repeat ARQ and type I seletive-repeat hybrid
ARQ. Depending on the error-orreting ode, the type-I hybrid ARQ sheme an provide high
throughput over a wide range of error rates.
The type-II hybrid ARQ sheme diers form the type I in the way the redundany bits are used.
In type II, the FEC redundany is sent only if needed. Frames to be sent are enoded with an
error orreting ode, but the redundant bits produed by the oding operation are not sent. The
frame is sent with an error detetion ode (e.g. CRC), but without any redundant information to
orret the ourrene of errors. If the reeiver detets an error, it requests for the transmission of
the redundany information, whih will be used to reonstrut the original frame. This sheme is
also alled Inremental Redundany (IR) [86, 91℄.
The advantage of type-II hybrid ARQ sheme is that redundany overhead is present only when
errors are deteted. Therefore, when the hannel error rate is low, the type-II hybrid ARQ sheme
provides the same throughput then its orresponding ARQ sheme. Moreover, in ase of higher
error rates, a high throughput is also provided due to the employment of redundany. Therefore,
type-II sheme removes the disadvantage of type-I sheme of wasting link apaity in ase of good
hannel state. However, with type-II sheme at least a RTT is needed to reover any error ourred
on the link as the reeiver needs to request for redundany information; instead, type-I sheme is
able to orret a ertain olletion of error patterns immediately at the reeiver side without asking
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the sender for additional retransmissions.
Chapter 4
Transport Protools
In this hapter, we provide the bakground on reliable and real-time transport protools. Meha-
nisms of ongestion ontrol and error reovery of Transmission Control Protool (TCP) protool are
desribed, together with TCP problems in wireless and satellite links. We review several proposed
mitigations and related work. Furthermore, unreliable data transport protools suh as UDP [106℄,
RTP [122℄ and DCCP [80℄ are outlined.
4.1 Reliable Data Transport
TCP [107, 125℄ is the most widely used transport protool in the Internet. TCP is a reliable
onnetion-oriented protool. The onnetion opening phase uses a three-ways handshake proedure,
where synhronization (SYN) and aknowledgement (ACK) segments are exhanged. The lient
sends a SYN segment, reeives a SYN/ACK segment as response from the server and sends an ACK
segment to omplete the onnetion establishment. Afterwards, data an be transferred in both
diretions. The segment size used in the transfer annot exeed the Maximum Segment Size (MSS)
negotiated during the onnetion establishment. A onnetion is losed by the exhange of a FIN
and a FIN-ACK segment in both diretions.
TCP is a byte-oriented transport protool. A sequene number identies a spei byte of data. The
reeiver replies with an ACK upon reeption of a data segment
1
. ACKs are umulative meaning that
eah ACK onrms the orret reeption of all bytes up to the aknowledged sequene number. TCP
inorporates a self-loking mehanisms to regulate the soure sending rate. The ACKs arriving at
the sender trigger the transmission of subsequent data pakets into the network at the same rate as
pakets are reeived at the destination.
TCP ahieves ow ontrol between sender and reeiver by using a sliding window mehanism with
reeiver-advertised maximum window size. The reeiver inorporates in the ACKs the amount
of buer spae available for storing the arriving segments, so that the sender an regulate its
transmission rate to not overwhelm the reeiver buer apaity.
1
The standard proedure for generating ACKs in speied in [15, 107℄. The delayed ACK algorithm should be
used by a TCP reeiver. An ACK should be generated for at least every seond full-sized segment, and must be
generated within 500 ms of the arrival of the rst unaknowledged segment [15℄.
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TCP employs ongestion ontrol mehanisms for estimating the available apaity in the network
and attempts to fairly share it with other ows [14, 55, 75℄. The ongestion window value is the
estimation of available apaity in the network. The amount of unaknowledged data in the network
orresponds to the minimum of the advertised window and the ongestion window. Eah segment
loss is onsidered an indiation of network ongestion and leads to reduing the sending rate [75℄.
This assumption relies on the fat that the main ause for a paket loss in the network is ongestion
and not paket orruption. This is true in general for wired networks, but not for wireless networks.
TCP reovers from segment losses using a Retransmission TimeOut (RTO) mehanism. The sender
uses a retransmission timer to trigger retransmissions; if an ACK for a segment does not arrive within
the RTO value, the rst unaknowledged segment is retransmitted. The value of RTO is omputed
taking into aount two state variables, namely the Smoothed Round Trip Time (SRTT) and the
Round Trip Time variation (RTTVAR). The RTO is baked-o exponentially (the new RTO value
is the double of the urrent value) after eah expiration and unsuessful segment delivery attempt.
The standard algorithm for omputing the TCP's retransmission timer is desribed in [104℄.
Fast Retransmit and Fast Reovery algorithms are two enhanements introdued in TCP to speed up
paket reovery and avoid an RTO for reovering eah paket loss [15℄. TCP reeiver sends dupliate
ACKs (ACKs arrying the same sequene number as the previous one) in response to reeption of
out-of-order segments (segments whose sequene number does not follow the next unaknowledged
segment). In ase a paket is lost, a dupliate ACK is sent for eah paket following the lost
one. Fast Retransmit infers a paket loss after three dupliate ACKs have been reeived. The
rst unaknowledged paket is onsidered lost and is retransmitted. The threshold value of three
dupliate ACKs is a ompromise to ahieve a quiker loss reovery and redue the risk of spurious
loss detetion (the network may re-order pakets). After Fast Retransmit ours, the ongestion
window is halved.
Fast Reovery follows the Fast Retransmit proedure and regulates the transmission of new data and
retransmissions until reovery is ompleted. For eah arriving dupliate ACK the ongestion window
is inated by one MSS. This does not violate ongestion ontrol priniples as eah arriving ACK is an
indiation that a segment left the network. If the ongestion window is large enough, eah arriving
dupliate ACK triggers the retransmission of a new paket (NewReno-based fast reovery [57℄);
in this way, the self-loking mehanism of TCP is not disrupted. One a non-dupliate ACK is
reeived
2
, Fast Reovery terminates and the ongestion window is deated to the value after the
Fast Retransmit.
Congestion ontrol onsists of two algorithms, namely Slow Start and Congestion Avoidane. At
the beginning of a TCP onnetion the ongestion window is set to a number of segments equal to
the initial window value, whih indiates the amount of initial segments to be sent, and the Slow
Start algorithm is exeuted. An initial window of up to four MSS is reommended in [14℄.
The aim of Slow Start is to quikly estimate the available network apaity by rapidly inreasing
the sending rate up to the point where paket losses take plae. During the Slow Start phase, the
ongestion window is inreased exponentially for eah RTT as it is inreased by one segment upon
the reeption of an ACK (if no delayed ACK mehanism is used). The Slow Start terminates one a
paket loss ours or when the ongestion window reahes the slowstart threshold (ssthresh). If an
RTO ours, the ongestion window is set to one segment and the sender falls bak in Slow Start.
2
This behaviour is valid for TCP Reno algorithm.
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Figure 4.1: An example of ongestion window evolution [20℄.
When the slow start threshold is exeeded then the Congestion Avoidane phase starts. During this
phase, the ongestion window is inreased roughly by one segment per RTT, therefore ahieving a
linear growth of the ongestion window, ompared to the exponential growth of Slow Start. In this
way, the sender transmits pakets at the rate estimated using Slow Start and at the same time it
ontinuously probes the network for estimating the urrent available bandwidth.
A possible evolution of the TCP ongestion window is depited in Figure 4.1. At onnetion estab-
lishment, the sender enters Slow Start. Figure 4.1 shows the exponential opening of the ongestion
window upon a loss inferred by a Fast Retransmit. TCP enters in fast reovery upon the reeption
of the 3rd dupliate aknowledgement, the ssthresh is set to half the urrent ongestion window
value and the ongestion window is halved (taking into aount the inrease due to reeption of
three dupliate aknowledgements).
One the retransmitted segment has been reeived orretly, the onnetion ontinues in Congestion
Avoidane phase, during whih the ongestion window inreases by one MSS segment per RTT. Later
on, another fast retransmission is triggered as a ongestion loss happens. Eventually, a fall-bak to
Slow Start is illustrated upon a timeout expiration; the ssthresh is set to half the urrent ongestion
window value and the ongestion window is reset to one MSS.
4.2 TCP over Wireless and Satellite links
The spei link harateristis of wireless and satellite links, in partiular high latenies and fre-
quent frame losses due to bit-orruption, aet TCP performane. Performane of transport pro-
tools suers beause of low bandwidth, long onnetion set-up times and ineient use of air link
apaity [63℄. A short explanation of problems suered by Internet appliations in wireless and
satellite networks is given in [10, 133℄.
4.2.1 Problemati Link Charateristis
The link harateristis aeting TCP an be distinguished in high error rate, large and variable
Round Trip Time (RTT), high Bandwidth-Delay Produt (BDP), bandwidth asymmetry [10, 12℄.
All these harateristis have severe impat on TCP performane in links with huge propagation
delay (e.g. GEO satellites), espeially in ase Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) mehanisms are in
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use for alloating hannel resoures. Also, these harateristis are intertwined with eah other as
a large RTT inreases the Bandwidth-Delay Produt, whih exaerbates the problems of TCP in
reovering paket losses under high link error rate onditions. Interations between TCP and BoD
mehanisms have been studied in [123℄ and are experimentally evaluated in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
High Error Rate. TCP suers from unorreted link errors as it interprets all losses as ongestion
signals and redues the transmission rate drastially. With high error rates TCP spends exessive
time in Slow Start or reovery proedures triggered by paket losses due to transmission errors,
resulting in a severe performane penalty.
In addition, wireless and satellite links not only inur high loss rates but often errors our in bursts,
resulting in multiple segment losses within a TCP window. The ability of reovering multiple losses
within the same window depends on the TCP version. Regular TCP with NewReno-based fast
reovery [57℄ an reover at most one segment per Round Trip Time (RTT), resulting in additional
performane penalty in presene of bursty losses. The TCP SACK option [93℄ with an appropriate
loss reovery algorithm [28℄ is more eetive than NewReno when multiple TCP segments are lost
within a window as it may reover multiple segments per RTT [37℄. However, even the SACK-based
loss reovery is often ineient if a large number of segments are lost in a single TCP window or if
the window is small, beause the number of dupliate ACKs may remain too low to provide enough
SACK-information for reovering the lost segments.
Long RTT. The high link lateny translates to long end-to-end RTT for TCP. Long RTT, in
partiular when ombined with high error rate, adversely aets TCP throughput [100℄ [37℄.
A long RTT prolongs the duration of the Slow Start phase as the ongestion window inrease
depends on the feedbak of the reeiver. The time T required during Slow Start to reah a ertain
bit rate B is given by3 [103℄:
Tslowstart = RTT · (1 + log2
B · RTT
l
) (4.1)
where RTT is the Round Trip Time of the link and l is the average paket length expressed in bits.
The higher the RTT the higher the time spent during Slow Start to probe the link apaity. This
deteriorates performane of TCP espeially for short transfers (e.g., Web transfers), where most of
data is transferred during the initial part of the onnetion.
A long RTT slows down TCP reovery apabilities. This is beause after eah loss event it may take
multiple round trips for TCP to repair the lost segments and, more importantly, after reovering
the lost segments TCP enters in Congestion Avoidane phase with a redued ongestion window,
requiring several round trips to inrease the ongestion window bak to the level prior the loss event.
Therefore, it is muh slower for TCP to restore the earlier transmission rate if the RTT is long. A
long RTT also ontributes at inreasing the BDP of the link, therefore introduing the drawbaks
disussed above.
3
The assumptions to dedue this formula inlude an initial window of one segment. The delayed ACK option is
not onsidered. Delayed ACKs would further inrease the Slow Start time duration.
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Variable RTT. A link propagation delay may vary signiantly over time, partiularly if BoD
mehanisms and/or link level ARQ mehanism are in use. In ase the link propagation delay
varies heavily TCP behavior may be aeted. TCP tries to estimate the path RTT to tune its
retransmission timer for reovering paket losses. A sudden RTT variation may ause a spurious
TCP RTO expiration and onsequently unneessary retransmissions. A spurious RTO ours when
the RTT suddenly inreases, to the extent that it exeeds the retransmission timer that had been
determined a priori [88℄. This results in unneessary paket retransmissions and ongestion window
redution [120℄.
On the other hand, frequent RTT variations ontribute at inreasing the TCP retransmission time-
out as it is proportional to deviations of RTT measurements [104℄. This may have an adverse impat
on TCP performane due to the fat that an exessive RTO value results in a slow reovery for
TCP.
High Bandwidth-Delay Produt. The Bandwidth-Delay Produt (BDP) is dened as the
amount of data a protool should have "in ight" (data that has been transmitted, but not yet
aknowledged) at any one time to fully utilize the available hannel apaity [12℄.
TCP performane is aeted by the BDP of the link. A high BDP requires a large buer spae
at both sender and reeiver side to fully exploit the entire link apaity and ahieve the maximum
throughput on the TCP onnetion over the path. With high-apaity satellite hannels TCP
performane tends to suer. The main problem with TCP in a large BDP environment is due to
the window size limit in TCP.
The standard maximum TCP window size of 64 KBytes is inadequate if the BDP is larger than
this value and it preludes the use of the available link apaity. In ase of loss-free link and no
ongestion, the maximum TCP throughput is limited by the following formula [107℄:
TCP Throughput =
WindowSize
RTT
(4.2)
An example of maximum throughput ahievable by a single TCP onnetion on a geostationary
satellite hannel with an RTT of 560 ms is reported in [12℄. Taking into aount the maximum
window size of 64 KBytes, the throughput is limited to 117,027 bytes/seond. Therefore, a single
standard TCP onnetion annot utilize a link apaity higher than this number.
Bandwidth Asymmetry. Bandwidth asymmetry onsists of a dierene in the transmit and
reeive link apaity available to the user. When the bandwidth is asymmetri and a apaity on
the reverse path (diretion in whih ACKs of a TCP transfer ow) is lower than the one on the
forward path a slow or infrequent ACK feedbak from the TCP reeiver may our. This may result
in a detrimental eet on TCP performane in the forward diretion [17, 22, 23℄.
In ase the return path provides a lower apaity than the forward path (bottlenek link in reverse
diretion), TCP performane in forward diretion is aeted by the amount of router buering
present in the return diretion. If the amount of buering in the return diretion is high enough,
so that ACKs drops do not our due to buer overow, then the performane is a funtion of the
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normalized bandwidth ratio k, whih is the ratio of raw apaities in forward and return diretion
divided by the ratio of paket sizes in the two diretions [22℄. If the reeiver sends more than one
ACK every k pakets, then the return path will get ongested before the forward path does, slowing
down the self-loking mehanism of TCP as not enough ACKs reah the TCP sender to inrease
the ongestion window and utilize the apaity present in the forward diretion.
Congestion in the return path may also ause a phenomenon known as ACK ompression [134℄. This
ours as the ACKs waiting in bottlenek queue on return diretions allow later ACKs to ath up
with previous ones, resulting in reeption of a burst of ACKs bak-to-bak at the TCP sender. This
is harmful to TCP performane as it inreases the burstiness of TCP. In normal onditions (no
reovery phase), eah inoming ACK triggers a new paket transmission and allows inating the
ongestion window. If many ACKs are reeived bak-to-bak, a burst of pakets is injeted into
the network (some TCP versions are able to mitigate this problem); suh a burst may easily ll up
router buers along the path and ause ongestion losses and, onsequently, a dramati derease of
the ongestion window, resulting in redued TCP throughput.
On the other hand, if the amount of buering in the return diretion is small enough, so that
ongestion in the return link arises and ACKs are dropped as the TCP sender window inreases,
then TCP performane in forward diretion is redued for three reasons [22℄. The rst one ours
when the TCP sender gets only one ACK every k pakets. This makes the sender more bursty as the
transmission window is shifted by at least k pakets. Burst of pakets may exaerbate the ongestion
level of the network and ause additional drops in router buers that have not enough spae to absorb
suh bursts. The seond reason is related to the ongestion window inrease algorithm of TCP. The
ongestion window is inreased typially by ounting the number of ACKs reeived. Therefore, the
fewer ACKs are reeived the slower the inrease of the ongestion window. The third reason relates
on the TCP reovery algorithm of paket losses, whih relies on the reeived ACKs to infer whih
pakets need to be retransmitted. A lower rate of reeived ACKs may slow down TCP reovery
mehanisms suh as Fast Retransmit and Fast Reovery, generating unneessary RTOs ostly in
terms of performane.
An experimental evaluation of the eet of router buering under dierent tra proles in a
wireless asymmetri environment an be found in [17℄.
4.2.2 TCP-based Enhanements
This setion introdues several tehniques for enhaning the performane of TCP. An extensive set
of TCP enhanements has been proposed [18, 24, 37, 81, 97℄. Providing a omplete taxonomy of all
the TCP modiations proposed by the researh ommunity is out of sope of this thesis. Here,
we give a generi overview of the state-of-the-art in TCP enhanements and dediate partiular
attention to those improvements seleted in our experiments. TCP enhanements are ategorized
by the lass of problems they mitigate.
Solutions to High Bit Error Rate. These solutions inlude algorithms to enhane the error
reovery apabilities of TCP. One of the most important is the Seletive Aknowledgement (SACK)
option [93℄. The SACK option enables the use of a loss reovery algorithm [28℄ that allows TCP to
reover more eiently from multiple segment losses in a window of data [13, 51℄. This is ahieved
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by informing the sender about the orretly reeived segments. SACK requires both sender and
reeiver TCP to support SACK option.
Dupliate-Sak (DSACK) [59℄ is an extension to SACK algorithm that further improves TCP re-
overy abilities. The aim of DSACK is being able to undo unneessary hanges to the ongestion
window due to wrong ongestion ontrol ations. TCP may unneessarily redue its sending rate in
ase of ourrene of reordering, ACK loss, paket repliation, spurious retransmissions. DSACK is
helpful to disambiguate unneessary retransmissions from loss events.
TCP New Reno [56℄ is one of the most ommon implementation of TCP. It enhanes TCP's ability
to reover from multiple lost pakets in a window of data without requiring modiations on the
reeiver side. The sender is modied to infer paket losses using partial ACKs (ACKs whih over
new data, but not all the data outstanding when the paket loss was deteted). This algorithm has
the advantage of requiring only sender side TCP modiations but it is less eient than SACK.
In ase a paket loss our when the ongestion window is low or many losses our in a single
window, not enough dupliate aknowledgements may be triggered to initiate loss reovery with
Fast Retransmit and an RTO is needed to perform retransmissions with muh stronger adverse
impat on TCP throughput. As a matter of fat, an RTO produes a gross loss reovery mehanism
whih often leads to retransmitting muh more pakets than neessary [16℄. Several mehanisms
have been proposed to improve loss reovery without relying on the RTO expiration timeout in ase
the sending rate is low: Limited Transmit [9℄, Early Retransmit [8℄ and Smart Framing [89℄.
Limited Transmit [9℄ aims at inreasing the probability that a paket loss is inferred by a Fast
Retransmit. With this mehanism the sender is allowed to transmit a segment for eah of the rst
two dupliate aknowledgments reeived. This is useful for TCP onnetions with a small ongestion
window or when a large number of segments are lost in a single transmission window as otherwise
it may happen that not enough dupliate aknowledgments arrive at the sender to trigger a Fast
Retransmit and the TCP sender must wait for a lengthy retransmission timeout. A limitation of
Limited Transmit is that it requires the availability of new data to be sent upon the reeption of
dupliate aknowledgements.
Early Retransmit [8℄ extends the Limited Transmit algorithm by lowering the threshold for triggering
Fast Retransmit when the amount of outstanding data is small and when no new unsent data are
available. The drawbak is a higher vulnerability to spurious retransmissions events in ase of paket
reordering.
Smart Framing [89℄ is an enhanement to TCP that enables the Fast Reovery algorithm for short
lived ows. TCP Smart-Framing adopts a novel segmentation algorithm whih sends smaller size
segments when the ongestion window is smaller than 4 · MSS to trigger a higher number of
aknowledgements and therefore inrease the likelihood to use Fast Retransmit and Fast Reovery
and not an RTO expiration to reover from segment losses.
Expliit Loss Notiation (ELN) has been studied in the ontext of TCP in wireless and satellite
networks in [21, 24, 117, 118℄. The idea of ELN onsists of notifying the TCP sender that a ertain
paket has been lost beause of orruption and not beause of ongestion, so that the sender an
retransmit the lost paket(s) without taking ongestion ontrol ations and needlessly reduing
the sending rate. A taxonomy of the issues involved in ahieving ELN tehnique in the ontext of
transport protools, namely Expliit Transport Error Notiation (ETEN), is desribed in [84℄. One
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of the open issues of ELN mehanisms is the way the notiation is forwarded to the sender. With
ELN, one the destination node or another node in the path reeives a orrupted paket (heksum
failed), it should send an ELN notiation to the soure node ommuniating the sequene number
of the lost paket (per-paket ETEN). However, the node annot rely on the paket header to extrat
the soure destination address to where to send the notiation as the paket has been orrupted
and the address ontained in the header may not be reliable. A solution ould be proteting the
paket header with FEC redundany to reover the soure address in ase of error event; another
solution onsists of obtaining this information from the node that forwarded the lost pakets before
the orruption ourred, whih therefore should take trae of the transmitted pakets, be informed
of orrupted pakets and reat in ase paket loss ours.
Solutions to Long RTT. Inreasing TCP's Initial Window from 1 up to 4 segments [11℄ inreases
the number of segments during the rst RTT, allowing more rapid opening of the ongestion window.
This is extremely useful in high lateny links for speeding up the Slow Start phase espeially in those
transfers transmitting only a small amount of data and a onsistent amount of the total transfer
time is spent during Slow Start. Disussions on proposals to inrease the permitted TCP initial
window as speied in [11℄ to 10 segments are on-going.
Delayed ACKs After Slow Start (DAASS) [10℄ is a tehnique where the reeiver sends an ACK for
every segment during Slow Start instead of using delayed aknowledgements from the very beginning
of the onnetion. This will also inate the ongestion window faster. The major problem with
DAASS is in its implementation. The reeiver has to know when the sender is in Slow Start phase. A
typial implementation onsists of making the reeiver aknowledge n segments immediately during
the beginning of the onnetion and apply the delayed ACK algorithm after that.
Byte Counting [7,10℄ is another mehanism to speed up the ongestion window inrease during Slow
Start. The idea onsists of inreasing the ongestion window during Slow Start based on the number
of previously unaknowledged bytes overed by eah inoming ACK, rather than on the number of
ACKs reeived. This inreases the speed in ase delayed ACKs are used.
Control Blok Interdependene (CBI) [130℄ mehanism aims to share a part of the TCP Control
Blok (TCB) aross onnetions between a pair of hosts to improve transient TCP performane,
espeially in the ase of numerous short-lived and simultaneous onnetions. TCB is a data struture
assoiated with eah TCP onnetion ontaining information about the onnetion state and its
transmission properties, e.g. smoothed RTT, slow-start threshold (ssthresh).
Solutions to Variable RTT. Forward RTO Reovery (F-RTO) [120℄ algorithm helps deteting
spurious TCP RTOs generated by sudden delay spikes and therefore avoiding unneessary retrans-
missions and improving TCP performane. F-RTO algorithm strives to avoid unneessary retrans-
missions after a spurious RTO by monitoring ACKs arriving after retransmitting the segment for
whih the RTO expired. The F-RTO sender does not immediately ontinue with retransmissions
after the RTO like the onventional RTO reovery does, but it rst heks if the reeived aknowl-
edgements advane the window to determine whether it needs to retransmit, or whether it an
ontinue sending new data [120℄. This mehanism is useful in a multitude of situations as delay
spikes may still our even though a areful link layer design has been done, for example, due to
dynami link bandwidth alloation.
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An alternative to F-RTO is the TCP Eifel algorithm [88℄, whih an detet spurious TCP timeouts
and avoid unneessary retransmissions as well. The Eifel algorithm uses additional information
inluded in TCP pakets to detet a spurious RTO. In more detail, the sender marks a paket
to distinguish if it has been transmitted for the rst time or retransmitted. This information is
ehoed bak to the sender (inorporated in the ACK), so that it is possible to determine whether
the ACK is related to the original transmission or to the retransmission and hene detet the
ourrene of spurious retransmissions and revert hanges on the ongestion ontrol parameters to
avoid unneessary performane redution.
Solutions to High Bandwidth-Delay Produt. TCP Window Saling [77℄ allows a TCP
onnetion to use a window larger than the standard maximum TCP window size (65,535 bytes)
in order to fully utilize the available apaity on a network path with a large BDP. This is useful
in many high lateny environments where the BDP easily exeeds 65,535 bytes. The window sale
extension expands the denition of the TCP window to 32 bits and then uses a sale fator to
arry this 32-bit value in the 16-bit window eld of the TCP header [77℄. Window Saling needs
to be implemented both in the sender and reeiver sides. The TCP sender negotiates the Window
Saling extension during the initial TCP onnetion set-up. The onnetion initiator shall be aware
of utilizing a high BDP link so that it may be willing of utilizing this extension. For Web transfers,
the onnetion is initiated by the lient, whih is aware of the link harateristis of its aess
network. Hene, the lient an utilize the Window Saling option in ase the aess network is an
high BDP link (i.e. a satellite network).
Protet Against Wrapped Sequene Numbers (PAWS) [77℄ is a mehanism to avoid an aidental
reuse of sequene number spae. It uses the TCP Timestamp option to inorporate in eah paket
a timestamp value, whih is monotone non-dereasing in time.
Solutions to Bandwidth Asymmetry. TCP/IP Header Compression [76℄ opes with the prob-
lem arising in bandwidth asymmetri networks as it alleviates the load over the slower return path.
The idea beyond suh a mehanism onsists of reduing the overhead due to the TCP and IP header
information. Header information remains relatively onstant over the ourse of a session; ompres-
sion is ahieved by replaing onstant header information with a short identier or by only sending
the hange from the previous value rather than the urrent value. The rst paket ontains the full
TCP/IP header plus a onnetion number to identify the onnetion. The reeiver stores the full
header and uses it as a template to reonstrut the headers of the subsequent ompressed headers.
ACK Congestion Control (ACC) [23, 54℄ is a tehnique to diminish ongestion in the return path
due to an exessive amount of ACKs. The basi idea onsists of applying a sort of ow ontrol
to aknowledgement segments. One the router buer size exeeds a ertain threshold, IP header
of ACKs may be marked with an Expliit Congestion Notiation (ECN) bit [110℄. The proposed
method for marking with an ECN bit is Random Early Detetion (RED) [58℄. The sender reeiving
the marked ACK forwards bak suh a ongestion notiation to the reeiver, whih will dynamially
redue the sending rate of ACKs using a multipliative bak-o mehanism. The reeiver will
restore the normal ACK sending rate one segments without ECN notiation are reeived. The
ACK sending rate is inreased using a linear inrease algorithm, up to a rate of either one (no
delayed ACKs) or two (normal delayed ACKs) pakets per ACK. Although the use of ACC may
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signiantly redue the ongestion on the reverse path, it presents drawbaks. First, the ongestion
window growth may be slowed down as it is inreased aording to the number of ACKs reeived.
The Byte Counting modiation is helpful in this ase. In addition, reduing the number of ACKs
may make the sender more bursty as a single ACK would aknowledge a larger amount of data
segments. A modiation to the sender, referred to as TCP Sender Adaptation (SA), mitigates this
problem as it poses a limit on the number of segments that are sent in response to a single reeived
ACK [23℄.
ACK Filtering (AF) [23℄ attempts at reduing the ACK ongestion problem as ACC, but does not
require modiations in the end hosts. In AF, the ongested router in the reverse path inspets its
queue and removes redundant ACKs for the same onnetion. In other words, ACKs overing same
portion of the window that are aknowledged by the most reent ACK are removed, so that router
buer spae is freed. Suh router ltering operation an be either deterministi or random. AF shall
be used in onjuntion with another tehnique, referred to as ACK Reonstrution (AR), whih aims
at reonstruting the ACK ow and avoid that a very low number of ACKs reahes the reeiver.
Reonstrution is performed at the sender side by analyzing the ACK stream, deteting those ACKs
overing a large amount of segments and generating new ACKs to reonstrut an ACK ow as lose
as possible to the one that would be generated without employing AF and AR tehniques.
4.2.3 TCP PEP-based Enhanements
Proper link layer design as well as employing some of the TCP mitigation tehniques desribed
previously may ompensate for the adverse impat of ertain link harateristis on TCP. However,
in some spei network environments and irumstanes, end-to-end mehanisms and link layer
design annot mitigate link harateristis (e.g. high lateny) detrimental to TCP and an only
enhane performane beyond a ertain limit.
TCP Performane Enhaning Proxy (PEP) [29℄ is a tehnique to improve throughput and eieny
of TCP in network paths where performane suers due to harateristis of a link or a subnetwork
present in the path (e.g. wireless and satellite networks). In priniple, a PEP mehanism may
be implemented at any protool layer. Here, we fous on PEP mehanisms that funtion at the
transport layer.
A TCP PEP an be seen as a middle-box loated in between the soure and the destination node,
whih interats with TCP pakets in transit for the purposes of enhaning performane. The PEP
interepts a TCP onnetion in the middle or terminates the onnetion with the sender as if
the PEP is the nal destination. A orresponding TCP onnetion is established with the "real"
destination node. This funtionality is also known as integrated PEP split onnetion [19℄.
The purpose of splitting onnetions is to shield those link harateristis adverse to TCP, e.g., high
lateny or high error rate, from the rest of the network and therefore isolate the wireless related
problems. PEP an utilize an optimized version of TCP on the ritial link to ommuniate with the
destination node. No hange in existing protools is required on the other side of the ommuniation.
For example, in ase a high BDP link is in between two end systems and one of the nodes does
not support the Window Saling option [77℄, the PEP an set up a TCP onnetion using Window
Saling with the end host supporting it and utilizes another version of TCP to onnet with the
other end host. In similar way, spei non-standard TCP enhanements whih annot be employed
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safely over the global Internet may be utilized loally by the PEP to improve TCP performane on
a partiular link.
PEPs an also be implemented in distributed way [29℄, whih means that two PEPs are deployed over
the ritial link and ommuniate with eah other using an optimized TCP version or a proprietary
protool running on top of UDP. Eah of the two end systems ommuniate with its orresponding
PEP, whih ats as the nal destination node.
PEPs may perform ompression for reduing the amount of bytes to be sent aross a link. This is
partiularly eetive in ase of low apaity links. Other advantages inlude higher eieny, lower
lateny and paket loss rate, better interative response time.
PEPs may implement a mehanism to manipulate the ACK ow between soure and destination
(TCP ACK handling). Several ways of handling ACKs exists, namely TCP ACK Spaing, Loal
TCP Aknowledgements, Loal TCP Retransmissions, TCP ACK Filtering and Reonstrution.
TCP ACK Spaing is employed in those network environments where ACKs tend to gather together
(ACK ompression phenomenon) to smooth out the ACK ow and eliminate the ourrene of bursts
of data pakets that the TCP sender would send due to bak-to-bak arriving TCP ACKs [24℄.
With Loal TCP Aknowledgements, the end-to-end semantis of TCP is broken and the PEP sends
ACKs "loally" to the sender in order to speed up the ongestion window inrease during Slow Start.
The PEP also needs to take are of retransmitting lost segments towards the destination in order
to get orret operation in ase some of the loally ACKed segments got lost between the PEP and
destination. In this way, the sender behaves as muh as it would operate on a path with a lower
RTT than the one of the omplete end-to-end path. This is useful espeially over paths with a large
BDP. Loal (negative) ACKs an also be used to trigger loal error reovery quiker.
With Loal TCP Retransmissions, the PEP monitors the ACK ow oming from the reeiver to
detet the pakets lost between the reeiver and the PEP and retransmit them. Therefore, paket
error reovery is performed faster as the TCP sender is not aware of errors ourring on the link and
does not redue its ongestion window. An example of Loal TCP Retransmission implementation
is Snoop [25℄.
TCP ACK Filtering and Reonstrution mitigates the impat of paths with highly asymmetri
bandwidth on the ACK ow. This tehnique has already been desribed in Setion 4.2.2.
Although, the use of TCP PEPs may strongly inrease TCP performane, several drawbaks exists.
TCP PEPs may adversely interat with TCP mehanisms and introdue unintentional hanges in
its behavior. A series of impliations of using PEPs is reported in [29℄.
Breaking of the end-to-end semantis of TCP. The end-to-end argument states that ertain
end-to-end funtions an only be orretly performed by the end systems themselves [115℄. This is
one of the arhitetural priniples on whih Internet has been built [34℄. However, one may imple-
ment a performane optimization on a sub-path and still adhere to the end-to-end argument, if the
optimization does not break the end-to-end semantis nor introdue any other ritial dependenies.
In this sense, mehanisms suh as TCP Snoop and SLACP an be seen to follow the end-to-end
argument. On the other hand, the implementation of ertain PEP mehanisms, e.g., split onne-
tion, breaks the end-to-end semantis of TCP. This arises some seurity, fate sharing, end-to-end
reliability and end-to-end failure diagnostis issues.
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Seurity issues are related to the impossibility of the end-to-end use of IPSe [79℄. Sine PEPs
requires the inspetion of paket headers, a PEP may not work properly in ase IPse is utilized as
TCP header and payload are enrypted and not aessible to the PEP. This is why, employing both
PEPs and IPse is not possible in general.
Fate sharing issues are related to the onnetion state management. With the end-to-end approah,
the onnetion state is stored in the end systems, so that a onnetion an be reovered in ase a
network failure ours (self-healing onnetion). With PEP, the onnetion state is also stored in
the PEP itself. In ase the PEP node rashes, suh a state is lost, thus terminating the onnetion.
End-to-end reliability annot be guaranteed as it is with the end-to-end approah (though also TCP
annot fully guarantee reliability to appliation layer) sine some PEP mehanisms, suh as split
onnetion PEPs, aknowledges data pakets to the sender before the reeiver has onrmed the
orret reeption of those pakets. Therefore, the PEP takes the responsibility of delivering those
pakets aknowledged prematurely. If this annot be fullled (for example, beause of a network
failure), the TCP sender would wrongly believe that the transmitted data have been orretly
reeived by the other peer. Aording to the end-to-end argument, end-to-end reliability an only
be implemented with end-to-end hek and reovery mehanisms in end-systems, e.g., at appliation
layer.
Salability. Sine PEPs interept and intervene on all the traversing pakets, a ertain amount of
proessing power and memory is required to quikly handle PEP-related operations. This poses sal-
ability problems in ase PEPs is deployed over high speed links with a huge number of onnetions
to manage.
4.3 Unreliable Data Transport
The User Datagram Protool (UDP) [106℄ is a onnetionless transport layer protool, typially
used for appliations who do not require reliable data delivery. Unlike TCP, UDP does not provide
any reliability, ow-ontrol, or error-reovery funtions. UDP provides 16-bit port numbers to let
multiple proesses use UDP servies on the same host, and a heksum (optional) to ensure data
integrity. A paket with an erroneous heksum is simply disarded, with no further ation taken.
Real-Time Transport Protool (RTP) [122℄ is designed to handle real-time tra, suh as audio,
video or simulation data, but does not guarantee Quality of Servie (QoS) for real-time servies. RTP
is used on top of UDP as it does not implement a delivery mehanism. The main servies provided
by RTP to the appliation layer are timestamping, sequening and mixing. Timestamping onsists
of marking eah paket with the time it was sent (timestamp) so that the reeiver an deouple
the reeption time from the playbak time. Sequening onsists of numbering eah paket with a
sequene number to uniquely identify pakets. Mixing is referred to as the ability to handle tra
omposed of multiple streams. RTP does not guarantee reliable data delivery, although extensions,
suh as Seletively Reliable RTP (SR-RTP) [52℄ supporting retransmissions and ongestion ontrol,
have been proposed.
The Real-Time Transport Control Protool (RTCP) [122℄ is integrated part of RTP. RTCP allows
monitoring of the data delivery. It gathers statistis on a media onnetion and information suh as
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Figure 4.2: Example of QoS requirements for dierent appliations [83℄.
bytes sent, pakets sent, lost pakets, jitter, and round trip delay. An appliation may utilize this
information to inrease the quality of servie, e.g. using a ompression ode with a dierent rate.
As opposite of RTP whih supports only data messages, RTCP supports ve types of messages:
sender report, reeiver report, soure desription, bye message and appliation spei message.
The Datagram Congestion Control Protool (DCCP) [80℄ is a new onnetion-oriented transport
protool suitable for appliations that transmit large amounts of data and benet from ontrol over
the tradeo between timeliness and reliability. DCCP supports a number of TCP-friendly ongestion
ontrol algorithms,e.g. TFRC [67℄, to smooth the sender transmission rate and reat to network
ongestion, but does not provide any reliability, avoiding the delays due to retransmissions assoiated
with TCP. It also implements reliable onnetion setup, teardown, and feature negotiation.
4.4 Delay-Sensitive Appliations over Wireless and Satellite Links
Real-time data transport requires a dierent level of Quality-of-Servie (QoS) parameters than
reliable data transport does. The parameters aeting real-time data transport are the paket loss
rate, the throughput (whih is orrelated the paket loss rate), the delay and the delay variation.
These parameters impat on appliation funtioning and aet the satisfation value experiened
by the user.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of requirements for various appliations and allows a omparison of
reliable and real-time data transport requirements [83℄. Appliations suh as Web browsing and
FTP, require a reliable transport servie and tolerate higher level of network propagation delay.
Multimedia appliations do not stritly require a fully reliable servie, but may tolerate a ertain
level of paket loss rate without ompromising their funtionalities. However, they pose limitations
on the maximum tolerated lateny and jitter for guaranteeing aeptable user experiene. Table
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Class Appliations (Example)
0 Real-Time, Jitter sensitive, high interation (VoIP, VTC)
1 Real-Time, Jitter sensitive, interative (VoIP, VTC)
2 Transation Data, Highly Interative (Signaling)
3 Transation Data, Interative
4 Low Loss Only (Short Tranfers, Bulk Data, Video Streaming)
5 Traditional Appliations
Table 4.1: IP QoS Classes [74℄.
Performane Class Class Class Class Class Class
PAR Objetives 0 1 2 3 4 5
Upper bound on the
IPTD mean IPTD 100ms 400ms 100ms 400ms 1s -
Upper bound on the
IPDV 1− 10
−3
quantile of IPTD 50ms 50ms - - - -
minus the minimum IPTD
Upper bound on the
IPLR paket loss probability 10
−3
10
−3
10
−3
10
−3
10
−3
-
IPER Upper bound 10
−4
10
−4
10
−4
10
−4
10
−4
10
−4
Table 4.2: Provisional IP QoS lass denitions and network performane objetives [74℄.
4.1 reports six QoS lasses for dierent kind of appliations dened in the ITU-T Reommendation
Y.1541 [74℄. Suh lasses are intended to be basis of agreement between end users and network
servie providers and between servie providers. Table 4.2 provides the provisional IP QoS lass
denitions and network performane objetives [74℄. The network performane parameters inlude
IP Paket Transfer Delay (IPTD), IP Paket Delay Variation (IPDV), IP Paket Loss Ratio (IPLR),
IP Paket Error Ratio (IPER).
Addressing these QoS requirements is a hallenge in wireless and satellite network environments.
The ourrene of link errors may inrease the level of the IPER over the tolerated value for a
ertain appliation, resulting in redued throughput. Mitigation mehanisms suh as link layer
error reovery mehanisms (see Setions 3.2 and 3.3) may be neessary to redue the paket error
rate. However, link layer error reovery mehanisms introdue delay variation aording to the level
of ARQ persisteny and the FEC mehanism utilized. The amount of delay jitter may be large
enough to violate the QoS requirements and therefore prevent the appliation usability [17, 18℄.
Bandwidth alloation mehanisms (see Setion 2.6.4) ontribute to inrease total delay and delay
variation [18,81℄ as well and limit the usefulness of reeived real-time data (pakets reeived too late
are obsolete and are disarded). Handovers ourring in wide-area ellular networks are another
soure of delay jitter variation [61℄.
Audio and Video streaming appliations an ope with network delay deviations by using a playbak
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buer at the reeiver side to deouple the arrival time from the playbak time. Suh a buer shall
be kept as small as possible to limit the delay during the beginning of the ommuniation and avoid
slow interativity for stream operations (rewind, forward). Moreover, only a very small playbak
buer is appliable for real-time interative appliations.
In order to address QoS requirements of delay-sensitive appliations in hallenging network envi-
ronments suh as wireless and satellite networks, several solutions an be adopted. In this thesis,
we fous on data link layer solutions to inrease end-to-end throughput and keep the network delay
as low as possible. The link layer shall treats ows in dierent way depending on their QoS require-
ments. The ARQ persisteny level and the possibility of using FEC tehniques shall depend on the
partiular appliation to keep the network performane parameters within the tolerated ranges.
Next hapter introdues a new data link layer protool, namely Satellite Link Aware Communiation
Protool (SLACP), whose aim is improving performane of both reliable and real-time transport
in wireless and satellite environments. It implements several logial hannels with dierent QoS
parameters and error ontrol strategies to treat dierent ows aording to their QoS requirements.
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Chapter 5
A New Link Layer Protool
In this hapter, we introdue a new TCP/IP-friendly link level protool, alled Satellite Link Aware
Communiation Protool (SLACP). Design priniples, main objetives, protool and interfaing
details are desribed.
5.1 Overview
Satellite Link Aware Communiation Protool (SLACP) [18, 81℄ is a TCP/IP-friendly link level
protool with novel design to improve TCP performane on network paths involving Wireless Wide-
Area Network (W-WAN) links, whih often present high Bit Error Rate (BER) and long Round
Trip Time (RTT).
SLACP is intended to be employed over the error-prone wireless link to redue the residual Paket
Error Rate (PER) and thereby allow more eient TCP operation. SLACP utilizes a new hybrid
FEC/ARQ mehanism. It minimizes the additional delay due to the ARQ by limiting the retrans-
mission attempts to one, but still keeping the residual PER at low level. This is possible by adding
FEC-enoded redundany in the retransmitted frames in a novel way, inreasing the probability
that a retransmitted frame is suessfully delivered without additional retransmissions.
TCP is sensitive to paket reordering in the network as the reeiver sends dupliate ACKs in
response to reeption of out-of-order segments (segments whose sequene number does not follow the
next unaknowledged segment). This may trigger unneessary TCP retransmissions and ongestion
window redution. SLACP performs in-order delivery to upper layers to avoid suh a problem.
Reovery of lost frames is ompleted before frames subsequent the lost ones are delivered to IP
layer.
SLACP design ahieves high reliability without providing the main drawbaks present in most ARQ
shemes, e.g., interations with TCP timers, redundant retransmissions and large RTT deviations
(see Setion 3.3.2). With the ombined FEC/ARQ approah, low delay is ahieved without sa-
riing the reliability or adding exessive amount of redundany to all frames. Even though the
approah improves reliability with minimal amount of extra delay, it is not desirable for all types of
ows to inrease the reliability at the ost of any extra delay. The additional delay and variations in
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delay that ARQ introdues may be highly undesirable for delay-sensitive ows suh as interative
audio. SLACP is able to treat separately IP ows with dierent lasses of servie and turn o the
link ARQ mehanism for ows not beneting from it. SLACP implements several logial hannels
with dierent Quality-of-Servie (QoS) parameters and error ontrol strategies. Frames transmitted
over eah logial hannel are delivered independently of the frames sent over the other hannels.
This avoids the head-of-line bloking problem ourring during ARQ-based reovery (SLACP per-
forms in-order delivery of frames). Pakets belonging to ows with partiular QoS requirements are
mapped in a SLACP hannel speially ongured to meet their QoS needs.
SLACP employs ow ontrol between the IP layer and the link layer together with limiting the
amount of link buering. Arriving pakets are forwarded to the MAC layer only if spae is available
in its buer; otherwise, pakets are kept in the IP buer. In addition, any unneessary link-level
buering is avoided to minimize the overall delay by allowing only one unsent paket buered in
SLACP.
SLACP provides a onguration interfae that enables disovering the apabilities of the link layer
and setting parameters for link-layer operation. Aordingly, the onguration interfae provides
overall management of the funtional bloks, allowing turning on/o the features implemented.
Most of the parameters ould be auto-ongured but not all, as ertain appliations may require
spei QoS treatment. The algorithm to perform parameters self-onguration and optimization
is out-of-sope of this thesis and may be a subjet of future work.
5.2 Logial Channels and QoS Support
The provision of QoS is a major issue when the underlying link is intended to be used for real-time
and delay-sensitive tra suh as voie and multimedia. Delay-sensitive ows require a dierent
transport servie than appliations suh as Web-browsing or le download.
QoS support for a ow is requested by the appliation layer (or at a network edge) and mapped to
the network layer using arhitetures like DiServ [26℄ or IntServ [31℄. IP ows in progress have
partiular QoS parameters (e.g. in terms of guaranteed bit rate, tolerated delays, tolerated losses)
whih are established at onnetion set-up and an be even varied during the onnetion.
SLACP follows the DiServ approah and aommodates QoS requirements by treating eah QoS
lass in dierent way. SLACP implements several logial hannels with dierent QoS parameters
and error ontrol strategies. All pakets belonging to a IP ow requiring a ertain QoS lass are
direted to a SLACP hannel with appropriate parameters for that IP QoS lass. These parameters
inlude sheduling priority level and error ontrol sheme.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of struture of SLACP hannels and QoS mapping between IP and
SLACP layer. In this example, several queues in the IP domain handles three dierent QoS lasses:
Expedited Forwarding (EF), Assured Forwarding (AF) and Best Eort (BF). Four separate queues
are used to manage four lasses of AF servie.
Seven hannels an be distinguished in the SLACP domain. Frames transmitted over eah logial
hannel are delivered independently of the frames sent over the other hannels. This avoids the
head-of-line bloking problem; in ase of error reovery and ARQ-based retransmissions, subsequent
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Figure 5.1: Example of QoS Mapping between IP and SLACP layers.
pakets in the same hannel need to wait for reovery ompletion before being delivered to upper
layers sine SLACP does not allow frame reordering in order to be TCP-friendly. Flows belonging
to other hannels are not aeted by suh a delay.
A single high priority hannel, alled ontrol Channel, is reserved for delivering time-ritial frames.
Timely delivery of retransmission of orrupted frames, SLACP aknowledgments and other ontrol
frames speeds up frame reovery. Figure 5.1 shows that there is a relatively diret QoS mapping
between the IP queues and SLACP queues through the IP to SLACP interfae. QoS mapping is
ompletely ongurable and an be dierent than the one depited. However, a diret mapping is
suitable to avoid sheduling interations between IP and link layer, so that the paket delivery order
sheduled at IP layer is not altered at link layer.
In SLACP, a simple priority sheduling sheme
1
is employed to deliver pakets to the MAC layer
and to handle mapping of several SLACP hannels to one MAC queue. Channels are sheduled in
round-robin fashion. In Figure 5.1, the highest priority is assigned to the EF hannel and the lowest
to the BF hannel. A hannel with lower priority is not served as long as another hannel with
higher priority ontains pakets to deliver. Channels an have same priority; in this ase, they are
sheduled alternately for eah round-robin turn. Figure 5.2 depits an example of delivery order of
pakets belonging to four dierent queues with three levels of priority; queues C and D hold the
same priority.
Higher priority for retransmissions an help to avoid TCP head-of-line bloking. However, this
1
The desribed sheduler has been implemented for the tests desribed in this thesis. However, SLACP design
does not x the sheduler to this one only. Alternative shedulers an be employed as well.
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Figure 5.2: Priority sheme in SLACP sheduler. The gure shows the delivery order of pakets
belonging to dierent queues. Queues C and D have the same priority and are served alternately.
may interat with real-time tra, e.g., RTP over UDP. If the real-time tra shares the same
SLACP hannel with TCP, the head-of-line bloking tends to delay real-time tra during ARQ
retransmissions. A spei SLACP hannel with high priority should serve suh delay-sensitive
tra to avoid suh a problem.
The eetiveness of the SLACP QoS support has been evaluated in [18℄ for an emulated mobile
terrestrial system EGPRS/UMTS. In the experiments an SLACP hannel with high priority is
ongured to provide a low-lateny, low-jitter hannel without ARQ for audio streams to help
meeting the low delay needs of the audio tra. The results show that the QoS approah supports
delay-sensitive tra eetively. In partiular, taking advantage of servie dierentiation below the
IP layer is shown to be essential for meeting the needs of delay-sensitive IP tra when the link
ARQ reovery is enabled for TCP tra. Only in this way an the requirement for low lateny
and low residual PER oexist in an error-prone WWAN environment without harming eah other.
Experiments for evaluating SLACP QoS support have not been reported in this thesis.
SLACP sheduler delivers frames to the MAC layer. In ase the MAC layer provides multiple queues
with dierent link servie, the SLACP sheduler maps eah hannel to a partiular MAC queue.
In a DVB-RCS satellite environment, for example, several bandwidth alloation mehanisms are
available (i.e., VBDC, RBDC and CRA); eah with a dediated MAC queue.
5.3 Error Reovery
SLACP supports both FEC and ARQ mehanisms for reovery from frame losses due to link errors.
Perfet reliability is not a requirement for IP networks, nor is it a requirement for links [78℄. In
order to best serve TCP tra, the link-level ARQ mehanism should redue the number of re-
transmission attempts down to minimum with the intention to minimize the additional delay and
possible interation with TCP timers. This is ahieved in SLACP with a novel use of FEC with
retransmitted frames.
There are four possible options for error reovery: ARQONLY, ombination of ARQ and FEC (FE-
CARQ), FEC-only and no error ontrol sheme. The error ontrol sheme is ongured separately
for eah hannel in order to meet dierent QoS requirements.
In the ARQONLY sheme, seletive aknowledgements frames are transmitted for the frames re-
eived orretly and for informing the sender of the lost frames. Retransmission of missing frames
is triggered immediately one a frame loss is deteted. The persisteny level (number of times the
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same frame is allowed to be retransmitted if it is ontinuously orrupted) is ongurable to inrease
reliability but with penalty of higher delay variation.
The new way by whih SLACP ombines the use of ARQ and FEC mehanisms (FECARQ sheme) is
shortly outlined as follows and desribed in detail in Setion 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. In the FECARQ sheme,
original frames (rst transmission) are sent without any FEC enoding to have high link utilization
as most of the time the link provides a relatively good quality hannel. Retransmissions are done
through a FEC-proteted hannel with high priority. Therefore, only retransmissions are proteted
in this sheme in order to maximize the probability that the destination reeives the retransmission
with only one attempt. The number of retransmissions (ARQ persisteny) is ongurable. By
default only a single retransmission attempt requiring one RTT is used to limit the additional delay
and avoid adverse interations with TCP (suh as spurious RTOs and unneessary retransmissions).
Frames to retransmit are olleted and sent with higher priority. This is implemented by using
a separate hannel with higher priority to send retransmissions in order to redue the delay on
retransmitted data as higher priority frames would be sheduled rst for transmission (see Figure
5.1).
In the FEC-only sheme, original transmissions are diretly sent with redundany; no retransmis-
sions are performed. This sheme may be adopted for appliations whih do not tolerate jitter
added by ARQ and require low PER. The disadvantage of this method is the waste of bandwidth
due to FEC, whih is present in any ase regardless of the hannel onditions.
5.3.1 Aknowledgements
SLACP uses a seletive repeat mehanism for frames aknowledgment (slap ak). Slap ak arries
umulative aknowledgements information, meaning that it onrms the orret reeption of all
frames up to the aknowledged sequene number. If there are no frame losses a positive umulative
slap ak is sent for every m data frames reeived. Figure 5.3a shows an example senario of frame
exhange between two nodes A and B where no losses our and an slap ak is sent every m = 4
frames. Data ows from A to B, slap aks ow in the opposite diretion. Data frames are marked
as Dn, where n is the sequene number.
If there are orrupted frames within the m frames (a hole exists in the reeived sequene number
spae) then seletive repeat information (SACK blok) is inluded to identify the orrupted frames.
Figure 5.3b shows an example of this ase, where the frame D2 is lost. One a hole is deteted a
seletive repeat information is inorporated in a slap ak and sent immediately without waiting for
m frames to be reeived for speeding up the reovery (see Figure 5.3b). A SACK blok is a bitmap
indiating whether or not orresponding frames after the umulatively aknowledged frame has
been reeived orretly (in the gure a orretly reeived frame is oded with a value of 1; the rst
bit of the SACK blok refers to the umulative aknowledgement). Retransmissions are triggered
immediately one a SACK blok is reeived. Retransmitted frames are aknowledged immediately
as they arrive to let the sender advane its transmission window quiker.
Sine slap aks are umulative, reovery relies on subsequent slap aks in ase an slap ak is
lost. In ase a hole exists, an slap ak is sent for eah subsequent frame reeived to rapidly trigger
retransmissions. This method may generate a burst of slap aks that adds to the protool overhead
but it will redue the risk of delayed reovery in ase slap aks are lost. Optimizations to redue
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Figure 5.3: Examples of frame exhange in SLACP for several senarios.
the number of unneessary slap aks and still ahieve prompt reovery is a subjet of future work.
Figure 5.3 shows the ase where the data frame D2 is lost. An slap ak is triggered for eah
subsequent data frame (D3 and D4) requesting for retransmission. One of the slap aks is lost, but
the reeption of the seond slap ak allows a timely reovery.
In order to minimize the additional delay due to the retransmissions the implementation of seletive
repeat requests has been done without relying on link sender retransmission timers. Sender re-
transmission timers are diult to tune as they may adversely interat with timers at the transport
layers and leads to redundant retransmissions (see Setion 3.3.2). Suh a situation is exaerbated in
network environments where BoD is performed, whih makes the link lateny very variable. A too
long timeout value may exessively slow down link layer reovery and ause TCP retransmissions;
a too small value may ause unneessary link layer retransmissions. Instead, error reovery relies
on a speial timer, alled Ak timer, used at the link reeiver to repeat the latest aknowledgement
if new frames are not arriving. This aknowledgement is referred to as dupliate Ak (note that
a dupliate Ak in SLACP has a dierent meaning than the homonymous one in TCP). The Ak
timer an be set small enough to speed up the reovery and limiting the waste of link apaity at
the same time due to the low frame size of an slap ak.
If m frames are not reeived within a time t then an slap ak is sent without waiting the all m
frames to arrive. The time t is seleted based on m and the transmission time Txtime of a full-size
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Figure 5.4: Examples of frame exhange in SLACP for several senarios.
paket.
t = (m− 1)Txtime = (m− 1)
MTU
BW
(5.1)
where MTU is the Maximum Transfer Unit and BW is the link bandwidth. This formula ensures
that the time interval between the latest slap ak and the dupliate slap ak is equal to the interval
between two normal slap aks when full-size pakets are transmitted at full-rate over the link. The
Ak timer is needed to quikly retransmit a lost frame in ase no new data frames are available and
an slap ak is lost; the retransmission of frames ultimately depends on the Ak timer whih triggers
sending of the latest slap ak. Figure 5.4a depits the senario where the slap ak requesting for
retransmission is lost. No new frames are sent, so no other slap aks are triggered. A dupliate
slap ak is issued as the Ak timer expires and the retransmission R2 is triggered. Hene, the Ak
timer is just used as bak-up mehanism for the ase where no new frames arrive for a while whih
would trigger an slap ak every m reeived.
When the last sent frames are lost and a period when there is no new data to send follows, we need
to introdue a new frame, alled Nothing-to-Send (NTS) frame, for ahieving reovery in this ase
as well. An example is depited in Figure 5.4b. D2 and D3 are lost and the reeiver annot be
aware that frame losses took plae as no new data frames are sent. The Ak timer expires twie
and a dupliate slap ak is sent. One a dupliate slap ak is reeived, a NTS frame is sent. This
frame onsumes one sequene number and is used to trigger a seletive repeat request in the ase
where the last frame(s) of the transmission window were lost; otherwise, the reeiver would have no
way to know whih frames have been lost.
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Figure 5.4b shows that the NTS frame makes the reeiver infer that frames D2 and D3 have been
lost and ask for retransmission. The reader shall note that the NTS frame is only triggered as
a dupliate slap ak is reeived (and not after the reeption of slap ak 1) as the reeption of
a dupliate slap ak is the only indiation that no new data frames have arrived at the reeiver
within the Ak timer value. In order to guarantee this the Ak timer is reset upon the reeption
of a new data frame so that it an expire only whenever no frames have been reeived during its
interval.
In ase no new data frames are available, a NTS frame is sent and it is lost, the reovery takes plae
anyway as another dupliate slap ak is issued (as the Ak timer expires again) and reovery would
follow the behavior depited in Figure 5.4b. Upon the reeption of a NTS frame, the Ak timeout
value is exponentially baked o at the reeiver to limit the number of dupliate slap aks sent in
ase no new frames to send exists and all frames have arrived orretly (steady-state) as shown in
Figure 5.4. The Ak timer is reset to the initial value one normal transmissions of frames starts
again.
NTS frames are needed sine SLACP does not rely on sender retransmission timers. The reovery
mehanism based on NTS frames delays the retransmission of lost frames by a time equal the Ak
timer value plus one link RTT for sending the NTS frame (see Figure 5.4b). In some ases, suh a
delay may adversely interat with TCP timers. However, this situation ours only whenever the
last frames in a window are lost and no new frames to transmit are present. In general, SLACP
reovery based on reeiver timeout is likely to be faster than sender retransmission timeout.
5.3.2 Sheme of the proposed FEC mehanism
In SLACP, Reed-Solomon ode [85, 90℄ is used for FEC enoding of frames. Enoded frames are
organized as FEC bloks. An example of FEC blok is shown Figure 5.5 and it onsists of:
◦ Atual frames: frames to protet with FEC redundany
◦ Redundany frames
An additional FEC header is added to eah frame to speify the blok number, the position of
a frame within the blok and the number of atual frames and redundany frames in the blok.
Reed-Solomon ode is speied through the parameters (n, k, n − k + 1) where n is the length of
the odeword, k the dimension of the ode. This sheme is used to protet a set of i = k atual
frames. From these frames, we onstrut n − k frames of redundany. At rst, we onsider that
eah SLACP frame has a maximum length L.
The onstrution of the n−k redundant frames from the atual k frames is done by onsidering the
jth byte of eah frame and by onstruting the orresponding Reed-Solomon ode for jth byte in
redundant frames (see Figure 5.5). The odewords are framed vertially to onstrut the redundant
bytes but transmission over the link is performed horizontally one frame at a time, that is, all the
bytes of a frame are sent before the next frame. Sine a sequene number is added in the FEC
header, it is possible to nd out the position of a lost frame within the blok and onsequently
the position of errors (missing bytes) in a Reed-Solomon odeword. Therefore, the hannel an be
onsidered as an erasure hannel (an erasure ours when the position of the erroneous symbol is
known; see Setion 3.2.1 for more details on Reed-Solomon odes).
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Figure 5.5: Sheme of SLACP frame enoding using FEC with i = k atual frames.
The number of redundant frames to be transmitted for i = k atual SLACP frames is ongurable
aording the frame loss rate of the link. The redundant frames are onstruted one k atual frames
are olleted or a timer, alled FEC timer, expires. The FEC timer is needed to avoid an exessive
delay before enoding and transmitting redundany frames. One the FEC timer expires, the ode
blok onsists of i < k frames; k − i zero padding frames are reated to ompute the odeword.
However, zero padding frames are not sent. Figure 5.6 shows a ase where i < k frames need to be
enoded. The number i of atual frames enoded is inluded in the FEC header so that the reeiver
is able to add the unsent zero padding frames and deode the FEC blok properly
2
. Figure 5.6 also
shows that not all the onstruted redundant frames are sent as the number of redundant frames
to transmit is ongurable.
Further optimization is used to redue the number of bytes in redundant frames when a FEC
blok onsists of frames with dierent length. Before the enoding proess, frames are ategorized
taking into aount their length (e.g. short, medium, long frames). Redundany frames are reated
aording to the number of frames for eah ategory and have the same length as the longest frame
2
This tehnique is referred to as ode shortening, outlined in Setion 3.2.1.
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Figure 5.6: Sheme of SLACP frame enoding using FEC with i < k atual frames.
belonging to that ategory. For example, if a FEC blok has only a few longer frames, the longest
having length L, and the rest of the atual frames have length S < L, it is enough to send only a
limited number of redundant frames of length L while the rest of the redundant frames have length
of S. In Figure 5.7, there are two long data frames to send, whih are proteted with only two long
redundant frames, and two shorter data frames, proteted with two orresponding short redundant
frames. Before enoding, frames shorter than L are padded to L bytes. Zero padding bytes are used
only to build the FEC blok and are not sent through the link.
This approah signiantly redues the bandwidth waste; however, reovery apabilities of the
sheme are redued as well due to the fat that longer frames are entirely proteted by redundany
frames of the same length; a redundany frame of lower length provides protetion for overed initial
part of the data frame.
An important point of this sheme is that redundany is not inorporated in the data frames;
hene,the sender an transmit the atual frames immediately as they arrive from the IP layer,
so that no further delay due to FEC enoding proess is added. In many FEC oding shemes,
redundany is tailed in eah frame and it is sent together with the frame; building redundany
delays to the transmission of the frame as redundany must be omputed before.
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Figure 5.7: Sheme of SLACP frame enoding using FEC for frames with two dierent length.
Many advaned oding shemes make use of bit interleaving to redue the impat of burst errors over
multiple frames. In this ase a ertain number of frames is needed to build the redundany frames.
In ase redundany is tailed in eah frame, this method auses additional transmission delay as the
transmission of frames annot be performed before the redundany is omputed. SLACP performs
a kind of interleaving at frame level with the advantage that suh a delay does not exists as atual
frames are transmitted immediately as they arrive and redundany frames are sent only later on
if needed. Furthermore, this has also the benet of deoupling the atual frames from redundany
therefore reduing the probability that a burst error may orrupt both data and redundany frames.
The parameter k (maximum number of atual frames in a FEC blok) shall be hosen taking into
aount the typial number of frames orrupted during an error burst. Statistis of error link
harateristis (distributions of bursts duration and bursts inter-arrival time), frame transmission
time and number of redundany frames to send are ruial data for orretly setting k. The frame
transmission time is important to orrelate the amount of data frames orrupted with the burst
length.
For example, let's onsider an error burst of a time duration t, whih would orrupt a number of
e data frames transmitted bak-to-bak. In order to fully protet a FEC blok from suh an error
burst, then 1) k shall be larger than the number of frames e orrupted during that burst and 2)
a number of redundany frames r higher or equal to e shall be sent for eah FEC blok (100% of
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overy.
redundany if r = k). Reduing the number of redundany frames r to be sent to a value lower
than k allows a tradeo between wasted apaity and reliability.
The reeiver is able to reonstrut the set of frames as soon as it reeives k frames among n. One
important point onerns the use of this sheme. The fundamental idea is that if t ≤ k frames
(among the k initial frames) are lost, the reovery of these losses an be done as soon as t frames
of redundany are reeived. This property is true for erasure hannels and implies that it is not
neessary to reeive all the frames of redundany for reovering t frames.
SLACP implements an erasure hannel for the reason that the frame sequene number present in
the FEC frame header allows identifying the missing frames and therefore the position of the error
in the odeword (whih is enoded vertially).Figure 5.8 shows an example of pattern loss where
frames 2, 3, 5 and redundany frames 2, 3, 4 are lost. 100% of redundany is utilized. Reeiving at
least three redundany frames among all six sent is enough for reovering.
5.3.3 Choosing the appropriate error reovery sheme
Choosing among ARQ, FEC and FECARQ ombination as well as the ARQ persisteny level and
strength of FEC may be ontrolled by ontinuously monitoring hannel onditions. The atual
PER and the QoS required by the tra ow are the parameters to onsider in hoosing the best
tehnique for the data transport.
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PER an be exatly measured as the reeiver sends feedbak in the form of aknowledgements
regarding the orretly reeived pakets. The urrent PER information is useful when adaptive
FEC mehanisms are used. FEC parameters an be hanged based on the long term error statistis
of dierent hannels. The algorithm to perform automati optimization of FEC parameters is
out-of-sope of this theses and may be the subjet of future work.
The two dierent strategies FEC and FECARQ may be used if hannel errors beame more frequent
(bad weather onditions, fading eets, et). The former should be used to protet frames from
errors and should be applied for tra ows sensitive to exessive delay. The latter oers the best
protetion against hannel errors, but it inreases hannel lateny beause of the use of ARQ. Both
methods onsume more hannel bandwidth than the ARQ alone. The bandwidth onsumption
mainly depends on the amount of FEC being used.
The persisteny of the reovery from frame losses is inluded in the QoS parameters of a logial
hannel. The persisteny level shall take into aount the absolute upper bound delay a single paket
is allowed to wait to be transmitted over the link. The delay value inludes possible retransmissions
and any other per paket delivery delay. Pakets that annot be suessfully delivered over the link
without exeeding this delay bound should be disarded.
In this thesis, experiments have been arried out following the main priniple of proteting best-
eort TCP ows from link errors without ausing exessive lateny, that ould ause spurious TCP
retransmissions. A general reommendation onsists of utilizing FECARQ protetion with only one
retransmission attempt for proteting TCP ows. Experiments have shown that FEC protetion
with the ARQ persisteny level of one allows paket reovery even in high link error onditions
without ausing exessive delay [18℄.
5.4 Support for Expliit Loss Notiation
In ase the SLACP error reovery fails to reover from the loss of a ertain paket, the SLACP
soure an send an Expliit Loss Notiation (ELN) to the sender indiating the paket that has
been lost over the link, and that SLACP has stopped trying to retransmit it. A taxonomy of the
issues involved in ahieving ELN tehnique in the ontext of transport protools, namely Expliit
Transport Error Notiation (ETEN), is desribed in Setion 4.2.2.
One of the main open issues of employing ELN is that the reeiver node that detets the paket loss
has no reliable way to identify the original soure of the paket. This is true for both ases when:
1) the paket has been dropped (therefore, it is not delivered by the physial layer to the link
layer) and the loss is deteted using the frame sequene number;
2) the link layer reeives a orrupted frame (deteted using the heksum) but it annot rely
on the paket header to extrat the soure destination address to where sending the loss
notiation as the paket has been orrupted and onsequently the address ontained in the
header may not be reliable.
SLACP overomes to both these ases as the SLACP sender node stores the IP pakets to be
retransmitted; the SLACP reeiver node sends bak an aknowledgement speifying the frames
orretly reeived and reovered
3
. In this way, the SLACP sender node an reall the lost IP
3
This information is also used to monitor the eetiveness of FEC at sender side.
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Figure 5.9: Struture of four type of SLACP frames.
paket, extrat its soure address and ommuniate the ELN to the original sender in a reliable
manner.
5.5 Frames
SLACP frames are of two types, Data frames and Control frames. Figure 5.9 depits the struture for
the main frames. Eah frame inludes several ommon elds desribing the frame type, the hannel
identier, the frame length and a CRC eld. The eld length in bits is provided in parenthesis.
Data frames inlude a 16-bits long sequene number eld to uniquely identify eah frame. Sequene
numbering is per-hannel basis.
Control frames are used to perform the protool operations and inlude slap aks, FEC data and
FEC redundany frames. An slap ak frame arries a umulative sequene number and a SACK
bitmap to ahieve seletive repeat requests. A FEC data frame inludes a header and a payload,
whih is another SLACP frame. It inorporates the FEC blok number and the frame number within
that blok as well as the number i of data frames and the number of r redundant frames in the
speied FEC blok. FEC redundany frames have the same struture, but they arry redundany
information.
Other ontrol frames have been dened and are used to set up the hannel parameters (priority,
error sheme), disonnet and reset a hannel.
5.6 Cross-layer Flow Control
Implementing an eient ARQmehanism requires storing the sent but not yet aknowledged frames
in a relatively large send buer (to maintain high link utilization) for possible retransmission. Many
link-layer ARQ implementations aept up to a full buer of pakets from the upper layer to be
queued at the link head before transmission over the hannel. However, buering unsent pakets at
the link layer adds to the queuing delay and thereby to the end-to-end RTT whih is undesirable
for TCP. A link sender implementing an ARQ mehanism does not need to buer a full window
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of unsent data, but it is quite enough to aept only one or a few unsent pakets. This requires
ow ontrol between the IP layer and link layer. The additional benet is that the majority of
pakets an be kept in IP queues subjet to proper IP-level queue management, i.e., Random Early
Detetion (RED).
In some DVB-RCS satellite systems IP pakets ow diretly to the Medium Aess Control (MAC)
buer sine the bandwidth alloation is made based on the amount of data in the MAC buer. The
drawbak of this approah is that the IP queue is kept empty and the buering is made only at the
MAC layer. When the MAC buer beomes full, ow ontrol between IP and MAC layer is needed
to avoid buer overow and internal ongestion losses.
SLACP ahieves ow ontrol between the IP layer and the MAC layer: new arriving pakets are not
forwarded to the MAC unless enough spae is available. A ow ontrol sheme similar in priniple
to Xon-Xo
4
is implemented from IP towards SLACP and from SLACP to MAC layer. Doing the
buering in the IP layer does not avoid paket drops in ase of ongestion (IP buer may also
overow) but gives advantages beause ative queue management mehanisms an be applied.
4
Xon/Xo is a protool for ontrolling the ow of data from a sender to a reipient, whih is typially slower in
proessing the reeived data and utilizes a buer to store the reeived data. The reipient sends an XOFF harater
to the sender of the data if the buer is full and it is unable to ontinue to reeive data. The sender then suspends
the transmission of data. When the reeiver is able to aept data again, it sends a XON harater to the sender,
and the transmission of data is resumed.
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Chapter 6
Experimental Evaluation
This hapter presents experimental evaluation of the SLACP protool and TCP in a DVB-RCS
satellite environment. An overview of a DVB-RCS system arhiteture is provided. Sine the
study is mainly foused on the link and transport layers, some elements of the system arhiteture
(waveform denition, terminal harateristis, et) will not be treated in detail. The proposed
mehanisms and improvements of the link and transport layer would be relevant for many wireless
WAN systems.
This work has been arried out as a part of the TRANSAT projet [131℄ funded by European Spae
Ageny (ESA). The purpose of the projet is 1) to develop a new transport protool for the satellite
link, whih makes it eient to use satellites in Internet-based networks or multimedia appliations
while maintaining ompatibility with existing appliations and networks; 2) to investigate methods
for expliitly ommuniating resoure requirements and availability between the appliation and the
DAMA ontrol. Partners of the projet are Alatel Spae, Ensia, Inria and University of Helsinki.
Experiments are presented fousing on the problems of TCP, improvements due to SLACP protool
and TCP enhanements, omparison between dierent error reovery mehanisms (ARQONLY,
FECARQ), impat of DAMA mehanism on TCP and mitigations.
6.1 System Arhiteture
The aim of this setion is to provide an overview of the system arhiteture fousing on system
entities involved in the aess and transport layer funtion denition. The system arhiteture
is depited in Figure 6.1 and it is based on an Alatel Spae Industries produt, whih provides
a omplete two-way multimedia interative system over GEO bent pipe satellite for xed users
(xed two-way terrestrial terminals). The system employs Ku and Ka band, is based on DVB-RCS
standard, and is optimized for IP.
End users, marked in Figure 6.1 as PC1 to PCn, are onneted to a LAN network and aess the
satellite link through a Satellite Terminal (ST). Several LANs an aess the satellite link via their
dediated ST. Beyond the satellite link, the HUB Internet Gateway and the Broadband Aess
Server (BAS) provide aess to the Internet through one or more Internet Servie Providers (ISPs).
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Figure 6.1: System Arhiteture.
The BAS is the hearth of the system and it is basially an IP Router with a very large apaity. The
main purpose of the HUB is the multiplexing and modulation of tra from the Internet towards
one or more STs.
This environment is a last-hop satellite onguration
1
for a mobile user or a personal omputer
onneted to a satellite terminal. The system presents a star topology, where STs are onneted to
the Internet through a HUB Internet Gateway.
We distinguish between the forward and return diretion of the satellite ommuniation. Forward
link refers to the diretion from the Hub to a ST. Return link refers to the diretion from a ST to
the Hub. Figure 6.2 shows the protool stak of the system with only one ST, the protool staks
of the end-user, ST, HUB and BAS, depited for both the Forward Link Sub System (FLSS) and
the Return Link Sub System (RLSS). The end-user and the ST are onneted through a standard
Ethernet interfae. The forward link onneting the HUB with the ST is ompliant to DVB/MPEG2
standard. Tra owing in forward diretion is simply multiplexed by the HUB Station and there
is no hannel ontention or apaity alloation delay. Therefore, pakets owing in the forward
diretion experiene only the link propagation delay and the proessing delay. In a DVB-RCS
system, the forward link is made of one or several DVB-S arriers. MPEG-2-TS transport stream
is used to demultiplex dierent data streams. These transport streams have traditionally been
oriented to ontain MPEG-2 video and audio but data broadasting has been rapidly introdued as
an extension of the MPEG-2 based DVB transmission standards.
The return diretion is more hallenging than the forward diretion sine an aess ontrol protool
is needed to minimize the ontention probability and handle the uplink sheduling in order to
aommodate the dynami resoures alloation. The return link is ompliant to the MF/TDMA
aess sheme. A DAMA Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) mehanism is employed on the return
1
Conguration where the satellite link provides onnetivity diretly to end-users, as opposite to satellite links
loated in the middle of the network.
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Figure 6.2: Protool Stak.
link for ahieving maximum use of satellite resoures with bursty tra harateristis, and QoS
support. DVB-RCS standard denes three lasses of tra assignment (see Chapter 2.6.4 for more
details): Constant Rate Assignment (CRA), Rate Based Dynami Capaity (RBDC) and Volume
Based Dynami Capaity (VBDC).
SLACP is loated in the ST and in the BAS on top of the satellite link layer and below the IP
layer (2.5 link layer). As desribed in the previous hapter, SLACP provides advaned link layer
error reovery mehanisms on top of the satellite MAC servie. An enhaned version of TCP is
employed in the end-user nodes to improve the performane of TCP in a satellite environment.
Some enhanements studied here are desribed in Standards Traks of IETF and are deployed or
expeted to be deployed in a short time frame.
6.2 Emulation Platform
For the experiments, we emulated the satellite environment desribed in the previous paragraph
using the Network Engineering Platform (NEP). The NEP platform has been designed by Alatel
Spae and developed in partnership by Alatel Spae and EASY. NEP is representative of a DVB-
S/DVB-RCS satellite system fousing on the networking funtions.
NEP emulates the User Earth Stations, the Gateway Earth Stations and the BAS. The User Earth
Stations omprise satellite terminals inluding the aessing and networking funtions. The Gateway
Earth Station inludes the HUB with the forward link subsystem, the return link subsystem and
the basi management subsystem. Eah of these three elements is emulated with a software proess
running on a PC. The two PCs emulating the Satellite System and the BAS are onneted using
ATM ards. NEP aurately emulates the DAMA tehnique to assign satellite apaity on the
return link for eah of these three lasses.
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Forward Return 
guaranteed non guaranteed SLA Peak 
Bandwidth access bandwidth access bandwidth 
SLA 1 512Kb/s n/a n/a VBDC 128 Kb/s 
SLA 2 512Kb/s RBDC 128 Kb/s n/a n/a 
SLA 3 512Kb/s CRA 128Kb/s n/a n/a 
Table 6.1: Servie Level Agreements.
6.3 Test Arrangements
We ran a set of experiments to evaluate performane of the SLACP approah. In our experiments
we used the CRA, RBDC and VBDC shemes for return hannel apaity alloation. We refer
to eah sheme with the aronym SLA (Servie Level Agreement). SLA is a ontrat between a
Servie Provider and a ustomer, intended to provide guarantees to a ustomer on spei level of
servie, performane and reliability. Traditionally a SLA has been formulated in terms of servies
guaranteed to a ustomer, inluding availability (in %), ustomer support servies and outages.
Table 6.1 shows the details of three SLA ongurations seleted for our experiments. The seleted
shemes are onsidered orresponding to typial link apaities oered to ustomers at the time
experiments were arried out. SLA 1 uses VBDC alloation sheme and it is the lowest lass of
satellite terminal without any guaranteed bandwidth. This is more or less representative of a single
home user. SLA 2 and SLA 3 are used to test both RBDC mode and CRA mode, providing
guaranteed bandwidth. Available bandwidth on the forward link is 512 Kbps
2
; available bandwidth
on the return link is 128 Kbps. The one-way propagation delay was set to 250ms.
The test environment onsists of a satellite end-host that ommuniates with another host via a
router onneted to a satellite link. Figure 6.3 shows an overview of the network topology. The
satellite end-host (H1) aesses the satellite network through the Satellite Terminal (ST). NEP
emulates the ST, the HUB (whih inludes the forward and return link subsystem) and the BAS.
The H2 host is onneted to the BAS through a LAN network. The ST and BAS at as routers.
The diretion from the ST to the BAS is referred to as return link ; the other diretion is referred to
as forward link. The SLACP protool has been ompletely implemented. SLACP is employed over
the satellite link between the ST and the BAS.
The experiments are done using real TCP implementations under Linux. We are interested on the
impat of the satellite link harateristis (link errors, high and variable delay, large Bandwidth-
Delay Produt) with dierent workloads on TCP performane and how the SLACP protool an
mitigate the problemati behavior of TCP over a satellite link.
We ompare the performane of TCP on a link with and without SLACP
3
. TCP has been mainly
studied with the FECARQ error reovery strategy of SLACP. In addition, a redued set of tests has
been run to study the TCP behaviour with both FECARQ and ARQONLY reovery mehanisms
of SLACP in order to evaluate the eetiveness of employing FEC.
2
A link apaity of 512 Kbps an be onsidered a large Bandwidth-Delay Produt link due to the large RTT
present in the satellite system in use for the experiments. TCP mehanisms suh as Window Saling [77℄ is needed
to fully utilize the available link apaity.
3
Without SLACP, the link layer implemented in the NEP platform was used.
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Figure 6.3: Network Topology for the performane experiments.
The satellite MAC buer size has been tuned experimentally to allow the maximum utilization of
the link bandwidth in ase of VBDC. Test results showed that when SLACP was used a MAC buer
size of 300 Asynhronous Transfer Mode (ATM) ells (15900 bytes) was enough to alloate the full
link apaity under VBDC.
However, as stated in Setion 2, in the typial ase there is no ow ontrol between the IP layer
and MAC layer (so pakets ow diretly into the MAC buer) and a ertain amount of buer spae
is needed to allow the TCP ongestion window to grow up and estimate orretly the available link
bandwidth. Therefore, when SLACP was not used, the MAC buer size was 600 ATM ells (31800
bytes), whih is approximately the bandwidth delay produt of the link taking into aount a round-
trip time (RTT) of 2 seonds (typial RTT values in VBDC varies between 1.5 and 2 seonds). The
IP queue size was 40 KBytes.
We run tests employing satellite nodes with and without SLACP. SLACP supports dierent kind of
hannels, in whih pakets are sent through. We run tests using hannels ongured to have error
reovery mehanisms ARQONLY and FECARQ. In ARQONLY ase, lost pakets are retransmitted
one time only without extra FEC protetion. In FECARQ, retransmissions are sent one time and
are proteted with FEC in order to redue the probability that the retransmitted frame is lost. The
number of redundany frames in a FEC blok equals to the number of atual frames in the blok
(100% of redundany).
In order to redue the overhead introdued by FEC, a FEC bandwidth optimization detailed in
Setion 5.3.2 has been implemented. Frames to enode are lassied in three frame length ategories:
short (less or equal than 128 bytes), medium (between 128 and less or equal than 512 bytes), long
(between 512 and less or equal than 1500 bytes). The boundary of 128 bytes has been hosen to
optimize the amount of FEC redundany for data suh as pure TCP aknowledgements or typial
audio pakets. The hoie of 512
4
bytes is to provide further optimization for all the remaining
pakets not belonging neither to the short nor to the long frame ategories. Redundany frames
are reated aording to the number of frames for eah ategory and have the same length as the
longest frame belonging to that ategory.
In our experiments we have taken the MTU size to be 1450 bytes. This size is lower than the
standard Ethernet MTU size (1500 bytes) to ensure that the SLACP frame (that ontains the
SLACP header and the IP paket) does not exeed the maximum frame length aepted by the
satellite emulator.
4
The medium frame length ould be auto-ongured based on link-spei measurements and tra prole. The
optimal onguration for optimizing FEC bandwidth an be the subjet of future work.
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Table 6.2: Satellite Error Models.
6.3.1 Satellite link error model
When modeling the satellite errors, we wanted to experiment with several error levels having the
emphasis on bursty error behavior as this is the typial nature of errors for wireless and satellite
environment [62℄. We utilized several error levels in order to study the behavior of SLACP and
TCP in a BoD environment under various link onditions.
The bursty error behavior is modeled with a multi-state error model. Suh a model provides a
number of states organized as a Markov hain and have been widely studied in the literature. Eah
state represents a ondition of the hannel haraterized by a ertain error distribution; transitions
between states our aording to a transition matrix of probabilities. We used a two-state Markov
model with an error-free good state and a bad state where an error burst orrupts all pakets in
transit. Sine a frame orrupted on the link onsumes bandwidth, the error module has been applied
at the end of the link to orretly reet the waste of link apaity by dropped pakets.
In order to over a wider range of state lengths with limited number of test repetitions, we use
uniform distributions for both burst inter-arrival time (good state duration) and error burst length.
The burst inter-arrival time is seleted suh that several error bursts our during a single transfer.
The parameter values of the ve error models used in this study are shown in Table 6.2. The
error-free link model (None) is used as a baseline. In the "Low" error model, error burst length is
stati 60 ms representing error behavior in whih only one or two full-sized pakets are lost during
the error burst. In the "Medium" (Med) and "High" error models, the error burst ours more
frequently, but the burst length is not very long; a number of 2 to 5 frames are lost. In the "Huge"
model, adjaent or lose-to-eah-other error bursts are possible, resulting in an error behavior that
is hallenging for the SLACP protool as a latter error burst is likely to aet the retransmitted
SLACP frames. We had to limit the error burst length with the "Huge" model to stati 100 ms as
otherwise standard TCP (with no enhanements and without SLACP) started to experiene serious
problems in ompleting the transfer in too many test ases.
6.3.2 TCP improvements
This setion introdues several tehniques we have seleted for enhaning the performane of TCP
5
.
We have seleted only suh enhanements that follow the ongestion ontrol priniples [53℄ [15℄. We
modied the TCP implementation in Linux to implement three TCP variants: Regular TCP, Satel-
lite TCP and Enhaned TCP. We onsider the Regular TCP to implement a behavior that is typial
5
TCP algorithms used in the experiments are aording to the RFC standard issued when experiments were arried
out. RFCs updated afterwards are marked aordingly in the Referenes setion.
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for a regular TCP today and orresponds to the referene model against whih the performane of
the TCP with enhanements is evaluated.
Regular TCP The Regular TCP uses an initial window size of one segment, disables Limited
Transmit [9℄ and ratehalving, and sets the delayed ak threshold to 200ms. TCP SACK [27℄ and
Window Saling [77℄ options are disabled. The Slow Start and Congestion avoidane algorithms
as dened in [15℄ and Fast Retransmission and Fast Reovery (New Reno) as dened in [56℄ are
inluded.
Satellite TCP The Satellite TCP has the same features as Regular TCP with some standard
improvements for satellite links desribed in [12℄. These are the SACK algorithm, an initial window
of 2 segments and the Window Saling option.
Enhaned TCP The Enhaned TCP inludes an initial window of 4 segments
6
, Window Saling,
TCP SACK, Limited Transmit, Delayed ACKs After Slow Start (DAASS) [10℄, and F-RTO [120℄.
The DAASS mehanism is implemented by enabling the Quik ACKs in Linux. With Quik ACKs,
Linux TCP reeiver aknowledges every segment in the beginning of the onnetion until the thresh-
old equaling a half of the reeiver advertised window is reahed. In addition, a subset of tests is
repeated using the TCP Control Blok Interdependene (CBI) [130℄ option for enabling the Slow
Start threshold (ssthresh) reuse only ; other onnetion state information (e.g. previous RTT esti-
mation, ongestion window size) are not reused.
6.3.3 Workload
We seleted two workload models to be used in performane tests: single unidiretional bulk transfer
and four parallel unidiretional bulk transfers. In the single unidiretional bulk transfer a single
TCP onnetion from H1 to H2 (Return Link) is ative. The transfer size is 1 MB. In the parallel
unidiretional bulk transfers we have four TCP onnetions (from H1 to H2) in order to study the
eet of simultaneous TCP ows that ompete with eah other. The transfer size is 250 KBytes
for eah TCP ow, the total transfer size equaling to 1MB. In our experiments eah test ase is
repliated 32 times
7
.
6.3.4 Performane Metris
The basi metris we used for evaluating the performane of a TCP transfer are throughput, transfer
time, paket RTT and number of spurious RTOs.
6
Using the initial window of 4 segments with the Maximum Segment Size (MSS) is not exatly allowed [11℄.
Therefore, we repeated a large number of the tests also with the initial window of 3 segments but there were no
notable dierenes in the results.
7
Suh a number of repliations has been hosen as a ompromise between a reasonably high number of repliations
needed to provide a number of relevant ase studies and a relatively low number to keep the time needed to arry
out the experiments (performed in real-time) down to a manageable value.
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Figure 6.4: Performane of Regular TCP without SLACP under CRA. The median throughput for
the single transfer (1MB) is shown. Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile range.
Transfer time is dened as the time between the rst TCP SYN segment and the reeption of the
aknowledgement for the FIN segment. Throughput is dened as the amount of data transferred
divided by the transfer time. Paket RTT is the dierene between the time when a paket is sent
and the time when the aknowledgement for that paket is reeived. The number of spurious RTOs
is alulated for eah TCP onnetion. It is the number of times the RTO expired unneessarily,
meaning that a retransmission is triggered even though the paket has been orretly reeived.
6.4 Experiments with Regular TCP
Here we disuss the problems Regular TCP enounters while operating in an error-prone satellite
link where SLACP is not used. Results where Regular TCP operates with three DAMA shemes
(i.e. CRA, RBDC, VBDC) are disussed. TCP performane problems are mainly due to high error
rate ombined with high lateny of the link. Additional lateny due to BoD apaity alloation
further redues TCP throughput. A omplete analysis of detrimental eets of DAMA on TCP is
reported in Setion 6.7.
6.4.1 One ow
Figure 6.4 shows the median throughput over 32 repliations for Regular TCP without SLACP for
one bulk transfer in ase of CRA. The throughput dramatially dereases as the error rate inreases.
TCP suers from unorreted link errors as it interprets all losses as ongestion signals and redues
the transmission rate drastially in an attempt to alleviate the ongestion. With high error rates
TCP spends exessive time in loss reovery (Slow Start triggered by RTO or Fast Reovery triggered
by Fast Retransmit). This produes a low value of the ongestion window ompared to BDP of the
bottlenek link and results in under-utilization of the available apaity.
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Figure 6.5: Examples of TCP onnetion experiening unorreted link errors. The left side (a)
shows several paket losses, whih trigger retransmissions and result in dereasing the sending rate.
The right side (b) shows an example where a loss ours during the beginning of the onnetion
and the Slow Start proedure is interrupted.
Figure 6.5a depits a time-sequene graph of an example TCP onnetion experiening link errors.
After the initial Slow Start, TCP experienes several paket losses, whih trigger retransmissions and
result in dereasing the sending rate. The level of impat on TCP behaviour is dierent depending
on the moment when the paket error ours. Figure 6.5b shows an example where a loss ours
during the beginning of the onnetion and the Slow Start proedure is interrupted. The aim of
Slow Start is to estimate the link apaity by inreasing the transmission rate until a ongestion-
related loss ours. A link error ourring during the very beginning of the onnetion interrupts
the Slow Start; TCP reats by halving the ongestion window (assuming that the loss is inferred by
a Fast Retransmit) and entering in Fast Reovery. This auses an under-estimation of the available
bandwidth and a slower start-up of the onnetion.
In addition, link errors our in bursts, resulting in multiple segment losses within a TCP window.
Figure 6.6 shows an example of suh a ase. One a paket loss has been inferred with a Fast
Retransmit, Regular TCP (TCP New-Reno) is able to transmit only one segment per RTT during
the Fast Reovery phase
8
. As a result, the sending rate is kept at one paket per RTT for all the
duration of the Fast Reovery. The longer the RTT is, the more impat this has on the overall
throughput of the onnetion. In the example depited in Figure 6.6 four pakets have been lost
and are retransmitted at an average sending rate of 2.1 KBytes/seond, whih is muh lower than
the available apaity (16 KBytes/seond).
In VBDC and RBDC, alloation delay due to DAMA mehanisms is present. This further exaer-
bates the problems of TCP in an error-prone environment. Figure 6.7 shows the median throughput
for Regular TCP for one bulk transfer in ase of CRA, VBDC and RBDC. Data related to CRA
is the same as in Figure 6.4 and is drawn again to allow a omparison. For all error models, the
throughput improves as the DAMA alloation delay (highest in VBDC, absent in CRA) dereases.
TCP performane is strongly aeted by a high BoD alloation delay as this translates to a longer
8
The New-Reno algorithm uses information provided by partial aknowledgements (an aknowledgement whih
overs new data, but not all the data outstanding when loss was deteted) to dedue whih segments have been
lost [56℄; a retransmission is triggered upon the reeption of a partial aknowledgement.
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Figure 6.6: Example of TCP onnetion experiening burst errors.
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Figure 6.7: Performane of Regular TCP without SLACP under VBDC, RBDC and CRA. The
median throughput for the single transfer (1MB) is shown. Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile
range.
end-to-end RTT for TCP. TCP gives the highest throughput in ase of CRA, and the throughput is
generally better with RBDC than with VBDC. A long RTT enlarges the duration of the Slow Start
phase as the ongestion window inrease depends on the feedbak of the reeiver. The higher the
RTT the higher the time spent during Slow Start to probe the link apaity. Furthermore, a long
RTT has a detrimental eet on TCP reovery apabilities as eah loss event may require multiple
round trips for TCP to reover the lost segments and, more importantly, after reovering the lost
segments TCP enters in Congestion Avoidane phase with a redued ongestion window, requiring
several round trips to inrease the ongestion window bak to the level prior the loss event.
A long RTT also ontributes at inreasing the BDP of the link, therefore introduing other drawbaks
(see Setion 4.2). In more detail, the long RTT in VBDC aets TCP performane during and at
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Figure 6.8: Example of Slow Start overshoot.
the end of the Slow Start phase. During the initial Slow Start phase, the TCP sender inreases
its ongestion window exponentially. The long RTT slows down suh an inrease ausing under-
utilization of the available network apaity. Later on, the exponential opening of the ongestion
window results in overshooting the available link apaity and router queue losing a large number
of pakets in the end of Slow Start phase. Time is needed to reover from suh a ongestion-related
loss burst due to the large RTT present in ase of VBDC. Figure 6.8 shows an example of Slow
Start overshoot. The graph depits the time-sequene graph of a TCP onnetion (sender point
of view) under VBDC and error-free link. The analysis of TCP traes shows that reovering from
the Slow Start overshoot (time period between the loss detetion and the time when the ongestion
window value prior the paket loss has been resumed) takes approximately 40 seonds, whereas it
takes 25 seonds with RBDC and 17 seonds with CRA.
The long RTT in VBDC slows down TCP reovery abilities. Paket reovery relies on feedbak from
the reeiver, whih is delayed by a large RTT. Moreover, resuming the ongestion window to the
value prior the paket loss takes more time as the ongestion window inrease is one segment per
RTT during the ongestion avoidane phase. The impat of these problems is visible even in "Low"
error onditions (see Figure 6.7): throughput is dramatially lower with VBDC than with CRA
as for example even reovering from one paket loss using Fast Retransmit takes muh longer in
VBDC (the median transfer time inreases drastially from 126 seonds with "None" to 229 seonds
with "Low" with VBDC). Suh a dramati performane derease is not present in ase of RBDC
or CRA. Taking into aount the median transfer elapsed time and the Paket Error Rate (PER)
value present in "Low" error model 7-10 error burst events our for eah onnetion; after a paket
loss (reovered by Fast Retransmit), the ongestion window is halved. Due to the long RTT present
in VBDC, reahing the ongestion window value prior the loss event takes 12-20 seonds for eah
single burst event and the ongestion window is kept low for a signiant part of the total transfer
time. The average ongestion window is around 10 KBytes for all the transfer, whih is signiantly
lower than the BDP of the link (roughly 32 KBytes in VBDC taking into aount an end-to-end
RTT of 2 seonds).
Due to the apaity alloation delay present in VBDC and RBDC, the time needed to aknowledge
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the SYN segment (during the onnetion establishment) is lose to the standard initial RTO value
9
.
This may ause spurious RTOs and, hene, unneessary retransmissions of SYN segments and new
RTO omputations.
The impliations of a SYN spurious retransmission depend on the TCP implementation. Current
TCP speiations reommend an initial RTO value of 3 seonds [104℄ and suggest use of the same
RTO algorithm for the handshake and the data transfer [30℄. However, implementation hoies for
the TCP timer algorithm that proesses a SYN exhange and the following data pakets may lead
to unexpeted behaviour [123℄. One implementation hoie is whether to re-initialize the initial
RTO after the SYN exhange and prior to data transfer. In ase the estimated RTO during the
SYN exhange is not re-initialized, it an lead to an unsuitable (too low or too long) RTO value.
In the TCP implementation used (Linux v. 2.4.22) in our tests, the estimated RTO during the
handshake is not re-initialized and the SYN loss auses the bak-o of the RTO value. This may
lead to two onsequenes: 1) it an be beneial and avoid future spurious RTOs (in ase of long
RTT links) or 2) it an result in a too exessive RTO value ompared to the link RTT (in ase the
SYN was sporadially delayed), whih would delay TCP paket reovery based on RTO expiration.
Figure 6.7 shows that with the RBDC alloation sheme the throughput dereases steeply as the
error rate inreases, resulting in very poor performane even lower than with VBDC, whih is
not an expeted result as typially performane with RBDC servie is better. Unlike VBDC, in
RBDC the ST an request guaranteed apaity (up to a pre-xed eiling value), whih remains
alloated until it is updated by a new apaity request or until it is timed out. As a result, a TCP
onnetion operating in RBDC sheme experienes a RTT similar to VBDC during the beginning
of the onnetion and later on a RTT omparable to pure CRA as long as its ongestion window
is inated enough to fully exploit the apaity kept alloated with the previous bandwidth request
(until a new apaity request is issued). With a limited paket error rate, this results in better TCP
performane with RBDC ompared to VBDC (as Figure 6.7 illustrates), but not at high error rates.
The reason beyond this is explained as follows.
The analysis of TCP time-sequene graphs shows that throughput diminishes after a paket loss
ours. One a paket loss ours, the ongestion window is redued and the reovery phase begins.
RBDC apaity is alloated aording to the average paket arrival rate (in a predened time win-
dow). Sine the TCP sending rate is low during the reovery phase, the resulting RBDC alloation
request is made for a small amount of data. The low available apaity auses a higher paket
transmission time (Txtime ∝
1
Bandwidth
) and, thus, a higher probability that the paket is lost again.
In ase retransmissions are dropped, it results in a long reovery with RTO. In worst ases, the RTO
timer expires several times for a single paket before it is suessfully delivered, resulting in a very
long reovery phase (ompared to the total transfer time) as the TCP timeout value is exponentially
baked-o with eah RTO. Figure 6.9 shows an example of suh a ase: the retransmission is lost
four onseutive times (at t = 500, 506, 519, 544 seonds) before it is suessfully delivered (at t =
595 seonds).
Table 6.3 shows the result of a further analysis on all the olleted TCP traes. It reports the average
number of times for eah repliation that the RTO expired onseutively more than one and up to
9
The standardized initial RTO value is 3 seonds [104℄. Some TCP implementations do not follow the standard
and set the initial RTO to 1 seond.
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≥ 2 ≥ 3 ≥ 4 ≥ 5
VBDC 4,56 1,06 0,38 0
RBDC 28,41 13,56 5,5 1,38
Table 6.3: Average number of times per repliation that a retransmitted segment has been sent
more than 1-4 times under VBDC and RBDC.
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Figure 6.9: Interation of RBDC sheme with TCP Error Reovery under high error onditions.
four times. The table gives an idea of how often the phenomenon explained above ours: in RBDC
an average of 13.56 times per repliation a retransmission is sent again (upon RTO expiration and
exponential bak-o) at least 3 times ompared to an average of 1.06 in VBDC. Another fat to
indiate how this phenomenon is signiant on reduing TCP throughput is the average number
of retransmitted pakets per onnetion, whih is 181 in RBDC and 63 in VBDC ("High" error
model).
Eventually, the median TCP throughput in ase of RBDC under high link error onditions is ex-
tremely low and muh worse than in ase of VBDC. Figure 6.10 shows behavior of a TCP onnetion
under RBDC and "Huge" error model. The phenomenon desribed previously in Figure 6.9 ours
repeatedly during all the transfer and auses ontinual RTO expirations and retransmission timer
bak-o, until the maximum RTO value of 120 seonds is reahed
10
. Figure 6.10b shows an example
where the retransmission is lost four onseutive times and it takes 480 seonds (4 x 120) to su-
essfully deliver the paket. In ase of "Huge" error model, TCP is able to omplete only about one
third of the total transfer within 3 hours. We deided to not run the omplete set of repliations
for this ase; the median throughput under RBDC and "Huge" error model reported in Figure 6.7
is set to zero to indiate that the link is pratially unusable.
6.4.2 Four ows
The overview of the results for Regular TCP with four simultaneous ows without SLACP are
shown in Figure 6.11b. Figure 6.11a depits the results for one ow ase as Figure 6.7 for allowing
omparison. In general, the median TCP throughput of four ompeting ows is higher than with
one ow, in partiular at high error rates. The eet of k parallel ows is almost like having a single
ow with an initial window of k times the default, so the initial Slow Start begins with k segments
in the ase of Regular TCP. This allows muh faster opening of the ongestion window. Moreover,
if all four ow experiene a loss event then the reovery rate is k segments per RTT rather than
10
A maximum value may be plaed on RTO provided it is at least 60 seonds [104℄. The TCP implementation
used in our tests xes the maximum to 120 seonds.
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Figure 6.10: Example of TCP under RBDC sheme and "Huge" error model. The right part (b)
zooms the trae reported in the left part (a) for a spei time window.
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Figure 6.11: Median throughput for Regular TCP without SLACP for one ow (a) and four ows(b).
Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile range.
one
11
. If only one ow experienes a loss then the others may ontinue while one ow is reovering;
the overall multipliative derease is 1/2k rather than 1/2 [10℄. So the errors have less eet on the
overall redution in ongestion window.
Most phenomena and explanations outlined for one ow ase are valid for the four ows ase as
well. The median throughput dereases as the link error rate inreases for all DAMA shemes but
not as dramatially as for the one ow ase. TCP suers from unorreted link errors and redues
its ongestion window in response. TCP throughput is aeted by the path RTT, whih is lowest
in CRA and highest in VBDC. A long RTT extends the duration of Slow Start and slows down the
TCP reovery phase. The throughput in RBDC for "Huge" error onditions is extremely low as for
one ow due to multiple losses of retransmissions (see previous setion for a omplete explanation).
The Slow Start overshoot phenomenon is present for four ows as well and it has more impat for
the VBDC ase. Figure 6.11b shows that the median throughput with "Low" error model in ase
11
Assuming that the Fast Reovery algorithm is New-Reno and all streams infer the paket loss by Fast Retransmit.
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Figure 6.12: Performane of Regular TCP without (a) and with SLACP(b). The median throughput
for the single transfer (1MB) is shown. Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile range.
of VBDC is slightly higher than for error-free link. In ase of "Low", a few paket losses at the
beginning are beneial to TCP and help the sender to estimate the available link apaity as the
rst paket loss ends the Slow Start for one or a few ows and prevents overshooting the router
buer. Suh an eet is not present in the orresponding ase for RBDC and CRA as the lower
RTT makes the TCP reovery more eient and the impat of Slow Start overshoot is less harmful
to the overall performane.
6.4.3 Summary of basi problems with Regular TCP
TCP suers from unorreted link errors as it interprets all losses as ongestion signals and redues
the transmission rate drastially in an attempt to alleviate the ongestion. With high error rates
TCP spends exessive time in Slow Start (triggered by RTO) or in Fast Reovery phase (triggered
by Fast Retransmit). Link errors ourring in bursts result in multiple segment losses within a TCP
window and slower reovery. The alloation delay present in VBDC and RBDC further exaerbates
the problems of TCP in an error-prone environment. In RBDC and high error rate the throughput
is extremely low and lower than in VBDC due to interations between the RBDC apaity alloation
algorithm and TCP reovery mehanisms in presene of link errors.
6.5 TCP Performane with SLACP
In this Setion we ompare Regular TCP performane with SLACP to the ase where SLACP is
not employed. Results where Regular TCP operates with three DAMA shemes (e.g. CRA, RBDC,
VBDC) are disussed.
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6.5.1 One ow
Figure 6.12 reports the median throughput of Regular TCP without (a) and with SLACP (b). When
a single TCP ow is used, employing the SLACP protool improves the median TCP throughput
onsiderably, espeially at high error rates. The Regular TCP with SLACP is able to provide
signiantly better performane ompared to the ase without SLACP. Figure 6.12b shows that for
the three dierent DAMA alloation shemes, TCP with CRA gives the highest throughput, and
TCP performane is better with RBDC than with VBDC. Even on an error-free link, employing
SLACP slightly improves the median throughput ompared to the ase without SLACP (Figure
6.12a). This is beause of ow ontrol between the IP and the MAC layer. Without SLACP, IP
pakets ow diretly to the MAC buer. This prevents from utilizing the IP level buering and
the Slow Start overshoot ours (due to MAC buer overow). In addition, pakets are frequently
dropped also in later phases of the onnetion due to MAC buer ongestion.
With SLACP, the new arriving pakets are kept in the IP buer if no spae is available in the MAC
buer. This does not avoid paket drops in the ase of ongestion (IP buer may also overow) but
allows TCP to keep up larger ongestion window with the help of the additional IP-level buering
apaity. Slow Start overshoot does not our in ase of SLACP as the total buer spae (MAC
buer + IP buer + link) at the ST is larger than the maximum window size (Regular TCP does not
support the window saling option). Of ourse, using a larger MAC buer would result in similar
bulk data TCP performane for the two ases. Even though a larger buer size is beneial for
pure bulk TCP tra, large buers in general are detrimental for various tra mixes, in partiular
when the tra inludes short interative transfers suh as Web browsing or delay-sensitive tra
suh as interative audio. Suh tra types would suer greatly from extra buering and resulting
long queuing delay. Therefore, introduing SLACP is important as it allows eetive use of ative
queue management mehanisms (e.g., RED) at the IP level to keep the queues small and inludes
support for appropriate sheduling of dierent tra types.
In presene of errors-related losses the median throughput of Regular TCP with SLACP is muh
higher than without SLACP. For CRA with "Huge" error model, the throughput using SLACP is
4.3 times higher than without SLACP. The better performane with SLACP is beause of its error
reovering apability, whih makes the residual PER signiantly lower.
In RBDC alloation sheme, for all error models Regular TCP with SLACP yields higher throughput
than without. The throughput with SLACP for "Low", "Medium", "High" error model is 1.3, 5
and 9.8 times higher, respetively. In ase of "Huge" error model, the link was unusable without
SLACP (see Setion 6.4 for a disussion of the problems of TCP in an error-prone link). With
RBDC and using SLACP, TCP performane is not adversely aeted for high error rates, sine
TCP is unaware of the most link errors and the ongestion window is not redued by these issues.
Therefore, the TCP sending rate is higher, more link apaity is alloated (as in RBDC it depends
on the average paket arrival rate) and the probability that a retransmission is lost again is lower
(lower transmission time). The phenomenon that ours without SLACP in the orresponding test
ase is not present anymore.
In VBDC sheme, SLACP signiantly improves the throughput of Regular TCP in all error models.
For error-free link, the throughput is 1.31 times higher than without SLACP as Slow Start overshoot
does not our. The throughput for "Low", "Medium", "High" and "Huge" error model is 2.1, 3.2,
3.7 and 6.4 times higher than without SLACP, respetively.
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Figure 6.13: Performane of Regular TCP without (a) and with SLACP(b). The median throughput
for the four parallel (4x250 KBytes) transfers is shown. Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile
range.
We observed a slight inrease of ongestion-related losses in the ST buer when SLACP is used in
presene of errors, espeially in ase of VBDC. This is beause during link-layer error reovery, new
upoming pakets are enqueued in the ST buer as they have to wait for SLACP retransmissions
(SLACP delivers frames in-order) and apaity alloation delay. Therefore, these pakets ontribute
to inreasing the ongestion level at the ST buer. In ase of VBDC, router buers need to be
properly sized in order to avoid unneessary ongestion related-losses due to link-layer reovery.
The IP buer overow beomes more likely as link error probability and path RTT inreases.
As stated previously in Setion 6.4.1, without SLACP the RTT for the initial TCP handshake in
VBDC is lose to the standard RTO expiration value (3 seonds). Due to implementation issues,
the presene of SLACP ontributes to adding some tens of milliseonds of lateny to the total RTT.
This may ause the initial SYN segment being retransmitted spuriously and a RTO bako. A
further analysis of the TCP traes (test ase with VBDC, SLACP, no errors) shows that spurious
SYN segment retransmission ourred in 7 repliations (over a total of 32). This phenomenon
auses an inrease on the total transfer time of 3 seonds (due to initial RTO expiration) for these
7 repliations. Taking into aount that the median total transfer time of all 32 repliations for
this test ase is 96.31 seonds (see Appendix), results have not been signiantly aeted by this
problem.
6.5.2 Four ows
Results for Regular TCP with four ows with SLACP are shown in Figure 6.13b. Figure 6.13a
shows TCP performane for the same test ase without SLACP for allowing omparison. In general,
SLACP is beneial to TCP, espeially at higher error rates where even using four parallel TCP
onnetions is not enough to exploit the available link apaity.
However, in some test ases performane without SLACP is better. In ase of CRA and RBDC,
error-free link and "Low" error model, TCP without SLACP performs slightly better (median
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transfer time is 80.04 and 83.61 seonds for CRA and RBDC, respetively) than with SLACP
(median transfer time of 85.17 and 88.29 seonds for CRA and RBDC, respetively).
Without SLACP, the Slow Start overshoot is less severe meaning that the router buer is exhausted
when the TCP ongestion window has a lower value than with SLACP. Consequently, fewer pakets
are lost and need to be reovered. The transfer ontinues in ongestion avoidane, where eah TCP
sender inreases the ongestion window by one segment per RTT until the pipe is full again and
another segment is lost. Resuming the previous ongestion window value takes time. With SLACP,
the total amount of buering is higher so that ongestion losses during ongestion avoidane are
less frequent (lling up the buer would require a longer transfer). A loss in ongestion avoidane
phase is more harmful with VBDC (long RTT) than in RBDC or CRA. On the other hand, in ase
of RBDC and CRA, losses during ongestion avoidane do not aet signiantly the performane
and reovery from Slow Start overshoot is the dominating fator.
6.5.3 Summary of SLACP advanes
Employing SLACP onsiderably improves the median TCP throughput ompared to the ase with-
out SLACP for all error models and the three BoD shemes. Even on error-free link, TCP benets
from the presene of SLACP beause of ow ontrol between the IP and the MAC layer.
6.6 Experiments with Satellite TCP and Enhaned TCP
In this Setion we disuss the experimental results of employing Satellite TCP and Enhaned TCP
version. An analysis on how to mitigate performane impat of Slow Start overshoot is inluded.
6.6.1 Satellite TCP
Figure 6.14 shows the throughput of Referene TCP and Satellite TCP without SLACP. In general,
Satellite TCP performs better than Regular TCP for all the orresponding ases although the TCP
enhanements alone are learly not enough to signiantly inrease TCP throughput in high error
onditions. Reasons for Satellite TCP's advanes are reported as follows.
Satellite TCP uses a larger initial window, the SACK algorithm and the Window Saling option.
The larger initial window redues the amount of time to probe the link apaity required by Slow
Start (and therefore, the amount of wasted apaity) as more pakets are sent during the rst RTTs
of data transmission; this triggers more aknowledgements, allowing the ongestion window to open
more rapidly. In addition, by sending at least two segments initially, the rst segment does not need
to wait for the delayed ak timer to expire as is the ase when the initial size of ongestion window
is one segment [10℄.
The SACK algorithm may allow TCP to reover from multiple segment losses in a window of data
within one RTT after the loss detetion. The sender is informed about the orretly reeived seg-
ments by the reeiver, whih enapsulates this information in the aknowledgements. The Window
Saling option allows ahieving higher throughput in presene of a high BDP link as it allows a TCP
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Figure 6.14: Performane of Referene TCP and Satellite TCP without SLACP. The median
throughput for the single transfer (1MB) and the four parallel (4x250 KBytes) transfers are shown in
the upper (a and b) and lower part ( and d), respetively. Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile
range.
onnetion to use a window larger than the standard maximum TCP window size of 64 KBytes and,
hene, to fully utilize the available link apaity. As expeted, using four onurrent TCP ows
instead of only one improves performane with Satellite TCP too when ompared with performane
of one ow and with the orresponding ase for Regular TCP.
Figure 6.15 ompares the throughput of Satellite TCP without and with SLACP. As with the Regular
TCP ase, SLACP is beneial to TCP throughput. Same explanations desribed for Regular TCP
are valid for Satellite TCP as well. TCP benets from the lower PER due to the use of SLACP and
onsiderably ahieves better throughput espeially for high error rates, where TCP enhanements
alone are not suient to provide an aeptable performane. With SLACP, additional buering
at IP level is present; in some test ases (RBDC and CRA, "None" and "Low" error model), this
exaerbates the impat of Slow Start overshoot and slightly redues the transfer throughput.
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Figure 6.15: Performane of Satellite TCP without SLACP (a and ) and with SLACP (b and d).
The median throughput for the single transfer (1MB) and the four parallel (4x250 KBytes) transfers
is shown in the upper (a and b) and lower part (b and ), respetively. Error bars represent the
25-75 perentile range.
6.6.2 Enhaned TCP
Figure 6.16 shows the median throughput of Regular TCP and Enhaned TCP without SLACP.
When a single TCP ow is used without SLACP, the Enhaned TCP performs better than the
Regular TCP for all error models and for all DAMA shemes. When the error rate beomes higher,
the performane gain with the Enhaned TCP also inreases. When the DAMA alloation delay
inreases, the throughput dereases for both TCP variants, indiating that the TCP performane
is strongly aeted by the inreasing delay; the long RTT slows down TCP loss reovery and the
ongestion window inrease. However, the Enhaned TCP suers less from the inreased delay as
it is able to ll up the available bandwidth faster and is able to reover from multiple losses within
a few round trips.
Even on an error-free link the Enhaned TCP is slightly more eient than the Regular TCP as
it is able to inate the ongestion window faster due to the larger initial window and the DAASS
mehanism. This dierene is more signiant when the transfer size is small, like in most Web
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Figure 6.16: Performane of Regular TCP and Enhaned TCP without SLACP. The median
throughput for the single transfer (1MB) and the four parallel (4x250 KBytes) transfers is shown in
the upper (a and b) and lower part (b and ) respetively. Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile
range.
 
 
Error model 
 
Transfer 
Size TCP None Low Med High 
Ref 16,58 16,63 18,75 26,03 NOSLACP 50KB 
Enh 10,51 10,73 11,66 14,66 
Ref 15,83 16,57 18,89 19,00 SLACP 50KB Enh 10,48 11,40 11,42 12,78 
 
Table 6.4: Median elapsed times for short transfers using a single TCP ow (with VBDC, 32
repliations).
transfers. Table 6.4 shows the median elapsed times for transferring the rst 50 KBytes with a
single TCP onnetion and employing VBDC. The median elapsed time of the Regular TCP is at
least 45% longer than for Enhaned TCP in all ases.
As desribed previously in Setion 6.4.1, without SLACP and with the RBDC alloation sheme the
throughput of a single TCP ow dereases steeply when the error rate inreases, resulting in very
poor performane (even lower than with VBDC). Enhaned TCP mitigates this problem (ompare
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Figure 6.17: Performane of Enhaned TCP without (a and ) and with SLACP (b and d). The
median throughput for the single transfer (1MB) and the four parallel (4x250 KBytes) transfers is
shown in the upper (a and b) and lower part(b and ) respetively. Error bars represent the 25-75
perentile range.
Figure 6.16a with 6.16b for one ow; Figure 6.16 with 6.16d for four ows) as it is able to keep
up larger ongestion window and reover from the error losses more eiently than the Regular
TCP. Hene, it suers less severely of this phenomenon, although the link is still unusable
12
under
"Huge" error model and RBDC without SLACP.
Figure 6.17 shows the throughput of Enhaned TCP without and with SLACP. In general, SLACP
improves TCP throughput signiantly also in ase Enhaned TCP is in use, showing that en-
hanements at TCP level only are not enough in ase of medium and high error onditions and
that link-spei enhanements are ruial to mitigate the eet of high PER on TCP performane.
When SLACP is used, TCP performane with RBDC at high error rates is not adversely aeted
sine the SLACP drastially redues the residual PER as seen by TCP (see Figure 6.17a and 6.17b
for one ow; Figure 6.17 and 6.17d for four ows).
12
Tests were interrupted as the transfer was not ompleted within 3 hours.
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In ase of multiple ompeting ows the TCP performane is better than in ase of single TCP ow
sine the four parallel TCP onnetions at more aggressive and the TCP loss reovery performs
signiantly better than with a single TCP ow (ompare Figure 6.17a with 6.17 and Figure 6.17b
with 6.17d). The TCP loss reovery works eiently beause usually not all simultaneous TCP
ows suer from paket losses at the same time and therefore some of the TCP ows may ontinue
utilizing the link while the other ows are reovering from losses and proeed slowly. This is true
in general without SLACP and also holds for high error rates with SLACP (where the residual
PER is not entirely zero). Consequently, the performane gain with the SLACP protool is not as
signiant as for one TCP ow. The usefulness of SLACP beomes evident when error rate is high.
A single TCP ow on an error-free link and at low error rates with SLACP starts to suer from
the Slow Start overshoot problem. For example, the Regular TCP performs slightly better than
Enhaned TCP when SLACP is used for error-free link in VBDC (see Figure 6.17b and 6.12b) as
the latter experienes a larger number of ongestion-related losses during the Slow Start overshoot.
This problem is more severe with the Enhaned TCP as it uses a larger initial window and the
DAASS mehanism being more aggressive during the initial Slow Start phase and therefore having
larger number of outstanding pakets at the time when the router buer at the ST overows. Also,
the additional buer provided by SLACP further inreases the number of outstanding pakets. The
higher the number of lost pakets in a single TCP window, the longer the time needed for reovering.
The Slow Start overshoot ours also with the four simultaneous TCP ows. In this ase it aets
the Enhaned TCP also when used without SLACP. The Enhaned TCP yields smaller throughput
than the Regular TCP when using an error-free link or the "Low" error model with CRA and RBDC
(see Figures 6.16 and 6.17). On the other hand, with VBDC the Enhaned TCP performs better
than the Regular TCP also at low error onditions, even though a large amount of ongestion-related
losses due to Slow Start overshoot our. This happens beause performane of Enhaned TCP is
less sensitive to the VBDC bandwidth alloation delay as it is able to ll up the available satellite
link bandwidth already during the initial RTT with the four onnetions injeting 16 segments
(4 segments for eah ow) to the network. The total number of the outstanding pakets remains
high enough for entire duration of the transfer. Regular TCPs start with four segments only (one
segment eah) and it takes several RTTs with the VBDC alloation delay on eah RTT before it is
able utilize the available bandwidth.
In addition, the Regular TCP suers heavily from the VBDC alloation delay towards the end of
the transfer. The analysis of the traes shows that typially one of the four TCP ows is proeeding
very slowly with a very small ongestion window (the link apaity is not fairly shared among the
ows). When the other ows omplete the transfer, the last ow ontinues alone with the small
ongestion window and its performane suers due to the high RTT introdued in VBDC. Enhaned
TCP mitigates this phenomenon (ompare Figure 6.16 with 6.16d) due to its improved reovery
apabilities (e.g. SACK).
6.6.3 Attaking the Slow Start overshoot
It turns out that the Slow Start overshoot remains the only major problem with the ombined
approah of using SLACP and Enhaned TCP. In order to attak the Slow Start overshoot problem,
we use two modied versions of Enhaned TCP. The rst version uses the TCP Control Blok
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of Regular TCP, Enhaned TCP, Enhaned TCP with CBI, Enhaned
TCP without DAASS.
Interdependene (CBI) [130℄, whih allows the TCP sender to reuse the ssthresh of the previous
onnetion. The use of CBI an be better justied when there are little or no unorreted link errors
(whih is the ase when SLACP is used). The seond version disables the DAASS mehanism, so
that it is less aggressive during the initial Slow Start phase.
Figure 6.18 ompares the median elapsed times of a single TCP ow with these two Enhaned TCP
versions inluded and when SLACP is employed over the satellite link with VBDC DAMA sheme
ompared to Regular TCP and (pure) Enhaned TCP. In general, both Enhaned TCP with CBI
and Enhaned TCP without DAASS versions outperform the original Enhaned TCP as well as the
Regular TCP with all error models. Disabling DAASS in the Enhaned TCP mitigates the Slow
Start overshoot problem whereas the Enhaned TCP with CBI prevents the overshoot problem from
ourring even though DAASS mehanism is enabled with this TCP version. On the other hand,
Enhaned TCP with CBI tends to misbehave in the presene of high error-related losses as the
initial ssthresh value derived from the previous onnetion tends to have a too low value, foring
the TCP sender to enter ongestion avoidane too early. Therefore, the Enhaned TCP with CBI is
performing worse than the Enhaned TCP without DAASS in the "Huge" error model ase, where
the SLACP protool is not able to reover from all frame losses.
One additional reason for the suboptimal performane of the Regular TCP with SLACP is spurious
TCP RTOs. The Regular TCP is suering from the spurious TCP RTOs in all error models
exept with the "None" and "Low" error models. The additional delay due to the link-level error
reovery introdues an oasional delay spike that added to the BoD alloation delay may ause
unneessary retransmission of the full TCP window. The F-RTO algorithm employed with the
Enhaned TCP variant is able to detet the most of the spurious RTOs and thereby avoid the
unneessary retransmissions. A more detailed disussion about spurious RTOs is present in Setion
6.7.1.
The results suggest that either Enhaned TCP with CBI or Enhaned TCP without DAASS should
be seleted for use in order to reeive the best TCP performane. The fat that it is very hard in
general for a TCP sender to gauge in advane whether the previous TCP onnetion experiened
error-related losses on the end-to-end path and therefore possibly inur suboptimal behavior with
the TCP CBI is likely to elevate the Enhaned TCP without DAASS to the reommended Enhaned
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Figure 6.19: Graphs shows paket RTTs as seen by TCP sender. RTTs are omputed when TCP
aknowledgements are reeived. The rst RTT orresponds to the aknowledgement of the SYN
segment. RTT samples obtained from aknowledgements that aknowledges a single TCP segment
are marked with a irle; All other samples are alulated from aks for two TCP segments (delayed
aks). Data for four DAMA shemes are plotted. Figure (a) shows the rst 10 seonds depited in
Figure (b).
TCP variant. Another argument in favour of using TCP without DAASS rather than TCP CBI is
that not all ows are neessarily that often repeated towards the same endpoints.
6.7 Impat of Demand Assignment Multiple Aess (DAMA) allo-
ation delay
BoD mehanisms used in DAMA tehniques (i.e. VBDC, RBDC, CRA) have dierent delay and
delay variation harateristis. The dynamis of a TCP ow and its performane is strongly aeted
by the delay and the delay variation experiened. In this setion the impat of apaity alloation
delay present in the DAMA mehanism on TCP behaviour is analyzed in detail.
6.7.1 Spurious TCP RTOs
The alloation delay due to DAMA mehanisms is variable. Link delay variation may our, for
example, when the link apaity assigned is less than what the sender requests and queued pakets
need to wait for transmission. A sudden and exessive transmission delay due to apaity alloation
may ause spurious TCP retransmissions.
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Figure 6.19a shows paket RTTs as seen by TCP (sender's point of view) for the dierent DAMA
shemes and error-free link. SLACP is not in use. Data is extrated from the paket trae of a
single example onnetion. RTTs are omputed when TCP aknowledgements are reeived. In ase
of VBDC, the experiened RTT is very variable in partiular during the beginning of the onnetion,
where longer RTTs are lose to the initial RTO standard value of 3 seonds. The RTT may exeed
the standard RTO value and ause a spurious RTO. In our tests for VBDC, it ourred for 25% of
repliations. As the ongestion window inates, the alloation delay variation dereases; the path
RTT inreases as the queuing delay grows up and tends to stabilize around 5 seonds (see Figure
6.19b). This happens beause TCP inreases its ongestion window until the link pipe is full.
For CRA, Figure 6.19a shows that the RTT is learly shortest as no alloation delay is present
13
. As
for VBDC (and all other ases), the path RTT as seen by TCP sender tends to inrease until a value
of roughly 5 seonds. For RBDC, the RTT dereases after few pakets as the ongestion window
ination allows the upoming pakets to exploit the apaity alloated by previous pakets and
therefore avoiding the additional delay for apaity alloation. Afterwards, the inreasing queuing
delay enlarges the path RTT. Figure 6.19 also reports samples when a mix of CRA (8 Kbps) and
VBDC (120 Kbps) apaity has been used. Having a small amount of CRA dereases the apaity
alloation delay as seen by TCP.
In ase of link errors, SLACP introdues additional delay during the frame reovery, whih oa-
sionally leads to spurious TCP RTOs resulting in unneessary retransmission of the outstanding
data pakets. Spurious RTOs are more likely to our in the beginning of a onnetion. This is
beause the TCP retransmission timeout is updated after eah RTT measurement. Therefore, the
RTO value tends to adapt to the link in use as RTT samples are gathered. In the beginning of the
onnetion the TCP timeout has not yet properly adapted aording to the link RTT. As opposite,
spurious RTOs are more rare one the initial Slow Start phase is terminated even though the addi-
tional delay due to DAMA and ARQ/FEC mehanisms is still present. This is due to the fat that
after several tens of RTT measurements, the RTO has been adjusted in relation with the link and
the bottlenek queue.
In tests with SLACP, Regular TCP is suering from the spurious RTOs in all error models. The
probability of spurious RTO inreases as the link error probability inreases due to higher number
of link-layer retransmissions. The number of spurious retransmissions is higher with VBDC and
RBDC and smaller with CRA in partiular during the beginning of the onnetion. The analysis of
test results shows that in ase of "Huge" error model, over 70% of onnetions experiene at least
one spurious RTO with VBDC; 59% and 31% with RBDC and CRA, respetively.
This is an indiation that spurious RTOs are not aused by ARQ mehanisms only but aused by
the super-imposition of eets due to link-level reovery mehanisms and apaity alloation delay.
As Figure 6.19a shows, RTT is lose to 3 seonds for VBDC during the beginning; therefore, if link
errors our during the initial phase then even a single link-layer retransmissions is likely to ause
a spurious RTO. For CRA, spurious RTOs are less likely to our in as the initial RTO value is
13
Paket RTT is as seen by TCP sender and therefore it inludes all delay fators present in the path onneting
TCP sender and TCP reeiver, inluding the queuing delay. This is why Figure 6.19a shows that paket RTT in
RBDC beomes smaller than in CRA after few seonds. TCP sender for CRA is able to inate its ongestion window
quiker than for RBDC, therefore experiening higher queuing delay due to higher number of outstanding pakets
ompared with RBDC until the link pipe is full.
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Figure 6.20: Throughput of Regular TCP (a), Satellite TCP (b) and Satellite TCP with F-RTO
() in ase of VBDC, CRA, VBDC together with CRA. SLACP is employed. Error bars represent
the 25-75 perentile range.
signiantly higher than the RTT. Moreover, SLACP reovery is faster as retransmissions do not
need to wait for apaity alloation.
6.7.2 Reduing aess delay
DAMA alloation delay may ause spurious retransmission of the TCP SYN segment or one of
the rst pakets during the early Slow Start phase. Having even a small amount of pre-alloated
apaity would avoid spurious RTOs, in partiular in the early phase of the onnetion where TCP
has not yet tuned the retransmission timeout aording to the link harateristis.
We run a seleted set of additional tests to ompare the eet of using a small amount of CRA (8
Kbps) together with VBDC (120 Kbps) ompared to pure VBDC (128 Kbps) and pure CRA (128
Kbps). Results are shown in Figure 6.20 for three versions of TCP: Regular TCP (a), Satellite TCP
(b) and Satellite TCP with the F-RTO algorithm [120℄(). SLACP is used in all ases.
Figure 6.20 shows that the ombined use of CRA and VBDC is beneial to TCP for error-free link
("None") and "Medium" error model: the throughput in this ase is higher than with pure VBDC
for all three TCP versions. The analysis of TCP traes shows that a small amount of CRA prevents
the unneessary retransmission of initial SYN segments and redues the number of spurious RTOs.
Moreover, it improves the TCP performane in partiular during the initial phase of the onnetion
(short transfers) as a ertain amount of apaity is available without any alloation delay.
On the other hand, using CRA together with VBDC may be ounterprodutive in some ases. Figure
6.20 shows that TCP performane is dereased in ase CRA and VBDC are used together in presene
of high link error rate ("Huge" error model). This is due to spurious RTOs. The trae analysis
shows that more spurious retransmissions our in ase of CRA & VBDC. A better understanding
omes from analyzing the impat of BoD mehanism on the RTT. Figure 6.19a illustrates the RTT
as seen by TCP.
For VBDC, the RTT is highly variable during the initial Slow Start and stabilizes to a lower value
one the ongestion window has been inated. Suh a big initial variation may ause spurious
RTOs during the beginning or otherwise produe a larger RTO value (RTO is proportional to RTT
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variations). In other words, in ase spurious RTOs do not our, RTT variation may be beneial
as it auses a higher retransmission timeout value, whih may prevent future spurious RTOs.
For CRA & VBDC, the RTT variation is redued during the beginning of the onnetion. This
avoids the spurious RTOs due to apaity alloation delay during the early phase of Slow Start,
but suh a lower RTT variation auses a lower RTO value and, hene, an higher probability that
spurious retransmissions our later on beause of a sudden delay spike (i.e. due to ARQ-based
retransmissions). In ase of "Huge" error model, the analysis of TCP traes shows that spurious
RTOs are more likely to our during the beginning of Slow Start (1th − 4th paket) for VBDC and
later on (10th − 15th paket) for CRA and VBDC together.
Spurious retransmissions ours in ase of "Medium" error model as well, but not frequently enough
as for "Huge" error model to signiantly impat on the overall performane (for "Medium" and
Satellite TCP, 19% of repliations experiened at least one spurious RTO ompared to 47% for
"Huge" error model).
Comparing Figure 6.20b and 6.20 we an note that enabling the F-RTO algorithm, whih is able
to detet spurious RTOs and thereby redues the number of unneessary retransmissions, mitigates
this problem and inreases the median throughput in ase of CRA and VBDC are used together
ompared to Satellite TCP under "Huge" error model. However, F-RTO is not apable of avoiding
the spurious RTOs and produing a throughput higher than with pure VBDC for high error rates. As
reported above, the number of spurious retransmissions is negligible for "None" and "Medium" error
models and their impat on TCP performane is negligible; as Figures 6.20b and 6.20 illustrate,
throughput of Satellite TCP and Satellite TCP with F-RTO is pratially the same for these two
ases.
Summarizing, our results show that in general, TCP benets from the ombined use of CRA and
VBDC ompared to pure VBDC as it dereases the RTT and redues the number of spurious
retransmissions during the initial phase of the onnetion. However, with high error rates and
ARQ-based retransmissions, TCP throughput may derease due to the dynamis of path RTT
when CRA and VBDC are used in onjuntion. Algorithms suh as F-RTO and TCP Eifel may
help to mitigate this problem. Although the ombined use of CRA and VBDC is beneial to TCP
performane, statially alloating some amount of CRA apaity per user may be onsidered not
feasible eonomially for the servie provider or not aordable for the user. A solution ould be that
the amount of CRA alloated is dynamially ongured per statistis gathered for eah partiular
deployment ase.
6.7.3 Delayed ACKs
The apaity alloation delay aets the Slow Start behavior of TCP. Figure 6.21 depits an example
of initial Slow Start phase of Regular TCP for RBDC and VBDC. The graph shows the paket trae
from the reeiver's point of view. For VBDC, the rst four pakets are aknowledged one by one as
the TCP delayed ak timer expires before the next paket is reeived.
Figure 6.21 shows that for RBDC, an aknowledgement is sent for eah of the rst nine pakets. The
reeiver does not get the pakets in bursts as for VBDC but pakets are more paed over time. For
RBDC, at the beginning of Slow Start, the alloated apaity is not enough to make two onseutive
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Figure 6.21: Time-sequene graph on TCP reeiver showing and example of initial Slow Start phase
for VBDC and RBDC.
pakets arriving bak-to-bak within the delayed ak timeout: the low alloated apaity makes the
paket transmission time higher than the delayed ak threshold (200ms). As a result, the reeiver
does not send an aknowledgement every two pakets (aording to the delayed ak poliy), but the
delayed ak timeout always expires. Consequently, eah reeived paket is aknowledged, making
the ongestion window inrease faster. This does not our for VBDC (see Figure 6.21) where a
lower number of segments is aknowledged for the same time interval.
This phenomenon is also visible in Figure 6.19a. For RBDC, aks are delayed after the 9th paket.
At this point the RTT is lose to the ase with CRA as the apaity alloated for the previous
paket has not yet been released when the next paket arrives. Enough apaity is available (lower
transmission time) to send two pakets within the ak timeout interval.
This eet voids the aim of TCP delayed ak algorithm of reduing the number of aks sent through
the network in order to inrease the network eieny [30℄. In ase of bandwidth asymmetri
links, where the return path has lower apaity than the forward hannel, this may ontribute to
inreasing the ongestion in the reverse path. In our test ases, no problems were observed as the
return hannel was not subjeted to ongestion.
6.7.4 Short Transfers
The apaity alloation delay strongly impats on TCP throughput for short transfers as it makes
the ongestion window ination slower during Slow Start. Figure 6.22 shows an example of traes
for transfers of at most 30 KBytes for dierent DAMA shemes and two TCP versions (i.e. Regular
TCP and Satellite TCP) over an error-free link. As expeted, performane is the best for CRA,
whereas VBDC yields the longest transfer time. Using a small amount of onstant alloated apaity
(8 Kbps of CRA) together with VBDC signiantly improves performane ompared to pure VBDC
ase and gives even better performane than with RBDC for transfers shorter than 10 KBytes, whih
are ommon for web transfers [123℄. A larger initial window (Satellite TCP, Figure 6.22b) improves
performane.
The impat of apaity alloation delay during Slow Start is visible in Figure 6.19a as well. For CRA,
the lower RTT makes a higher number of aknowledgements being reeived by the TCP sender in
the same time frame than for other shemes, therefore allowing a faster ongestion window inrease.
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Figure 6.22: Time-sequene graph for a short transfer of at most 30 KBytes for dierent DAMA
shemes and TCP versions.
6.8 Further Analysis of SLACP behavior
6.8.1 Protool Behavior
This setion desribes how SLACP behaves in various example senarios involving error reovery.
Several time-sequene graphs depiting SLACP frames illustrates the protool behavior and the
frame exhange performed to ahieve error reovery.
Traes are taken from the experiments illustrated in this hapter. They are related to a bulk-data
transfer (using TCP) on top of a DVB-RCS satellite link, where apaity is assigned on-demand
using the VBDC mehanism (see Setion 2.6.4). SLACP is employed using the FECARQ sheme
with ARQ-persisteny of one. Further test arrangements details are not reported here as the main
sope onsists of desribing the SLACP protool behavior.
Typial reovery ase
Figure 6.23 shows the time-sequene graph where a typial ase of reovery using seletive a-
knowledgement ours. The graph shows traes of original frames sent and reeived, frame losses,
retransmissions sent and reeived, aknowledgements reeived and frames delivered to the IP layer
on the reeiving node
14
.
Frames up to sequene number 11145 are reeived orretly with the original transmission and im-
mediately delivered to the IP layer upon arrival. An aknowledgement is issued every n reeived
frames (n = 8 frames in this example). Data frames with sequene numbers 11146 and 11147 have
been lost in the original transmission at t = 2364.8 seonds. The reeiver will send an aknowledge-
ment ontaining SACK information immediately after it noties that those frames have been lost.
14
The trae shows that the propagation delay of the link is very variable: the dierene between the time when
a frame is reeived and the time when it was sent signiantly hanges over time. This is due to VBDC bandwidth
alloation mehanism. A deep analysis of the eet of bandwidth alloation delay on is presented in Setion 6.7.
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overy
When an aknowledgement indiating a hole in the sequene number spae arrives at the sender (at
t = 2366.7 seonds), the lost frames are retransmitted immediately.
SLACP does not deliver frames out-of-order to the IP layer; frames subsequent the ones whih have
been lost are stored until retransmissions are reeived. The gure shows that SLACP waits for the
arrival of the retransmissions (at t = 2367.1 and 2367.2 seonds) before the subsequent frames are
delivered to the upper layer (at t = 2367.2 seonds).
Reovering the lost tail of a burst of pakets
As shown in Figure 6.23, SLACP reovery is promptly performed if the frame loss ours in the
middle or beginning of the burst of pakets beause a hole in the sequene number spae an be
deteted in one RTT with SACK blok information. As opposite, if the tail of a transmission burst
is lost, then the reeiver is not be able to detet the loss and request the retransmission until new
pakets arrive or a Nothing-to-Send (NTS) frame is reeived. An example of reovery using a NTS
frame is shown in Figure 6.24. The graph also shows the trae of NTS frames sent and reeived.
Two bursts of frames are sent. The rst one inludes frames between 1537 and 1540. Frame 1540
is lost. The reeption of the frame 1541 at t = 340.2 seonds triggers a seletive aknowledgement
whih allows reovery as illustrated in Setion 6.8.1. The frame 1540 is retransmitted at t = 340.6
seonds.
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Figure 6.24: Reovery using nothing-to-send frame.
The seond burst inlude frames between 1541 and 1543. The last two frames 1542 and 1543 (lost
tail of the burst of pakets) are lost and no new frames are ready to be sent. Therefore, the reeiver
is not aware that the two frame losses ourred. The Ak timer expires at t = 340.8 seonds and
a dupliate aknowledgement is triggered and reeived at t = 341.2 seonds. As there are no new
frames to be sent, a NTS frame is sent when the dupliate slap aknowledgement with a higher
sequene number than the last transmitted data frame arrives. The NTS frame 1544 is sent at t
= 341.2 seonds immediately after a dupliate aknowledgement is reeived. The reeption of the
NTS frame at t = 343.3 seonds triggers a seletive aknowledgement to the sender. One the ak
at t = 343.6 seonds arrives, retransmissions of frames 1542 and 1543 take plae.
Reovering lost retransmissions using FEC redundany
SLACP uses a FEC sheme to protet its ontrol frames and retransmissions in order to make more
likely that a lost frame is reovered with one retransmission attempt only. Figure 6.25 shows a ase
where data frames from 11159 to 11165 have been lost in the original transmission. One a seletive
aknowledgement is reeived at t = 2369.1 seonds, the lost segments are transmitted. However,
four of the retransmitted frames (from 11161 to 11164) are lost again.
Sine the retransmissions are proteted with FEC redundany, SLACP is able to reover the lost
frames when enough redundant data has arrived. FEC redundany frames are not shown in the
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Figure 6.25: Reovery of data frames using FEC.
graph. They are sent after the atual retransmissions when the urrent FEC blok is full or a timer
expires. Frames 1161-1164 are reovered at t = 2371 seonds one redundany information have
been reeived (reovered data are marked in the graph).
FEC reovery also preserves order, so the orretly reeived retransmission of the frame numbered
11165 at t = 2370.2 seonds and frames 11166-1172 are not given to the upper layer until all lost
data frames in the urrent FEC blok (frames 1161-1164) have been reovered at t = 2371 seonds.
Note that in this example the implementation of in-order delivery is generating a burst of several
frames as reeived by the upper layer. This situation may inrease the TCP sender burstiness,
meaning that a burst of new TCP pakets (whih may ontribute to ongestion) may be sent. A
form of paing of reovered frames upon delivery to IP would avoid suh an issue.
6.8.2 Reovery Modes
Here we ompare the two SLACP reovery modes: ARQONLY and FECARQ. Experiments show
that FEC is highly useful for data reovery in presene of high link error rate as retransmissions are
more likely to get orrupted as well. For relatively good link onditions FEC reovery is not that
useful and the overhead makes performane slightly worse than in the ase of ARQONLY (Figure
6.26). Table 6.5 shows the following frame statistis (measured from the test logs) in the return link
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Figure 6.26: Comparison between two SLACP reovery mehanisms: ARQONLY and FECARQ.
Error bars represent the 25-75 perentile range.
for ARQONLY and FECARQ: PER is the average Paket Error Rate (PER) in the link; Res PER is
residual PER as seen by TCP beause of SLACP reovery; Data frames TX is the number of original
data frames transmitted; Rexmit reeived is the number of retransmissions reeived; FEC overhead
is the amount of FEC redundany sent (in bytes) divided by the amount of data sent (payload in
bytes); Total FEC reovered frames is the total number of frames (data, Aks, FECAks, ontrol
frames) reovered beause of FEC; Data frames not reovered is the number of data frames not
reovered; Data frames reovered is the number of data frames reovered using FEC.
Table 6.5 shows that by using SLACP the residual PER as seen by TCP is zero in "Low", "Medium"
and "High" error models. SLACP with FECARQ brings the PER lose to zero even in the ase of
"Huge" error model. This is a signiant ahievement of using the FECARQ sheme.
The table shows how useful FEC is for eah spei error model. For "None", "Low", "Medium" and
"High" error models the number of data frames reovered using FEC is lose to zero. In these ases,
it is not likely that retransmissions are lost and error reovery is ahieved using the retransmissions.
That is why the residual paket error rate is almost the same in both ARQONLY and FECARQ.
In these ases with a lower error rate, FEC is not beneial but auses waste of link apaity.
On the other hand, FEC is able to reover a signiant number of data frames in ase of "Huge"
error model. This explains the results showed in Figure 6.26, where TCP performs muh better
with FECARQ in ase of "Huge" error model. We an see that in ase of "Huge" error model
roughly 10% of retransmissions are reovered using FEC: they would be lost in ase of ARQONLY.
Consequently, the residual paket error rate as seen by TCP is muh lower with FECARQ than
with ARQONLY (for VBDC, 0,13% and 1,43% respetively).
A signiant number of SLACP Aks and FECAks are reovered using FEC for all the error senar-
ios in this study. This improves the overall SLACP protool performane as Aks and FECAks are
used to detet orrupted frames. Reovering an SLACP aknowledgement that arries information
about lost frames speeds up the frame reovery and redues the delay due to retransmissions sine
the sender side does not need to wait for another aknowledgment to infer whih frames have been
lost.
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RECOVERY STATISTICS for ARQONLY and FECARQ 
 ARQONLY FEQARQ 
DAMA Error 
model PER   
Res 
PER 
Data  
frames 
TX 
Rexmit 
received PER 
Res 
PER 
Data  
frames 
TX 
Rexmit 
received 
FEC 
overhe
ad 
Total  
FEC  
recovered 
frames 
Data 
frames 
not 
recovered 
Data  
frames  
recovered 
none 0,0% 0,00% 24320 0 0,0% 0,00% 24303 0 3,5% 0 0 0 
low 1,1% 0,00% 24334 266 1,1% 0,00% 24316 266 4,6% 81 0 0 
med 3,2% 0,00% 24388 791 3,4% 0,00% 24389 836 7,1% 305 0 0 
high 5,7% 0,00% 24427 1403 5,9% 0,00% 24472 1449 9,7% 503 0 1 
CRA 
huge 13,5% 1,28% 24821 3023 13,7% 0,08% 24427 3023 17,9% 1283 19 312 
none 0,0% 0,00% 24304 0 0,0% 0,00% 24308 0 3,6% 0 0 0 
low 1,1% 0,00% 24303 268 1,1% 0,00% 24315 279 4,7% 82 0 0 
med 3,4% 0,00% 24339 830 3,5% 0,00% 24367 842 7,1% 297 0 1 
high 5,8% 0,00% 24410 1417 6,0% 0,00% 24342 1453 9,8% 528 0 4 
RBDC 
huge 14,8% 1,72% 24987 3256 14,5% 0,15% 23714 3075 19,2% 1349 36 316 
none 0,0% 0,00% 24354 0 0,0% 0,00% 24367 0 3,7% 0 0 0 
low 1,1% 0,00% 24351 279 1,2% 0,00% 24379 290 5,0% 78 0 0 
med 3,6% 0,00% 24450 869 3,7% 0,00% 24419 900 7,7% 312 0 0 
high 5,7% 0,03% 24497 1398 6,1% 0,01% 24475 1484 10,2% 507 2 3 
VBDC 
huge 13,7% 1,43% 25001 3062 13,7% 0,13% 24566 3021 18,4% 1388 32 315 
Table 6.5: Frame reovery statistis for ARQONLY and FECARQ reovery methods. Data are
related to the TCP four ows ase in the return link.
6.9 Summary
This hapter provided experimental evaluations of the SLACP protool and TCP in a DVB-RCS
satellite environment. A number of end-to-end TCP enhanements have been evaluated, also in
ombination with SLACP, with several error levels representing the nature of link errors for satellite
environment and with VBDC, RBDC and CRA apaity aess shemes.
Experiments learly showed that SLACP provides signiant improvement on TCP throughput and
TCP enhanements alone are not enough to provide aeptable performane, espeially in ase of
higher PER. Link-spei enhanements are ruial to mitigate the eet of high PER on TCP
performane. The ombined approah of using both seleted TCP enhanements and SLACP is the
way to inrease TCP performane over DVB/RCS satellites.
Without SLACP, for all error models, the TCP throughput improves as the DAMA alloation delay
dereases. TCP performane is strongly aeted by the BoD delay. As expeted, TCP with CRA
gives the highest throughput, and TCP performane is generally better with RBDC than with
VBDC. The long RTT in VBDC aets TCP performane during and at the end of the Slow Start
phase and exaerbates the Slow Start overshoot problem. Utilizing a ombination of several TCP
enhanements (Enhaned TCP) mitigates the detrimental eet of the high RTT on TCP reovery
apabilities. In ase of multiple ompeting ows, TCP performane is better than in the ase of
single TCP ow.
Without SLACP and with the RBDC alloation sheme the throughput dereases steeply as the
error rate inreases, resulting in very poor performane even lower than with VBDC, whih is not
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an expeted result as typially performane with RBDC servie is better. The analysis of TCP
time-sequene graphs shows that throughput diminishes after a paket loss ours. RBDC apaity
is alloated aording to the average paket arrival rate (in a predened time window). Sine the
TCP sending rate is low during the reovery phase, the resulting RBDC alloation request is made
for a small amount of data.
Employing the SLACP protool improves TCP performane onsiderably, espeially at high error
rates. Comparing the performane of TCP with SLACP in the three dierent DAMA alloation
shemes, CRA gives the highest throughput, and TCP performane is generally better with RBDC
ompared to VBDC. The better performane with SLACP is mainly beause of its error reovering
apability, whih makes the residual PER lower.
It turned out that the Slow Start overshoot remained the only major problem with the ombined
approah of using SLACP and Enhaned TCP. In order to attak the Slow Start overshoot problem,
we used two modied versions of Enhaned TCP, TCP Control Blok Interdependene (CBI) and
TCP without the DAASS mehanism. In general, these two TCP versions outperform the original
Enhaned TCP as well as the Referene TCP with all error models.
The impat of DAMA alloation delay on TCP dynamis has been analyzed. The alloation delay
due to DAMA mehanisms is variable. Experiments showed that the link delay variation may our,
for example, when the link apaity assigned is less than the what the sender requests and queued
pakets need to wait for transmission. A sudden and exessive transmission delay due to apaity
alloation may ause spurious RTO and unneessary TCP retransmissions. The number of spurious
retransmissions is higher with VBDC and RBDC and smaller with CRA, in partiular during the
beginning of the onnetion. This is an indiation that spurious RTOs are not aused by ARQ
mehanisms only but aused by the super-imposition of eets due to the reovery mehanisms and
apaity alloation delay.
In order to redue the number of spurious retransmissions, experiments with a small amount of
pre-alloated apaity (CRA together with VBDC) have been arried out. Results showed that
this signiantly redues the number of spurious RTOs, espeially in the early phase of the onne-
tion where TCP has not yet tuned the retransmission timeout aording to the link harateristis.
Furthermore, TCP performane is improved during the initial phase of the onnetion (short trans-
fers) as a ertain amount of apaity is available without any alloation delay. This is partiularly
beneial for short transfers. On the other hand, using CRA together with VBDC may be oun-
terprodutive in ase of high error rate. This phenomenon ours for lower error rates as well, but
not frequently enough to signiantly impat on the overall performane.
The behavior of SLACP in various example senarios involving error reovery has been desribed
in detail. Several time-sequene graphs illustrates the protool dynamis and the SLACP frame
exhange performed to ahieve error reovery have been presented.
Chapter 7
Conlusions
This hapter onludes the thesis ontribution and summarizes the results. Future researh issues
and experimentation proposals are disussed.
7.1 Summary of the Thesis
The rst part of the thesis reviewed existing wireless and satellite ommuniation systems. The
objetive was providing the neessary bakground to understand the researh problem and the
impat of harateristis of network paths involving Wireless Wide-Area Network (W-WAN) links
on transport protools behavior. Wireless and satellite systems raise a multitude of performane
issues sine they provide the user with radio links whih typially experiene higher bit-error rate,
higher lateny and larger delay variation than wired links do.
Chapter 2 provided an overview of wireless ellular networks, suh as GSM, GPRS, UMTS and
LTE. Satellite ommuniation systems are desribed with partiular emphasis on Medium Aess
Control (MAC) protools and Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) mehanisms.
Chapter 3 provided the bakground on data link layer protools and error-ontrol shemes for
teleommuniation networks. A data link layer protool provides a dened servie interfae to
the network layer and runs on top of the physial layer. It handles the ommuniation between
neighbor nodes by performing spei funtions suh as frame synhronization, error ontrol, ow
ontrol, addressing, aess ontrol, link management. Two basi ategories of error ontrol methods
to improve the apparent quality of a ommuniation hannel are desribed: Automati Repeat
Request (ARQ) and Forward Error Corretion (FEC).
ARQ is a tehnique to implement link layer retransmission to ompensate for the errors present in
the ommuniation link. A FEC sheme onsists of adding redundant data to the original message
to be transferred (oding phase). At the reeiver side, the redundant part of the message is used
to try to orret those portions reeived with errors (deoding phase). An overview of three well
known ode shemes (e.g. blok odes, onvolutional odes, interleaving blok odes) was provided.
Error ontrol tehniques employing a ombination of FEC and ARQ have been presented.
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Chapter 4 presented the bakground on reliable (e.g. TCP) and unreliable transport protools
(e.g. UDP, RTP, RTCP, DCCP). The impliations of wireless link harateristis, suh as high
Bandwidth-Delay Produt (BDP), high error rate, large Round Trip Time (RTT), bandwidth asym-
metry and variable RTT, on the behavior of suh protools have been disussed. All these hara-
teristis have severe impat on TCP performane in links with huge propagation delay (e.g. GEO
satellites), espeially in ase Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) mehanisms are in use for alloating
hannel resoures. A set of several proposed mitigations have been desribed.
Chapter 5 introdued a new TCP/IP-friendly link level protool, alled Satellite Link Aware Commu-
niation Protool (SLACP), whih aims at improving TCP performane on network paths involving
W-WAN links.
SLACP is employed over an error-prone wireless link to redue the residual Paket Error Rate (PER)
and thereby it allows a more eient TCP operation. Perfet reliability is not a requirement for IP
networks, nor is it a requirement for links [50℄. In general, a link layer should redue the number
of retransmission attempts down to minimum with the intention to minimize the additional delay
due to error reovery and possible interation with TCP timers. SLACP has been designed taking
into aount these priniples.
SLACP utilizes a new hybrid FEC/ARQ mehanisms whih allows minimizing the additional delay
due to ARQ but still keeping the residual PER at a low level. This is possible by proteting retrans-
mission using FEC redundany in a novel way, whih inreases the probability that a retransmitted
frame is suessfully delivered with one attempt only. SLACP FEC/ARQ mehanisms has been
ompared with a lassi ARQ-only approah.
SLACP implements several logial hannels. Eah hannels delivers frames independently of the
ones sent over the other hannels and an use dierent Quality-of-Servie (QoS) parameters and
error ontrol strategies. Having dierent ows mapped in more than one hannel avoids the head-
of-line bloking problem ourring during ARQ-based reovery. Pakets belonging to ows with
partiular QoS requirements are mapped in a hannel speially ongured to meet their QoS
needs. Taking advantage of servie dierentiation below the IP layer is shown to be essential for
meeting the needs of a heterogeneous IP tra when the link ARQ reovery is enabled. Only by
then an the requirement for low lateny and low residual PER oexist in an error-prone W-WAN
environment without harming eah other. SLACP show signiant TCP performane improvement
and its QoS approah supports delay-sensitive tra eetively [18℄.
SLACP employs ow ontrol between the IP layer and the link layer together. The amount of link
buering is limited to only one unsent paket in order to minimize the overall delay.
The design of SLACP supports a reliable implementation of the Expliit Loss Notiation (ELN)
mehanism for TCP sine information about the lost paket (soure address, sequene number)
an be retrieved on the SLACP sender side. As opposite to the reeiver side, the SLACP sender
side an reliably send an ELN message (delivered upon a paket loss ourred and ould not be
reovered) to the TCP sender (the reeiver side annot rely on the paket header to extrat the
soure address for sending the loss notiation as the paket has been orrupted and, onsequently,
the address ontained in the header may not be reliable). This is a potential extension to what has
been desribed in this thesis.
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SLACP has been extensively tested in a Digital Video Broadasting-Return Channel System (DVB-
RCS) satellite environment, where a BoD tehnique named paket DAMA is employed to regulate
the aess to the satellite hannel. The satellite environment has been emulated using the Network
Engineering Platform (NEP), designed by Alatel Spae. NEP is representative of a DVB-S/DVB-
RCS satellite system fousing on the networking funtions and aurately emulates the Demand
Assignment Multiple Aess (DAMA) alloation on the return link for eah of the three lasses of
tra assignment: Constant Rate Assignment (CRA), Rate Based Dynami Capaity (RBDC) and
Volume Based Dynami Capaity (VBDC). NEP allows modeling the satellite link errors having
the emphasis on bursty error behavior as this is the typial nature in this network environment.
Chapter 6 provided experimental evaluations of the SLACP protool and TCP in a DVB-RCS
satellite environment. Experiments using a seleted set of state-of-the-art TCP enhanements in
onjuntion with our TCP/IP-friendly link-level protool has been arried out, with several er-
ror levels representing the nature of link errors for satellite environment and with VBDC, RBDC
and CRA apaity aess shemes. The experiment analysis fouses on problems of TCP, improve-
ments due to SLACP protool and TCP enhanements, omparison between dierent error reovery
mehanisms (ARQONLY, FECARQ), impat of DAMA mehanism on TCP and mitigations. Fur-
thermore, we investigate on what improvements an be ahieved and how to ope with SLACP
drawbaks by using standard TCP enhanements. Experiments learly showed that SLACP pro-
vides signiant improvement on TCP throughput and TCP enhanements alone are not enough
to provide aeptable performane, espeially in ase of higher PER. Link-spei enhanements
are ruial to mitigate the eet of high PER on TCP performane. The ombined approah of
using both seleted TCP enhanements and SLACP is the way to inrease TCP performane over
DVB/RCS satellites. Results of the experiments are summarized as follows.
Without SLACP, for all error models, the TCP throughput improves as the DAMA alloation delay
dereases. TCP performane is strongly aeted by the BoD delay. As expeted, TCP with CRA
gives the highest throughput, and TCP performane is generally better with RBDC than with
VBDC.
In partiular, the long RTT in VBDC aets TCP performane during and at the end of the Slow
Start phase and exaerbates the Slow Start overshoot problem. During the initial Slow Start phase,
the TCP sender inreases its ongestion window exponentially. The long RTT slows down suh
an inrease ausing under-utilization of the available network apaity. Later on, the exponential
opening of the ongestion window results in overshooting the available link apaity and router
queue losing a large number of pakets in the end of Slow Start phase. Time is needed to reover
from suh a ongestion-related loss burst due to the large RTT present in ase of VBDC. Resuming
the ongestion window to the value prior the paket loss takes more time as the ongestion window
inrease is equal to one segment per RTT during the ongestion avoidane phase. The impat of
these problems is visible even for low error rates.
Due to the apaity alloation delay present in VBDC and RBDC, the time needed to aknowledge
the SYN segment (during the onnetion establishment) is lose to the standard initial RTO value.
This may ause spurious RTOs and, hene, unneessary retransmissions of SYN segments and new
RTO omputations.
Without SLACP and with the RBDC alloation sheme the throughput dereases steeply as the
error rate inreases, resulting in very poor performane even lower than with VBDC, whih is not
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an expeted result as typially performane with RBDC servie is better. The analysis of TCP
time-sequene graphs shows that throughput diminishes after a paket loss ours. One a paket
loss ours, the ongestion window is redued and the reovery phase begins. RBDC apaity
is alloated aording to the average paket arrival rate (in a predened time window). Sine
the TCP sending rate is low during the reovery phase, the resulting RBDC alloation request is
made for a small amount of data. The low available apaity auses a higher paket transmission
time (Txtime ∝
1
Bandwidth
) and, thus, a higher probability that the paket is lost again. In ase
retransmissions are dropped, it results in a long reovery with RTO.
Employing the SLACP protool improves TCP performane onsiderably, espeially at high error
rates. Comparing the performane of TCP with SLACP in the three dierent DAMA alloation
shemes, CRA gives the highest throughput, and TCP performane is generally better with RBDC
ompared to VBDC. The better performane with SLACP is mainly beause of its error reovering
apability, whih makes the residual PER lower.
Results shows that in ase of RBDC and high error rate, the link is pratially unusable without
SLACP. With RBDC and using SLACP, TCP performane is not adversely aeted for high error
rates as without SLACP, sine TCP is unaware of the errors in the link and the ongestion window
is not redued by these errors.
We observed a slight inrease of ongestion-related losses in the ST buer when SLACP is used in
presene of errors, espeially in ase of VBDC. This is beause during link-layer error reovery, new
upoming pakets are enqueued in the ST buer as they have to wait for SLACP retransmissions
(SLACP delivers frames in-order) and apaity alloation delay.
Without SLACP, utilizing a ombination of several TCP enhanements (Enhaned TCP) mitigates
the detrimental eet of the high RTT on TCP reovery apabilities as TCP is able to reover from
multiple losses within a few round trips. Enhaned TCP is more eient than the Regular TCP as
it is able to inate the ongestion window faster due to the larger initial window and the DAASS
mehanism. This dierene is more signiant when the transfer size is small, like in most Web
transfers.
In ase of multiple ompeting ows, TCP performane is better than in the ase of single TCP ow
sine the four parallel TCP onnetions at more aggressively and the TCP loss reovery performs
signiantly better than with a single TCP ow. The TCP loss reovery works eiently beause
usually not all simultaneous TCP ows suer from paket losses at the same time and therefore
some of the TCP ows may ontinue utilizing the link while the other ows are reovering from
losses and proeed slowly. Consequently, the performane gain with the SLACP protool is not as
signiant as for one TCP ow. The usefulness of SLACP beomes evident when error rate is high.
It turned out that the Slow Start overshoot remained the only major problem with the ombined
approah of using SLACP and Enhaned TCP. In order to attak the Slow Start overshoot problem,
we used two modied versions of Enhaned TCP. The rst version uses the TCP Control Blok In-
terdependene (CBI), whih allows the TCP sender to reuse the ssthresh of the previous onnetion.
The use of CBI an be better justied when there are little or no unorreted link errors (whih is
the ase when SLACP is used). The seond version disables the DAASS mehanism, so that it is
less aggressive during the initial Slow Start phase. In general, these two TCP versions outperform
the original Enhaned TCP as well as the Referene TCP with all error models.
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The impat of DAMA alloation delay on TCP dynamis has been analyzed. The alloation delay
due to DAMA mehanisms is variable. Experiments showed that the link delay variation may our,
for example, when the link apaity assigned is less than the what the sender requests and queued
pakets need to wait for transmission. A sudden and exessive transmission delay due to apaity
alloation may ause spurious RTO and unneessary TCP retransmissions.
In ase of link errors, SLACP introdues additional delay during the frame reovery, whih oa-
sionally leads to spurious TCP RTOs resulting in unneessary retransmission of the outstanding
data pakets. Spurious RTOs are more likely to our in the beginning of a onnetion. This is
beause the TCP retransmission timeout is updated after eah RTT measurement. Therefore, the
RTO value tends to adapt to the link in use as RTT samples are gathered. In the beginning of the
onnetion the TCP timeout has not yet properly adapted aording to the link RTT. As opposite,
spurious RTOs are more rare one the initial Slow Start phase is terminated even though the addi-
tional delay due to DAMA and ARQ/FEC mehanisms is still present. This is due to the fat that
after several tens of RTT measurements, the RTO has been adjusted in relation with the link.
The number of spurious retransmissions is higher with VBDC and RBDC and smaller with CRA, in
partiular during the beginning of the onnetion. This is an indiation that spurious RTOs are not
aused by ARQ mehanisms only but aused by the super-imposition of eets due to the reovery
mehanisms and apaity alloation delay.
In order to redue the number of spurious retransmissions, experiments with a small amount of
pre-alloated apaity (CRA together with VBDC) have been arried out. Results showed that
this signiantly redues the number of spurious RTOs, espeially in the early phase of the onne-
tion where TCP has not yet tuned the retransmission timeout aording to the link harateristis.
Furthermore, TCP performane is improved during the initial phase of the onnetion (short trans-
fers) as a ertain amount of apaity is available without any alloation delay. This is partiularly
beneial for short transfers.
On the other hand, using CRA together with VBDC may be ounterprodutive in ase of high
error rate. The analysis of traes and RTT dynamis for the various aess shemes showed that
for CRA and VBDC ombined together, the RTT variation is redued during the beginning of the
TCP onnetion. This avoids the spurious RTOs due to apaity alloation delay during the early
phase of Slow Start, but suh a lower RTT variation auses a lower RTO value and, hene, an
higher probability that spurious retransmissions our later on beause of a sudden delay spike (i.e.
due to ARQ-based retransmissions). This phenomenon ours for lower error rates as well, but not
frequently enough to signiantly impat on the overall performane.
Experiments showed that the apaity alloation delay aets the Slow Start behaviour of TCP
and interferes with the delayed ak algorithm. For VBDC, the rst four pakets are typially
aknowledged one by one as the TCP delayed ak timer expires before the next paket is reeived.
For RBDC, an aknowledgement is typially sent for eah of the rst nine pakets. The reeiver does
not get the pakets in bursts as for VBDC but pakets are more paed over time as the alloated
apaity is not enough to make two onseutive pakets arriving bak-to-bak within the delayed
ak timeout.
The behavior of SLACP in various example senarios involving error reovery has been desribed
in detail. Several time-sequene graphs illustrates the protool dynamis and the SLACP frame
exhange performed to ahieve error reovery have been presented.
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7.2 Future Work
In the future it would be interesting to study the performane of the SLACP approah with dierent
levels of FEC and with dierent ARQ persisteny levels as well as alternative approahes to the
TCP slow-start overshoot problem.
In addition, inorporating an expliit loss notiation to the SLACP seems a promising approah
as with the novel design in the SLACP we avoid the ommon problem of not being able to reliably
infer the TCP sender to notify when a frame is orrupted on the link. This is not a problem with
the SLACP as the link sender keeps the original opy of eah TCP segment and the link reeiver
informs it whether or not the orresponding frame was suessfully delivered.
Furthermore, it would be useful to analyze the ross-layer interations between transport, link layer
and MAC layer more deeply to better understand the reasons for suboptimal performane and
suggest solutions for mitigating these ineienies. Also, dierent tra models at appliation
layer ould be used to study real use ases.
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